Bible Believers Bookshop April 2012 Price List
Most of the Bibles we sell are from Local Church Bible Publishers in the United States. LCBP - Bearing Precious Seed publish, distribute and sell KJV Bibles as a ministry. As
such, they sell their Bibles at cost. We, in turn, are selling all Bibles for the amount it costs us to get them here. We do not add any mark-up to the Bibles. As the cost for each
shipment fluctuates, pricing of individual Bibles change to reflect actual cost. Prices listed are an indication and will be confirmed at time of order. Thank you.

Vinyl Pew Bible Black
Vinyl Giant Print Bible Black
Hard Back Pew Bible Black
Giant Print Hard Back Black
Compact Bible Black
Compact Bible Burgundy
Compact Bible Snap Black
Compact Bible Snap Burgundy
Mini Wide Margin Size Text Black
Standard Black - Basic
Wide Margin Certer Column - Designer
Hand-Size Text Black
Hand-Sized Text Bible - Designer
Large Print Black
Large Print - Designer
Giant Print Bible Black
Notetakers Bible Black - Basic
Notetakers Bible Black - Designer
Wide Margin Red Letter
English New Testament - Precious Promises
Romanian Bible - Biblia
Russian New Testament
French Vinyl - La Sainte Bible
Spanish / English Bible - Hardcover - La Santa Biblia
Spanish / English Bible - Vinyl - La Santa Biblia
Soul Winner's New Testament
Large Print Compact Reference KJV Bible – With Concordance
Giant Print Reference KJV Bible – With Concordance
Waterproof Bible
Waterproof Bible - New Testament, Psalms & Proverbs
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L380
L223
L200
L170
L151
L152
L153
L154
L255
L355
L110D3B
L180
L180D3B
L215
L215D3B
L160
L400
L400D3B
L120E
TEN1003
TRO1001
TRU1003
BBF01
LSP/EH
LSP/ES
T28500
D565584-S
D560956-S
D085743
D085710
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10.00
12.00
14.00
26.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
43.20
40.40
65.00
69.00
77.50
77.50
86.00
86.00
65.00
85.00
87.00
2.60
11.20
3.20
6.50
22.00
12.00
4.80
13.10
10.00
58.10
29.90
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KJV Complete Bible on DVD - 1 DVD
KJV Complete Bible on MP3 - 6 CD's
KJV Complete Bible on Audio CD - 62 CD's

D556292
D75957
D37593

$
$
$

25.00
32.00
125.00

$

22.00

*Not all resources are listed on this price list. New titles arriving regularly. Price to be confirmed at time of order.

www.BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz
TG1101E

101 Favourite Bible Stories

Selected stories from the Old and New Testaments, written simply for children of all ages. Beautiful, colourful illustrations. Story questions for parent or teacher interaction. Biblical accuracy. For young and old. One of the nicest Bible
Story Books we have seen!
Also Available in : Spanish (SP1101), Russian (RU1101), Romanian (RO1101), Haitian (Creole) (CR1101), German (GE1101), Ukranian (UK1101), Tarahumara (TA1101), Chinese (Mandarin) (CH1101)
Hard cover. Ura Miller. 215 pages

D897044

199 Promises of God

$

2.50

The Bible is packed with promises for everyday life, and dozens of these important reminders are included in 199 Promises of God . This compact book offers the perfect pick-me-up with God's guarantees in scripture. As you make your
way through a challenging world, find your guidance in the promises of God, who does not lie (Titus 1:2). You have His Word! 96 pages

2011 Calendar - 400th Year Anniversary 1611 - 2011 - While Stocks last!
2012 - Way of Life - Calendar

$8.00

CAL1611
WOL2012

$

Free!
15.00

We are delighted to be able to offer you this 2012 Calendar with beautiful photos from one of the worlds most beautiful countries - Nepal! For those who have been there it is guaranteed to bring back fond memories! Each month has a
Photo and a Scripture from the King James Bible. These are printed on Cardstock and have Spiral Binding.
All photos were taken by a Missionary who labours for the LORD in South Asia. 28cm x 21.5cm.

2012 Bible Reading Schedule - Coiled

BB2012C

$

5.00

D16167

$

5.00

2012 Bible Reading Schedule has extra pages to record meditations and praises from your Bible reading.

2012 Box Calendar - Limited Stock!

FEATURING 314 PAGES OF GLORIOUS COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHS, WITH SATURDAY AND SUNDAY COMBINED ON ONE PAGE. These are words to comfort, words to inspire, words to affirm devotion throughout the year. Every page
of this Calendar pairs a stirring passage from the King James Bible, cited Chapter and Verse, with a beautiful nature photograph that illuminates the message. Wildflowers blooming on a rocky shoreline accompany Isaiah’s ode to renewal.
A still pond in a meadow mirrors the peace God brings to hearts and minds. Hosea sustains righteousness, Exodus finds sanctuary, and Psalms sings the LORD’s greatness. The timeless wisdom of the Bible will lift spirits and uphold faith,
day after day. 157 x 156mm. *with an extra verse for leap year

TG1025E

25 Favourite Stories from the Bible - English, Hebrew, Spanish, Romanian, Russian...

$

8.00

25 Favourite Stories From the Bible is a book with 25 original stories and beautiful pictures from 101 Favourite Bible Stories from the Bible. A great tool to put a spark for God into the hearts of children. Also Available in : English
(EN1025), Hebrew (HE1025), Spanish (SP1025), Romanian (RO1025), Russian (RU1025), Afghan Dari (DA1025), Arabic (AR1025), Haitian (Creole) (HA1025), Ukranian (UK1025), Farsi (FA1025), Turkish (TU1025) Ura
Miller. 55 pages.

4:12 Discipleship Program for Two

TF1175

$

8.50

4:12 is an eight week course designed for this specific purpose—to help older girls or mothers and younger girls spend one-on-one time together studying God’s Word, discussing important areas of life, committing to pray for each other,
and holding each other accountable in Scripture memory and other disciplines and projects. The name 4:12 comes from Ephesians 4:12, Colossians 4:12, and I Timothy 4:12—three verses which really sum up the goal of this discipleship
course.

40 Ways To Protect the Heart Of Your Daughter - CD

TF1325

$

8.50

In this session, Harold Mally shares insights from his family and experience about how to protect daughters by helping them establish their own personal convictions. Thought there are naturally many more ways than 40, Harold has
chosen 40 that stand out as key elements and he briefly shares about each and why they are important. Each item is a concept that parents need to understand along with practical steps of action that they can take. This will hopefully be
both encouraging to parents and bring to light areas that may need attention. Harold Mally. Running Time: 33 min

400th Anniversary 1611 Lapel Pin

$8.50

L943

$

10.00

WOL400D

$

28.00

Good quality full color, 1611 Anniversary Lapel Pin featuring the 400th Anniversary of the 1611 King James Bible. Measurements: 32mm W x 30mm H - Limited Stock

400th Year Anniversary - History of the King James Bible - DVD

This Bible Conference was held in Singapore in recognition of the 400th anniversary of the publication of the King James Bible. The messages cover John Wycliffe, William Tyndale and the King James translators.
2.5 hours on one DVD. 3 Messages on 1 DVD
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D6604

8 Inch Bar Magnifier

$

11.90

This High 2X powered Magnifing Bar is a great way to help you with reading your Bible if the print size seems to have shrunk! It is also helpful for other books as well! It has a distortion-free lens and is Shatter-proof & scratch-resistant. It
is also Light weight. Includes an 8" ruler. Magnifiying sheets are frustrating as you have to hold the sheet away from the page. With this Magnifiying Bar you set it on the page and slide it down as you go. ~ We highly recommend this! ~

ABC Book of Bible People - Bible Stories for Young Readers Series

RSP2717

$

8.50

ABC Book of Bible People has short stories about many people in the Bible – about prophets, servants, kings, children, mothers and many more. Each letter of the alphabet is illustrated by one or more Bible characters. The theme of this
series is “Blessed is he that readeth” Revelation 1:3. In the back of the book are several pages with questions and answers relating to each letter. The illustrations are realistic and beautifully done. 83 pages.

BBM02

Abide in Christ - Andrew Murray

$

14.00

While walking with their Lord the Apostles were instructed by Him to “Follow Me”. After their Lord’s ascension His words to them were “Abide in Me”. Sadly, many Christians today have trusted Him for pardon, for help and seek to obey
Him in various degrees while failing to realize the benefits of the union, the fellowship and the oneness that our Lord invites us to enjoy when He invites us with the words “Abide in Me”. You will find Andrew Murray’s book on this subject
a challenge and a blessing to your walk with the Lord. Andrew Murray. 169 pages

Absolute Surrender and Other Addresses - Andrew Murray

BBM01

$

8.00

If obedience is the foremost requirement for a Christian, then the greatest need afterward is absolute surrender to the Lord and His Word. Completely yield yourself to His guiding hand. This will place you completely in God’s hands to be
shaped and molded into the image of His Son. You will be ready to be instructed in the things pertaining to your new life in Christ. You will be empty of self and ready to be filled by the Master.
Andrew Murray. 101 pages

ABSS Set - Complete Set of 20 Volumes

WOL56

- Spiral Bound

$

400.00

ORDER THE ENTIRE SET OF ADVANCE BIBLE STUDY BOOKS AT A DISCOUNT! JAMES, THE BIBLE VERSION ISSUE: A COURSE ON BIBLE TEXTS AND VERSIONS AND A DEFENSE OF THE KING JAMES BIBLE, BIBLE
HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY Enlarged Edition, ACTS, GENESIS, FIRST CORINTHIANS, HEBREWS, JOB, PSALMS, PROVERBS, REVELATION, ROMANS, DEFENSE OF THE FAITH, THE FOUR GOSPELS, GIVE ATTENDANCE TO
DOCTRINE, A HISTORY OF THE CHURCHES, HOW TO STUDY THE BIBLE, THE NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH, THE PASTORAL EPISTLES and UNDERSTANDING BIBLE PROPHECY.

Advanced Bible Study Series - Acts

WOL53

$

14.00

This course covers one of the most exciting and important books in the Bible. It deals very practically with church and missionary endeavor and also covers many important and foundation doctrines and practices, such as the resurrection
and second coming of Christ, the Holy Spirit, salvation, repentance, inspiration, preaching, prophecy, baptism, church membership, the Lord's supper, Christian charity, apostles, deacons, missionaries, pastors, bishops, ordination,
offerings, the nature of the church, prayer, holiness, martyrdom, and evangelism. The course refutes many false doctrines that are prevalent today, such as Charismatic tongues, healing, and second blessing. It clears up many controversial
issues such as the difference between the baptism and filling of the Holy Spirit, the woman's role in the ministry, baptismal regeneration, election, sign miracles, repentance, modern church growth practices, and how to deal with false
teaching. The course includes several Bible maps, and the student learns where each event in the book of Acts takes place. 168 pages - perfect bound

WOL22

Advanced Bible Study Series - Digital Edition

$

150.00

Way of Life’s Advanced Bible Studies Series is a serious set of Bible studies, equivalent to a complete Bible College curriculum. We don’t believe that you will find better quality, more truly life-changing Bible courses from any other source.
They are continually revising the courses, and with each new edition they become more mature. There are currently 20 volumes averaging 265 pages each.
The subjects are : Acts, Bible History and Geography, The Bible Version Issue, Defense of the Faith, First Corinthians, The Four Gospels, Genesis, Give Attendance to Doctrine, Hebrews, A History of the Churches from a Baptist
Perspective, How to Study the Bible, James, Job, The New Testament Church, Pastoral Epistles, Proverbs, Psalms, Revelation, Romans, and Understanding Bible Prophecy. (The place to start is with “How to Study the Bible.)
The courses are based strictly upon the King James Bible and the powerful word studies assist in the understanding of the KJV but do not cast doubt upon it. They are thorough and comprehensive, yet they are laid out in outlines that are
easily taught. They are very practical and have the objective of producing well-equipped Christian soldiers that have a solid understanding of the Bible and God’s perfect will. They stress holy and obedient
Christian living and separation from worldliness and error. They magnify evangelism and the New Testament church and promote world missions. They emphasize the essential differences between law and grace, the church and Israel,
positional and practical sanctification, and they continually fortify the student’s understanding of the life-changing doctrines such as justification, substitutionary atonement, and eternal security. The courses are non-Calvinistic and
interpret Bible prophecy from a literal pre-tribulational perspective. The diligent student can be prepared to stand against the wiles of the Devil and to refute the major theological heresies of our day. One pastor said the books “are
extremely helpful for any Christian, no matter where they are spiritually; the practical application is extremely helpful and edifying.” All the books plus workbooks and test sheets are included in one CD. The books are in PDF
format and are searchable. This is a powerful study tool for personal study or for teachers who are using this material in class.

Advanced Bible Study Series - Proverbs

WOL54

$

34.00

The theme of this powerful book is finding wisdom through the fear of the Lord, and we have titled the course “Wisdom for the Wise and Foolish,” because Proverbs can help the foolish become wise and the wise become wiser. It is one of
the most practical books in the Bible.True godliness gets down to where we live our everyday lives and involves every activity and relationship. It is first of all a book for young people, being addressed to “my son” and “my children.” Youth is
the best time to learn wisdom, and this is where Proverbs begins, but it is also a book for saints of all ages. The book of Proverbs contains more wisdom about human life and the operation of home, society, commerce, and government than
all of this world’s secular colleges and universities combined. There is more sound information on child training in the little book of Proverbs than in all of the child psychology books that have ever been written. The breadth of Proverbs is
amazing. It contains practical wisdom for every type and class of person, for the king and the subject, the simple and the prudent, the male and the female, the young and the old, the rich and the poor, the master and the servant, thewise
and the foolish, the married and the unmarried, the husband and the wife, the parent and the child, the angry and the calm, the patient and the impatient, the sluggard and the diligent, the friend
and the enemy, the sad and the joyful, the one who talks much and the one who talks little. The book of Proverbs is a mirror that shows us the condition of our hearts. This course contains four major sections: (1) an introduction to
Proverbs, (2) a verse byverse study of Proverbs 1-9 and Proverbs 31, (3) studies of the major themes of Proverbs 10-30 (Anger, Child Discipline, Counsel, the Fool, Friendship, the Poor, Pride, the Sluggard, the Talebearer, the Tongue, and
Wine), (4) and studies of many of the important individual proverbs. 309 pages

RSP10011

Adventures With Books - Preschool A-B-C Series
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$

5.90
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The Preschool A-B-C Series provides preparation material. Six workbooks give practice in coloring, cutting, pasting, and following directions while learning neatness and carefulness with books. The storybook gives auditory and oral
practice for the child.
Adventures with Books gives practice in coloring, cutting, pasting, and following directions while learning neatness and carefulness with books. "Adventure With Books" teaches the 8 basic colors, how to color correctly, and 3 basic
shapes, along with a few familiar concepts, such as up-down, big-small, and left-right. Some instructions for parents and teaching are in the back of the book and at the bottom of the work pages. 64 pages

Alice and Bessie - or Growth in Grace

K5999

$

14.00

Alice was learning to be a Christian in the truest sense of the word when her very unruly cousin, Bessie, came to spend the winter with her. No two girls could be more different in temperament and tastes. How could they get along? How
does one learn patience? How do you learn to love someone you don't even like? Alice and Bessie learn many lessons, and their lessons will be of great benefit to the readers of their story.
ASSU (American Sunday School Union). 116 pages

Alphabet Flash Cards

K4529

$

8.40

The Alphabet Flash Cards are used in conjunction with Reading Readiness. In Reading Readiness the student will be introduced to one letter and its sound at a time. As the student progresses in Reading Readiness, practice with specific
flash cards will be recommended. This will serve as a building review until the twenty-six simple sounds are mastered. Complete instructions are included.

Always Behave Cheerfully - Colouring Book

CLP334156

$

4.00

Practice coloring neatly, memorize the alphabet, and learn important lessons in cheerful behavior—all in the same book! Ask advice, Believe the Bible, Carefully clean your room... all the way to Zip with zeal. Both parents and children will
enjoy this coloring book. 28 pages.

Always Do Right - Activity Book

CLP334158

$

5.50

You want your children to develop character, to become sensitive about right and wrong choices, to want to please their parents and God. Sometimes they disappoint you. But you keep working with them, praying for them, and providing
activities that reinforce your training. This little book contains such activities. Always Do Right will remind your children to always do right. 53 pages.

Always Love Right - Activity Book

CLP334159

$

5.50

This little activity book reminds children to love God and others. Can they listen and answer respectfully? Do they share unselfishly? Work willingly? Play peacefully? Can they please God by making others happy? Each activity
demonstrates the joy of loving unselfishly. 53 pages.

Amazing Grace - CD
Amazing Love - CD
Amy and Her Brothers - Lamplighter Hardcover

TG1003
TG1001
TEN4044

$
$
$

22.00
22.00
27.60

The heartache and innocent faith of an orphan child challenges us to be more attentive to the hidden suffering around us and the hurts of those nearby. The heart of this story, however, lies in the incredible relationship between a brother
and sister who show love and forgiveness toward their selfish and greedy older brother. Sarah S. Baker. 154 Pages.

An Unshakeable Faith - A Christian Apologetics Course

- 18 PowerPoint/Keynote presentations on a CD

WOL55C

$

25.00

The professional PowerPoint presentations consisting of 1,850 slides deal with archaeology, evolution/creation science, and the prophecies pertaining to Israel’s history. These fascinating photos and video clips were taken at great expense
in museums and research sites in roughly 15 countries.
TITLES OF THE POWERPOINT/KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS: Archaeology 1 Introduction and Writing (95 slides), Archaeology 2 Ur of the Chaldees (152 slides), Archaeology 3 Egypt (52 slides), Archaeology 4 Babylon (197 slides),
Archaeology 5 Assyria (212 slides), Archaeology 6 Medo-Persia (70 slides), Archaeology 7 Israel (103 slides), Archaeology 8 Luke’s Writings (Luke and Acts) (37 slides), Israel in Prophecy (100 slides), Icons of Evolution 1 - Intro Natural
Selection Mutations (139 slides), Icons of Evolution 2 - Fossil Record (118 slides), Icons of Evolution 3 - Homology Peppered Moth Finch Fruit Fly (106 slides), Icons of Evolution 4 - Lucy Laetoli (73 slides), Icons of Evolution 5 - Vestigial
Embryo (70 slides), Icons of Evolution 6 - Miller Experiment (75 slides), Icons of Evolution 7 - Horse Whale Bird (187 slides), Icons of Evolution 8 - Billions of Years (76 slides) & Icons of Creation (147 slides) David Cloud. 18
PowerPoint/Keynote presentations. (Keynote is the Apple version of PowerPoint.)

An Unshakeable Faith - A Christian Apologetics Course -

Book

WOL55B

$

50.00

CONTENTS OF THE COURSE: The Bible Critics Were Wrong, Introduction, The Bible, The Bible’s Nature, The Bible’s Proof, The Dead Sea Scrolls, The Bible’s Difficulties, Jesus Christ, Historical Evidence for Jesus, Evidence for Jesus’
Resurrection, Israel in Prophecy, Archaeology, Introduction to Archaeology, Important Old Testament Dates, Archaeological Treasures Confirming the Bible, Evolution, Introduction to Evolution, History of Evolution, Icons of Evolution,
Icons of Creation, Predictions, Summary of Evidence against Evolution, Noah’s Ark and the Flood, Miscellaneous Questions Answered & Soul Winning and Apologetics.
David Cloud. 385 pages - Spiralbound

An Unshakeable Faith - Book and PowerPoint Combo

WOL55X

BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$

65.00
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This is a Major apologetics teaching package. It is also a course in evangelism. The course is built upon nearly 40 years of serious Bible study and apologetics writing. Research was done in the author’s 6,000-volume library plus in major
museums and other locations in America, England, Europe, Australia, Asia, and the Middle East.
The package consists of a 385-page apologetics course entitled AN UNSHAKEABLE FAITH plus a series of 18 PowerPoint/Keynote presentations. (Keynote is the Apple version of PowerPoint.) The professional PowerPoint presentations
consisting of 1,850 slides deal with archaeology, evolution/creation science, and the prophecies pertaining to Israel’s history. These fascinating photos and video clips were taken at great expense in museums and research sites in roughly
15 countries.
The material is extensive, and the teacher can decide whether to use all of it or to select only some portion of it for his particular class and situation. After each section there are review questions and summaries as teaching aids and to help
the students focus on the most important points. Selections can be made from the review questions for sectional and final tests. There is also a summary of the entire course, which emphasizes the major points that the students should master so well that
that the students should master so well that they can use them effectively in apologetic and evangelistic situations. There is a major section “Soul Winning and Apologetics.” The course can be used for private study as well as in a classroom
setting.

Ancient Landmarks - Devotions for Teens and Young Adults

PP09

$

20.00

Straightforward, up-to-date, Scriptural guidelines for life! Ancient Landmarks has 147 straightforward and concise devotions – some long, some short, but all practical. Covering obedience, the path to marriage, music, dress, entertainment,
Christian service, and many other areas of life – with a lot of Scriptural support. Good training for future parents! A useful guide for family devotions, and a help to youth leaders and Sunday school teachers. For ages 14 and up. 260 pages.

Anger - Relationship Poison - CD
Animals, Animals, Animals - "God's Creation" - Colouring Book

T21590
RSP2950

$
$

10.50
3.50

CK135

$

11.80

Simple drawings that even younger children can color. There is a line of poetry on each page that matches the pictures. 32 pages

Answers To My Jehovah's Witness Friends

When Jehovah's Witnesses come to your door, have you ever wished you could get them off their memorized scripts and show them what the Bible really teaches? Have you ever wished you had the information necessary to lovingly show
them why their religion is wrong? Now you can!
Using many quotes from Watchtower leaders, this small book exposes the errors of this false religion, presenting thought-provoking questions Jehovah's Witnesses can't answer. Don't turn them away from your door saying, "I'm not
interested." Learn the questions that will make them think, so you can effectively share the true gospel with them.
Did you know? - In 1889, Jehovah's Witness founder C.T. Russell predicted:
"...the final end of the kingdoms of this world, and the establishment of the Kingdom of God, will be accomplished at the end of A.D. 1914."
This is one in a long list of unfulfilled Jehovah's Witness Bible prophecies that are revealed in this book.

Anthony Gets Ready For Church - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2119

$

5.90

$

3.00

A little boy's difficulties as he gets himself washed and dressed for church. Written by: Mary M. Landis. Illustrated by: Michelle Beidler. 24 pages - Softcover. Also Available in Spanish and German

Are We Having Fun Now? - Booklet

PP16

Is it Scriptural to focus on fun in our educational methods? What do our children really need? Is the method of instruction as important as the final outcome? What about factual learning and accountability? Are we encouraging “selfdiscovery (Prov. 18:2)”? Which Teacher really has love? Also, the importance of accountability and learning facts. Booklet. Gary Maldaner. 8 pages.

Are You Serious About Marriage

K2192

$

19.40

How is your marriage doing? Do you have a close, loving relationship with your husband? Do you feel that you are one, as you set out to be years ago? Or are things beginning to unravel as the stresses of life mount? Are you disappointed in
your husband? Are you disappointed in life? Are you disappointed in your marriage? Are you struggling? Perhaps this little book, Are You Serious About Marriage, will shed some light on the perplexing issues women face. It is not written
from a know-it-all attitude but from the heart of a woman that knew nothing, and had to learn along the way. It is not a “20 Steps to a Great Marriage”, but the sharing of a journey to become a wife as God has intended a woman to be.
After having had a tremendous number of requests from their former In Keeping With the Faith subscribers, Keepers of the Faith decided to put this series of marriage articles into a book. They did and it now continues to bless and help
wives to be godly, loving helpmeets to their husbands. People have requested them for future reference, for their children, for newly married women, for women who are struggling in their marriages, for Bible studies, and for those young
women preparing for marriage. Keepers have received countless testimonies of changed lives, and changed marriages, as a result of these articles. If you are ready for a change and want to really get serious about your marriage, give this a
read. 178 pages.

Aunt Hannah, Martha, and John

K3375

$

22.00

Mrs. Alden has written nearly 100 books and a hundred plus short stories. I (Susan) have read nearly eighty of her books and scores of her stories, and out of them all, this is my favorite story. Perhaps it is my age, and I readily identify with
Aunt Hannah, but I promise you this story has something for nearly everyone. Many events in this story are true and taken from Mrs. Alden's own life. It is rich in characterizations, and you will be laughing and smiling your way through
much of it. It is the story of a young preacher and his wife, John and Martha, beginning their newly married life at the same time they are undertaking their first ministry in a church. Although they love the Lord, and are eager to serve Him,
and have the highest expectations, they have much to learn about the realities of pastoring a people and at the same time adjusting to marriage. Aunt Hannah reared John from his childhood so she is the mother who gives a helping hand
and sage advice as needed, all the while continuing to grow in her own Christian walk. 294 pages.

Autobiography of George Müller - Lifeline Philippines -

Hardback

LP01

$

22.00

This work is compiled by G. Fred Bergin. It was published originally as an centennial memorial of the birth of George Muller. It is written up to the point of Mr. Müller’s death in his own words. An excellent addition to any library.
George Müller. 736 pages
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Autobiography of George Muller - Whitaker

K3220

$

18.00

What can be accomplished by an ordinary person who trusts in an extraordinary God? George Muller discovered the endless possibilities! These excerpts from his diary allow George Muller to tell his own story. Join him on his journey
from a life of sin and rebellion to his glorious conversion. Share his struggles and triumphs as he establishes orphan homes to care for thousands of children – depending upon God’s daily miraculous responses to his prayers to supply all
their needs. You, too will learn how to, Pray in faith and receive answers, Seek God for direction, Find the ultimate purpose for your life & Rest securely in God’s loving care.
George Muller’s unwavering, childlike dependence upon his heavenly Father will inspire you to confidently trust the God of the impossible to meet your needs in ever area of your life. 237 pages.

Autobiography of George Müller, or, A Million and a Half in Answer to Prayer

-Hardcover with Pictures

SGB252

$

58.50

This volume is the only complete edition of Muller's biography in print today, covering some of the most remarkable episodes in the history of the Christian church, as a man with a burden for spreading the gospel through orphanage work
received one and a half million pounds (British) of support without ever issuing an appeal, and whose work took care of over 10,000 children. George Müller. 736 pages.

WOL 36

Avoiding the Snare of Seventh Day Adventism

$

16.00

Called the best on the subject by the editor of The Baptist Challenge, this book is diligently researched from official publications of the Seventh-day Adventist organization. The author proves conclusively that the Seventh-day Adventist
gospel is false. The two major divisions of the book are: “Adventist History Proves It is Heretical” and “Adventist Doctrine Proves It Is Heretical.” The book analyzes Adventist doctrines such as Sabbath-keeping, Soul-sleep, Annihilation of
the wicked, Ellen White as a Prophetess, Investigative Judgment, and Misuse of the Mosaic Law. Another chapter is titled “Why Some Have Considered Seventh-day Adventism Evangelical.” This analyzes Walter Martin’s (author of
Kingdom of the Cults) faulty view of Adventism. The 2nd edition (1999) includes selections from D.M. Canright’s 1898 book Seventh-day Adventism Renounced. Canright was an early leader in Adventism who left and became a Baptist
pastor. The 2nd edition also includes a chapter entitled “Adventists Wanted Me to Revise This Book,” describing the attempt by the Seventh-day Adventist denomination to have me change the book. 165 pages.

RSP2772

Baking Day - A Little Jewel Book

$

5.90

$

16.00

Mother's faithful little helper helps to bake some cookies and prepare a meal for their thankful family.
Today I will help Mother bake. First we will make cookies. I place a bowl on the table. Then I carefully take the eggs from the refrigerator. Mother puts margarine into the bowl, and I add the sugar.
~ This is a Favourite of some of our up-and-coming Cooks! ~ Written by: Jemima Tamme. Illustrated by: Peter Balholm. 32 pages - Softcover

K5828

Battling With the World

The sequel to The Giant-Killer continues the story of the Robys. It is now several years later; the Probyns have returned home, and yet the lives of the Robys and Probyns continue to be somewhat entwined. Tragedy and sorrow have struck
deeply at the Roby family, and yet they continue to bravely fight the battle of faith, strive for contentment, and do right in the midst of very trying circumstances. See how they rise, determined to conquer, and love each other, and trust in
God in the journey of life. You won't want to miss this one! 134 pages.

Be Prepared - Booklet

CK1015

$

1.00

Have you ever tried to discuss the Lord with a friend, and found they had unscriptural ideas that made them hard to reach? If they are a Catholic, Jehovah's Witness or Mormon, some of their questions can be really difficult to handle. You
know that the Bible teaches plainly that their doctrine is wrong, but can't remember the Scripture reference so you can show it to them. Thomas F. Heinze. 24 Pages.

Beatitudes, The - Learn and Colour Series -

Colouring Book

RSP2924

$

3.50

This Colouring Book is designed to encourage children to memorise The Beatitudes . The text is typed with open letters so that they can be coloured. This 165 x 216mm book also has simple outline drawings for the children to colour.
Designed basically for Grades 1-3.
Also Available in this set are: Books of the Bible, The LORD's Prayer & The Ten Commandments. 20 pages

Bede's Charity

K3221

$

18.00

Truly this is one of the finest, most Christ-centered books we have read. You will see Jesus on page after page of this story. Bede's Charity is the story of a woman whose daily life was a continual reflection of her love for, and trust in, the
Lord Jesus Christ. She denied self for the good of her family; she took up her cross wherever it lay; she praised the Lord in all situations and found contentment in life despite nearly unbelievable adversities. Through the pages of this book,
you will see Jesus, and His love and care for a solitary soul. This story will encourage you and inspire you to live for Him, Who did so much for us. KOF Old Reprint. Hesba Stretton. 181 pages.

Before You Meet Prince Charming

TF1085

$

20.00

This guide to radiant purity combines the thoughts and events in the life of a young princess with solid, clear teaching of Biblical convictions that young ladies today need to grasp. Through a captivating fairy tale, modern day examples,
practical instruction and abundant humour, Sarah Mally challenges young ladies to turn to the Lord for fulfilment, to guard their hearts and minds, to identify and avoid the world’s thinking and to shine brightly in this generation. Before
You Meet Prince Charming offers biblical answers to everyday questions and deep life struggles. It includes many practical tips for girls such as how to guard your heart when you have a crush, being wise in Internet usage, how to
strengthen relationships with parents, and how to use your single years wisely. Suggested for young ladies ages 12 to 90 (Although not intended for boys - this does provide a helpful read for what to be looking for in a wife! The same
principles apply to young men also.) 272 pages.
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RB2905

Beginners Bible Word Search and Colouring Book, The

$

5.90

25 crossword puzzles to solve and pictures to color - Adam and Eve, Ananias and Sapphira, Animals, Birds, Colors, Daniel, David and Goliath, Dorcas, Esther, Jesus, Job, Jonah, Joseph, Joshua, Moses, Naaman, Noah, Occupations, Paul
and Silas, Peter, Philip, Ruth, Samuel, Solomon, Trees. 56 pages.

Beginning With God - Bible Stories For Children -

Hardcover

$35.00

CCP211-6

$

39.90

These Bible stories have been prepared to help boys and girls begin their lives with God. The foundation for life that will stand the test is the foundation found only in the Lord Jesus Christ. Beginning with GOD, Bible Stories for Children is
a very special Bible story book for the children in your life. Scripture used is the King James Bible. Every family should get a copy of this book for their home and read these great Bible stories with their families. After each story there is a
section of Things to Remember, which is a great way to review the reading and draw out the main points. Our family has just finished reading through this beautiful book and each one of us has benefitted greatly. We highly recommend it.
Clarence Sexton. 56 pages.

Believers Daily Treasure, The - Hardback

LP05

$

9.00

RSP2537

$

5.90

The Believers Daily Treasure or Texts of Scripture, arranged for every day in the year is a lovely little hardcover book. Each month focuses on a different area of a Believers walk. 192 pages.

Berries, Berries, Berries - A Little Jewel Book

The children plan eight tasty things to do with three kinds of berries that God created.
On a day in June when the strawberries are ripe, we will take the berry-picking pails from the kitchen cupboard. Together we will go to the patch just beyond the garden. When we come to the place where God's sunshine and God's rain
have helped the strawberries to grow, we will stoop down close to the plants. We will find a blossom and count its five petals that look like tiny white cups.
~ This is one of our old Favourites! Beautifully Illustrated! ~ Written by: Beverly S. Gordon. Illustrated by: Brenda Horst Martin. 32 pages - Softcover. Also Available in German

Bible Activity Book

CLP334150

$

5.50

This little book is filled with word scrambles, puzzles, mazes, and other projects based on Bible verses. These wholesome activities can hold children's interest for hours. And while their hands are occupied with scissors, crayons, and glue,
their minds and hearts are being touched by God's Word. 65 pages.

Bible Alphabet of Animals

RSP2130

$

12.00

This very interesting and factual book is written about thirty-three animals of the Bible. There is one or more for each letter of the alphabet except X,Y, and Z. Fascinating details are given about various animals, as well as the different Bible
stories or accounts where they are found. Contains beautiful full-page illustrations of the animals. Mrs. Harriet N. Cook. 128 Pages.

Bible Bar Magnifier - 2X Power

D9650019

- 177mm - Luke 10:23

$

10.00

2X Power-Doubles Print sixe. Lies Flat on Surface. Folding Handle/Pocket Clip. With Scripture - Luke 10:23. Perfect size for Bibles and other Books. Durable Clear Acrylic. Magnifiying length 150mm. For a longer Magnifier we also have
one in 20cm length in a different style.

Bible Case - Extra Large Black Canvas Organizer
Bible Case - Extra Large Blue Canvas
Bible Case - Large Black Canvas
Bible Case - Large Blue Canvas
Bible Case - Medium Blue Canvas
Bible Case - Medium Burgundy Canvas
Bible Case - Small Blue Canvas
Bible Doctrines Affected by Modern Versions

D11898
D13638
D13676
D13597
D13599
D13699
D13593
BB01

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

35.00
18.00
18.00
18.00
15.00
15.00
14.00
6.00

Are the Modern Versions and the King James Version both the Word of God? How can they be when they differ so? With the devil out to cause man to doubt, corrupt and misquote God’s Word, it has become a real battleground. Modern
versions today all claim to be more accurate or more readable renderings of the Word of God and that no Bible Doctrines are affected by the changes. Are the Modern Versions and the King James Version both the Word of God? How can
they be when they differ so? Read Brother Freeman’s answer to this question.

Bible Fundamentals - Christian Living - 52 Lessons

WOL26

$

35.00

This powerful course features 52 lessons in Christian Living . It can be broken up into sections and used as a new converts course, an advanced discipleship course, a Sunday School series, a Home Schooling or Bible institute course, or
preaching outlines. The lessons are thorough and very practical. There is an extensive memory verse program built into the course. Each lesson features carefully designed review questions. Spiral Bound. 200 pages.
* While Stocks Last *

Bible Fundamentals - How to Study the Bible - Book - Sunday School Lesson Series

WOL21

$

20.00

This practical course deals with requirements for effective Bible study, marking the Bible, and rules of Bible interpretation. It teaches the student how to use Bible study tools and how to study individual passages, topics, books, parables,
people, and types. The last section deals with Bible difficulties. This course can help the student in eight ways:
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1. It will help him learn how to understand the Bible. 2. It will teach him how to use the best Bible tools effectively, such as a concordance, a topical study guide, cross-references, a study Bible, a Bible dictionary, and a Bible commentary. 3.
It will help him learn how to study the Bible fruitfully, so that he will be excited about his Bible study can apply it to his life and grow spiritually. 4. It will help him learn how to be persistent in his Bible study even when he becomes
discouraged or bored or distracted. 5. It will give him many fresh ideas for studying the Bible. The student will find literally hundreds of ideas to make his own Bible study more exciting and beneficial. 6. It will help him understand the
difficult things in the Bible, including parables, Old Testament types, perceived contradictions, and difficult doctrinal passages. Not only will the student be shown the solution to many of the difficulties, but he will also learn how to solve
the difficulties for himself. 7. It will help him learn how to teach the Bible to others. 8. It will protect him from being confused by false doctrine. *DVD ALSO AVAILABLE*

Bible Fundamentals - How To Study The Bible -

Sunday School Lesson Series - Spiral Bound

WOL31S

$

30.00

WOL35

$

35.00

Same as above with Spiral Binding 8.5 x 11". 127 pages.

Bible Fundamentals - One Year Discipleship Course - 52 Lessons in Christian Living

This powerful new course features 52 lessons in Christian living. It can be broken up into sections and used as a new converts course, an advanced discipleship course, a Sunday School series, a Home Schooling or Bible Institute course, or
preaching outlines. The lessons are thorough and very, very practical. In fact, there is vast deal more depth than other courses we have seen, yet a basic simplicity is retained throughout. There is an extensive memory verse program built
into the course. Each lesson is also accompanied by carefully designed review questions. Spiral Bound. 221 pages

Bible Fundamentals - The Book of Acts - Sunday School Lesson Series

WOL27

$

15.00

This course covers the book of Acts from the founding of the church at Jerusalem on Pentecost to Paul’s imprisonment in Rome. It shows that Acts is a transitional book and the apostolic sign gifts had a temporary purpose. It deals with
such things as tongues speaking, the baptism of the Holy Spirit, the importance of the church, evangelism, the gospel of grace alone, ordination, and missionary church planting. 8.5 x 11", Spiral Bound, 53 pages

Bible Fundamentals - The Book of Proverbs - Sunday School Lesson Series

WOL30

$

35.00

These lessons deal with one of the most amazing and practical books in the Bible. Proverbs is first of all a book for young people, being addressed to “my son” and “my children.” Youth is the best time to learn wisdom, and this is where
Proverbs begins, but it is also a book for saints of all ages. The book of Proverbs contains more wisdom about human life and the operation of home, society, commerce, and government than all of this world’s secular colleges and
universities combined. The breadth of Proverbs is amazing. It contains practical wisdom for every type and class of person, for the king and the subject, the simple and the prudent, the male and the female, the young and the old, the rich
and the poor, the master and the servant, the wise and the foolish, the married and the unmarried, the husband and the wife, the parent and the child, the angry and the calm, the patient and the impatient, the sluggard and the diligent, the
friend and the enemy, the sad and the joyful, the one who talks much and the one who talks little. The book of Proverbs is a mirror that shows us the condition of our hearts.
This course contains four major sections: (1) an introduction to Proverbs, (2) a verse by verse study of Proverbs 1-9 and Proverbs 31, (3) studies of the major themes of Proverbs 10-30 (Anger, Child Discipline, Counsel, the Fool, Friendship,
the Poor, Pride, the Sluggard, the Talebearer, the Tongue, and Wine), (4) and studies of many of the important individual proverbs.
8.5 x 11", Spiral Bound, 200 pages.

Bible Fundamentals - The Life of Christ - Sunday School Lesson Series

WOL28

$

15.00

This course covers 27 major events in the life of Christ, from the birth of John the Baptist to Christ’s ascension. The lessons include studies on John the Baptist, Christ’s baptism, temptation, miracles, turning water into wine at Cana, the
new birth, the Sermon on the Mount, the Kingdom of God, the Church, Phariseeism, the Great Tribulation, and the Great Commission, the Lord’s Supper, Christ’s rejection, trial, crucifixion, resurrection, and ascension. The course includes
maps. 8.5 x 11", Spiral Bound. 51 pages

Bible Fundamentals - The Old Testament - Sunday School Lesson Series

WOL29

$

30.00

This course gives the history and geography of the Old Testament from Genesis to the 400 Silent Years. It includes maps and charts. There are 48 lessons. If necessary, the course can easily be divided into three major segments -- Genesis,
Exodus-Deuteronomy, and the rest of the Old Testament. The course includes maps. 8.5 x 11", Spiral Bound. 147 pages

Bible Fundamentals - Fundamental Lessons Series set of 6

WOL23

$

120.00

PP13

$

1.50

RSP2715

$

7.00

RSP10012

$

5.90

CLP334160

$

4.50

Includes ONE YEAR DISCIPLESHIP COURSE, THE LIFE OF CHRIST, THE BOOK OF PROVERBS, THE BOOK OF ACTS, THE OLD TESTAMENT & HOW TO STUDY THE BIBLE.

Bible Guidelines About Clothing- Booklet
Written by a former pastor, college teacher, conference speaker, and author. A practical and Scriptural guide for proper clothing for a Christian. Booklet. Bruce Lackey. 16 pages

Bible Numbers - Bible Stories for Young Readers Series
Taking each number from 1 - 10, Bible Numbers tells a story centered around each number. Full page illustrations for each story. Written for the youngest readers. 48 pages.

Bible Pictures to Colour - Preschool A-B-C Series
Sixty pictures to color, illustrating sixty stories in Bible Stories to Read . A few pictures provide color-by-number practice. 64 pages

Bible Puzzles For Young & Old

An assortment of word puzzles on inspirational themes. Word searching, letter unscrambling, and crossword fill-ins are some of the puzzle types in this collection from Partners story papers. Sixty-four puzzles for all age levels.
79 pages.

RSP2270

Bible Puzzles to Solve
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$

9.20
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Seventy-two unique Bible puzzles in a wide variety of formats. "Animal Search," "Bible Daisy," "Bible Passage Maze," "Bible Verse Chain," "A Coded Message," "Commands to Children," "Men of the Bible," "A Secret Message" are a few of
the titles. An ideal exercise book to enrich Bible knowledge. 143 pages.

Bible Reading Schedule - 2012 - Coiled

BB2012C

$

5.00

H06
H07
RSP271SET

$
$
$

7.00
7.00
37.90

2012 Bible Reading Schedule has extra pages to record meditations and praises from your Bible reading.

Bible Stories and Songs for Children Volume 1 - Tape
Bible Stories and Songs for Children Volume 2 - Tape
Bible Stories for Young Readers Series - Set of 6

This series has been planned to provide good, worthwhile reading material on a level that young children can read and understand. We have endeavored to put Bible facts in simple, childlike language so that young readers can read it
themselves. It is our prayer that through reading these Bible facts at an early age, the child will develop a strong faith in God, a proper fear of God, and a wealth of Bible knowledge. We have made an effort to keep all the Bible facts
Scripturally accurate. Each book is designed to teach God's overruling power, His holiness, His great love, and His watchful care over His children. The purpose of this series is to make the Bible interesting for children. When children read
the Bible because of interest stirred by reading these stories, our efforts will have been well rewarded. The theme of this series is "Blessed is he that readeth" (Revelation 1:3). This set includes: Bible Numbers, Dictionary of Bible Animals,
ABC Book of Bible People, Bible Time, Children of the Old Testament & Children of the New Testament.

Bible Stories to Read - Storybook - Preschool A-B-C Series

RSP10012

$

5.90

D99381

$

10.00

Short Bible stories with questions after each story. Designed to go along with Bible Pictures to Colour . 64 pages

Bible Students Map Book

Bible Students's Map Book… can help make your Bible study come alive! Explore maps of: The Ancient Near East Before the Exodus, The Exodus, Israel in Canaan, The United Monarchy, The Kingdoms of Israel and Judah, The Ancient
Near East, Palestine at the Time of Jesus, Jerusalem at the tIme of Jesus, Paul's First Journey, Paul's Second Journey, Paul's Third Journey, Paul's Voyage to Rome. Plus, follow a Biblical Timeline. The indispensable resource for anyone
who wnats to be a better Bible student! 150 x 228mm. 16 pages.

RSP2719

Bible Time - Bible Stories for Young Readers Series

$

7.00

Do you know how long a moment is? A moment is very, very short. A moment is as long as you take to blink your eye. Do you know how long forever is? Forever is very long. It is so long that we cannot imagine it. Forever does not have a
beginning. It does not have an end. Did you know that the Bible talk about moments? It also talks about forever, as well as about other times, such as days, weeks, months, and years. Bible Time is written for young readers. Every child will
enjoy reading about the units of time mentioned in the Bible. Illustrated. 40 pages.

CLP334170

Bible Treasures Colouring Book

$

3.00

Children will soak up Scripture while coloring in a book that is just their size. This mini coloring book has a Bible verse on every page and includes nature scenes, animals, and some poster-type pages. Mary Currier. 44 pages

CLP334165

Bible Verse Calendar - Colour your Own!

$

7.00

This make-your-own calendar is designed to help children express their creativity while learning about calendars. Each month is presented as a two-page spread; one page for filling in the numerals for each day of the month, and the other
page for coloring an illustration. Each month also includes a Bible verse selected to provide encouragement and promote memorization. 32 pages

Bible Verse Mottoes for Christian Homes & Classrooms - Old Testament

CLP334065

$

15.90

$

17.90

$

8.00

Verses from the Old Testament are "framed" with flowers, birds, and various designs for children to colour. They can be used as mottoes, posters, greeting card covers, or decorations for a child's room.
May be copied, reduced, or enlarged as needed. Heavy Paper - Spiral Bound. 62 pages

Bible Verse Mottoes for Christian Homes & Classrooms - New Testament

CLP334067

New Testament Verses are "framed" with flowers, birds, and various designs for children to colour. They can be used as mottoes, posters, greeting card covers, or decorations for a child's room.
May be copied, reduced, or enlarged as needed. Heavy Paper - Spiral Bound. 71 pages

BB02

Bible Wines or The Laws of Fermentation

The author seeks to answer some of the many asked questions on this topic of wine and the Bible. “He gives a scholarly analysis of the use of the word ’wine’ as found in the Bible and history.” Evidence from both sacred and secular history
are explored. 96 pages.

Bibles - KJV - Refer to Beginning of Price List
Bible's Amazing Story, The

WOL03

$

12.00

This summary of the Bible is designed for evangelism. Beginning in Genesis and going through Revelation it includes excerpts from the Scriptures with 205 headings and 204 explanatory footnotes to enable the reader to see the unfolding
story of the Bible and to understand the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The footnotes contain explanations of Bible words and events. It is also an excellent study book for new converts. Author: David Cloud. 167 pages.

Biblical Separation - DVD

WOL12
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28.00
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Biblical Separatism and it's Collapse - Book

WOL45

$

18.00

RSP2951

$

3.50

The book documents the widespread collapse of biblical separatism over the past two decades among fundamental Baptist groups. 209 pages.

Birds, Birds, Birds - "God's Creation" - Colouring Book

Simple drawings for your children to color with poetry to match. The poetry tells about the color of the bird or tells about it's activities. The back page gives the names of each bird and additional information to use the book as a teaching
tool. 32 pages.

Birthday Friend - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2136

$

5.90

D93155

$

34.00

D262105

$

4.00

Going to visit Widow Eva on her birthday. Encouraging James 1:27. Written by: Marla Martin. Illustrated: Lois Myer. 32 pages - Softcover

Bless Our Home Sign
"Bless Our Home and All Who Enter" Burnished Copper finish on Metal with a hand stamped border design. 162 x 462 mm

Book of Bible Names, The - Fast Facts on All 2,026 People Named in Scripture

Quick Bible Reference … Fun Trivia Resource … Baby Names Book … Use this little volume however you want – it’s packed with intriguing information on the people of scripture! For the 2,026 proper names used in the Bible –
covering some 3,400 people – The Book of Bible Names provides fast facts including: name meanings, brief biographies and verse references.
I don't know about you but I find it very interesting to know what peoples names mean - The Bible is no different! 160 pages

Bookmarks

40¢ each or 3 for $1.00

Look at our selection of bookmarks on our Website. ie, Psalm 23, John 3:16, Beatitudes, Plan of Salvation, Books of the Bible, Psalm 100, Names of Jesus, Hebrews 11:1, Prayers of the Bible, Where to Look When…,

Books of the Bible - Learn and Colour Series -

Colouring Book

RSP2919

$

3.50

This Colouring Book is designed to encourage children to memorise Books of the Bible . The text is typed with open letters so they can be coloured. This 165 x 216mm book also has simple outline drawings for the children to colour.
Designed basically for Grades 1-3.
Also Available in this set are: The Beatitudes, The LORD's Prayer & The Ten Commandments. 16 pages

Books of the Bible - Puzzle Book

RSP2139

$

5.50

D660290

$

24.00

Sixty-six puzzles (cryptograms), one based on each book of the Bible. Gives practice in the use of a concordance as the clues are filled in and the name of the book revealed. 84 pages.

Born After Midnight - A.W. Tozer - Spiritual Revival Comes to Those Who Want it Badly Enough

True Revivals are Born After Midnight is a compilation of editorials originally published in Alliance Life Magazine.
Always and always God must be first. The gospel in its scriptural context puts the glory of God first and the salvation of man second...Anything that begins anywhere else, whatever it is, is certainly not New Testament Christianity. -Chapter 4 - The Key to Human Life Is Theological. A.W. Tozer. 144 pages

Boxed Greeting Cards - Individual Cards also Available

Boxed

$

12.00

CLP600015

$

65.00

A variety of occasions with KJV Scripture.

Boxed/Home Economics - Unit Study & Answer Key

This Home Economics course introduces your high school girls to the skills and knowledge that godly wives, mothers, and homemakers need. Many hands-on learning opportunities provide practice in the skills being taught.
The first four LightUnits cover food preparation—from basic nutritional information and smart shopping techniques to good kitchen arrangement and putting the food on the table.
The next three LightUnits teach sewing—from the basics of using the sewing machine to the details of actually sewing clothing.
LightUnit 8 discusses the godly home—its purpose, decorating it, and keeping it clean and clutter-free.
LightUnit 9 describes the various stages of child growth—physically, mentally, and spiritually—from birth to the junior years.
LightUnit 10 turns the focus on the student herself, giving her guidance in becoming a godly woman—understanding herself, God's plan for her body, her relationship with God, friends and friendships, modesty, singlehood, and Christian
courtship. Grade 9 or above.

Bread For The Winter

TEN3032

$

9.00

The year is 1936. Reports circulate that the Russian government workers are moving from village to village, seizing anything of value for the motherland. Would they come to Brothers' Village and take everything? What would be left to eat
the coming winter? In Bread for the Winter, eight-year-old Pavel learns from his godly parents what Jesus meant when He said, "Love your enemies..." Harvey Yoder. 72 pages.

Brief Account of the Life and Labours of George Muller, A
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz
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20.00
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Concise and intriguing overview of Mueller's remarkable life and work, prior to his missionary journeys in his 70's, written by his wife. A man who believed he had seen and recorded over 50,000 specific answers to prayer, Muller is an
example of reliance on God alone for help. Perhaps no one in modern history has demonstrated the life of trust in God more conspicuously than he. Also his journal entries which we have entitled "George Muller on Money and Possessions",
presenting a view quite challenging to 21st-century presuppositions and practices regarding business, investment, retirement and charitable giving. Paperback. Mrs. Muller. 161 pages

Bright Lights Promo DVD
Browning Boys - Isabella Alden

TF1072
K3158

$
$

6.00
13.00

The Browning Boys is a wonderful story about two brothers who come to the Lord and learn to live for Him in the small, daily, practical things of life. As always, Mrs. Alden's stories will point your children to the Saviour, and give them
patterns of true biblical living. Isabella Alden. 75 pages.

Building a Vision - CD
Building with Daddy

T21560
CLP264485

$
$

10.50
9.00

Work and play merge together as Christopher watches Daddy build and deliver a mini barn for Mrs. Huffman, and recruits sister for a barn-building project of his own. If he is faithful in small things, Christopher knows he will be trusted
with bigger things later. Sharon L. Eby. 46 pages.

K4095

Bunyan, John & Moody, DL - Biography

$

16.00

John Bunyan was a preacher, author, husband, father and one of the most faithful followers of the Lord Jesus Christ. He chose prison rather than freedom. He chose poverty rather than riches. He chose loneliness rather than family.
Through it all, he spent his time studying God's Word and writing from his prison cell. He wrote Pilgrim's Progress which became the world's best selling book next to the Bible. Surely, as the Bible says, "their works do follow them." John
Bunyan's works are still following him as thousands upon thousands are still reading about him and his books. His life is well worth reading!
~This biography of D. L. Moody recounts the life of a busy man who, upon conversion to the Lord Jesus Christ, gave his life wholly to Him. D. L. Moody loved children and knew they, too, needed to hear about his Saviour. He put his
love into action by creating Sunday schools for the poor and needy children of Chicago. He taught others how to do what he was doing, so they, too, could reach lost children for the Lord. It is incredible what one life, wholly surrendered to
God, can do! 144 pages.

But Not Forsaken

CLP263025

$

17.90

Hans leaned against the wall for support, surveying the scattered possessions and the rumpled bed on the floor. Something was very wrong. He buried his face in his hands, fighting despair . . . Who might know where his family had gone?
Hans and Maria Penner, separated by the Communists in East Germany, continue to travel west toward freedom, each fearing the other slain. This is the story of a family distressed, persecuted, and separated, but not forsaken.
Helen G. Brenneman. 266 pages

By Searching - Isobel Kuhn - Audio Book
Calvinism Debate, The - Book

CM04
WOL41

- 2 CDs

$
$

18.00
10.00

I (David Cloud) have examined Calvinism many times during the past three decades and have read materials such as Calvin’s Institutes; Arthur Pink’s The Sovereignty of God; the Westminster Confession of Faith; Iain Murray’s Spurgeon
vs. the Hyper-Calvinists; Debating Calvinism: Five Points, Two Views by Dave Hunt and James White, to name a few. As best as I know how, I have studied these materials with the sole desire to know the truth and to follow it wherever it
leads. Thus, I have made a considerable effort to understand Calvinism properly and not to misrepresent it (though I have learned that a non-Calvinist will ALWAYS be charged with misrepresentation). The chapters in this book include
The Central Errors of Calvinism, Beware of Quick Prayerism, Calvin’s Camels (Scriptures that contradict Calvinism), Calvinism’s Proof Texts Examined, and What about Hyper-Calvinism? David Cloud. 137 pages.

Calvinism Debate, The - DVD
Can You Trust Your Bible?

WOL40
BBL01

$
$

28.00
6.00

Is the English Bible the Word of God? Should Christians follow the Old Testament today? How many different ways of salvation are there? These and other questions are answered in Bruce Lackey's little book which shows how the New
Testament quotes the Old. The way the Holy Spirit used scripture is the perfect model for us, and gives the solution to many of the controversial issues of our day. Bruce Lackey. 40 pages.

Cards - Individual

INDV

$1-2 each

K4100

$

A variety of occasions with KJV Scripture. Most of our Greeting Cards are $1.00 each with a few @ $2.00. You can get a selection of 12 Individual Cards for $9.00

Carey, William & Taylor, Hudson - Biography

16.00

~The saying "You are becoming what you will be" certainly rang true in William Carey's life. As a boy, he possessed an insatiable appetite for learning of every type. He was an avid reader and studier of nature. He was diligent and
displayed great perseverance. He used all these traits in his life's calling of being a pioneer missionary to India. He served the Lord Jesus Christ faithfully unto the end.
~Hudson Taylor was a pioneer missionary to China. He labored incessantly day and night to bring the Gospel to China's millions. His life is an inspiration of faithfulness and steadfastness, always keeping his heart aimed on the goal set
before him. He suffered much sickness and personal deprivation with a willing spirit as he continued his work for the Lord. It is amazing to read what one man, wholly dedicated to God, can accomplish with God's blessing, leadership, and
direction. J. J. Ellis. 137 pages.
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Celestial Railroad, The - An Allegory

CLP241505

$

5.90

Nathaniel Hawthorne looked at the Christianity of the mid-1800s and found it wanting. He wrote this allegory, using Pilgrim’s Progress as a basis, showing a man setting out for the Celestial City as Christian of old did. However,
Hawthorne’s pilgrim takes the new and improved route, traveling on the Celestial Railroad. The author’s insights into modern Christianity will challenge you to diligently walk the true pilgrim way.
Nathaniel Hawthorne. 36 pages

Charity - Character Curriculum

K5841

$

12.40

Most people think that charity is just another word for love, but that is not exactly so. Charity has a different definition than love, especially in old dictionaries written at a time closer to when the English word came into use. Though the
definition of love would include charity, charity is a specific aspect of love involving good will toward others. Charity is an attitude. It is giving from a completely willing heart, full of sincere brotherly love toward all others. Charity means
actively loving others, really loving them from our hearts, and with our hands, and with our money and/or resources.
Another word for charity, which is no longer used, but was used in the times of Jesus, was the word “alms.” Alms means something given freely to the poor such as money or food. Charity is a heart with alms always in readiness. According
to God’s Word, to have charity is very important, because to not have it means pretty much that all I may do in life is worthless. We are plainly told in God’s Word in the book of Colossians “And above all these things put on charity, which
is the bond of perfectness.” So let’s get busy and begin this very important study on charity! 68 pages.

Charting a Course in Your Youth

TEN3039

$

28.00

~A Serious Call to Examine Your Faith, Focus, and Finances~
Far more than a book on finances, Charting a Course will help youth establish a life plan that channels their time, talents, and resources into the Kingdom of God.
Gary Miller addresses practical issues such as credit, advertising pressure, and our infatuation with electronic gadgets, offering down-to-earth, easy-to-follow guidance. And he does so within the framework of Jesus' call to seek first the
Kingdom of God. This is not simply a guide to manage money frugally or how-to course in making money, but a continual call to look for ways to live as Jesus would, to carry out His intentions in our day. The stories and illustrations
capture the reader's attention. Young people will find it engaging reading, and parents, church leaders, and teachers will be grateful for the opportunities this book offers to discuss financial issues with their youth.
Gary Miller. 211 pages

Cheerfulness -

K4019

Character Curriculum

$

12.40

We always enjoy being around cheerful people. When we are relaxing they make the time seem so enjoyable. When we are working they seem to make the time simply speed along. When we are troubled or afraid, we feel calmer around
cheerful people. Even when the clouds are dark, cheerful people always seem to be walking in sunshine. If we like cheerful people (everyone does), and we like to be around cheerful people, we really should learn to be cheerful people. God
wants His followers to be cheerful. What is the sense of having followers who follow with long, mopey faces and poor attitudes—followers who are always sad and depressed? Such people depress others as well. People who are cheerful not
only please God, but they encourage those around them. A follower of Jesus brightens the days of others by kind words and deeds. A cheerful person is like a cool breath of fresh air on a hot day.
As we study cheerfulness, we should consider that cheerful people have problems and heartaches too, but they have learned that we can actually live above our problems, and that it makes our lives much happier. Someone once calculated
that it takes fourteen muscles to smile and eighty-seven to frown. No wonder grumpy people are so tired! They punish themselves. Frowning, pouting, and moping are all selfish activities, yet they damage us immensely more than they do
others. Let’s not punish ourselves! Let’s learn to be cheerful. 68 pages.

Children of the New Testament -

Bible Stories for Young Readers Series

RSP2722

$

7.00

In the New Testament of the Bible, we find an number of children mentioned. Jesus considered the children important. He said, "For of such is the kingdom of God." Children of the New Testament is a collection of stories about children in
the New Testament part of the Bible. Children will enjoy reading about other children who lived many years ago. Each story is written with young readers in mind. 39 pages.

Children of the Old Testament - Bible Stories for Young Readers Series

RSP2721

$

7.00

The Old Testament mentions a number of children. Jesus considered children important. He said, "Of such is the kingdom of God." Children of the Old Testament is a collection of Old Testament Bible stories about children. Each story is
written with young readers in mind. Children enjoy reading about other children who lived many years ago. 40 pages.

RSP6068

Children or Kids - Tract

$

0.50

Does it matter if Christians call their children kids as the world does? This small pamphlet discusses this much-used term (and some others) in light of such Scripture passages as Matthew 25:31-34,41. Written for those who desire to please
their heavenly Father in all things. 6 pages.

D26400

Children's Stories - D.L. Moody

$

14.00

D.L.Moody's collection of stories will thrill both boy s and girls as they find out about children who lived a hundred years ago but who needed to know Jesus Christ in just the same way as we do now. A wide variety of topics are covered,
each with a strong Christian message. An ideal tool for families, Sunday School teachers and church leaders. Recommended for 8-12 year olds. D.L. Moody. 196 pages

Chore Pack - extra Managers of Their Chores

T21150X

$

14.50

Managers of Their Chores has a ChorePack included for 4 children. If you require an extra ChorePack Kit this includes materials for another 4 children.
• 4 ChorePacks with clasps •Safety tested •Extra heavy-duty vinyl •Specially created/tested just for Titus2
• 1 vinyl chore-card holder •Fits into a 3-ring binder •Is designed to hold 6 spare sets of ChorePack cards while not in use
•Approximately 20 pieces of heavy-duty cardstock paper/Enough for up to 120 chore cards •Compatible with most laser and inkjet printers •The paper is very durable for use in ChorePacks •You'll be able to create your cards from the
templates given in the book, as downloads from ChorePacks.com and through ChoreWare. We are only able to sell this to someone who has purchased Managers of Their Chores - Thank you!

Christ and Sinners - J Brooks

BB24

$

8.00

This is a compilation of three title by James H. Brookes, well worth taking the time to read. James H. Brookes. 78 Pages.
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Christian Character - Helping Young People Learn Habits that will Lead to Godly Character

PP05

$

32.00

God commands a Christian to "put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for the flesh, to fulfil the lusts thereof." Rom. 13:14 The character of Jesus Christ is to be bound to the life of each Christian, and the lusts of the flesh,
which are in opposition to the character of Jesus Christ, are to be denied. To "put on" involves a life-filling, minute-by-minute application of the Word of God– through which strength of character is built. A young person must be busily
engaged in putting into practice principles from God’s Word by forming habits of behaviors– these habits leading to character development. CHRISTIAN CHARACTER is a book for boys and girls that provides an intensive examination of
the character that should be found in the lives of Christian young people.
CHRISTIAN CHARACTER is Scriptural, practical, and convicting; clearly examining the lives of young people who use the book, and then guiding them in setting short-term, specific goals. Lam. 3:40 CHRISTIAN CHARACTER is strongly
supportive of the family and the local church. CHRISTIAN CHARACTER can be used by parents, home schools, Christian schools, churches, mission schools, and children’s homes with young people between the ages of ten and fourteen.
This text also provides an excellent guide for family devotions for younger children.
This workbook contains twenty-eight chapters. 8½ x 11" with Comb binding. Gary Maldaner. 148 pages

Christian Character Keys - Answer Keys, Teaching Ideas & Practical Projects

PP06

$

5.50

K5837

$

18.00

Contains teaching ideas, instructions for using the goal-setting section, and all the answers for the Student Activities. 23 pages.

Christian Conquests

On a scale of 1 to 10, this book is a 20! Christian Conquests surely is one of the very best collections of Christian stories that we have read to date. These stories about sin, the daily, little sins that most people do not even acknowledge,
are made plain and are convicting to the soul. Stories touch on hatred, fear, jealousy, unbelief, greed, dishonesty, selfishness, pride and more. And these sins are set in the home and family. How to conquer them is clearly presented. The
collection includes stories for every age; children through adults will be blessed and challenged by them. If you can only buy one of A.L.O.E.'s books, make it this one. You will not be sorry! A.L.O.E. (Charlotte Maria Tucker). 213 pages.

Christian Home, The

CCP366-3

$

25.90

We need a heavenly home and a church home, but we also need a strong Christian home. Satan is real, and families are falling apart. These truths from God’s Word will strengthen you and your family as you determine to have a Christian
home. This book has been prepared to provide instruction and inspiration for those who desire to have a truly Christian home. Author: Clarence Sexton 202 pages

Christian Leadership - Learning to be "An Example of the Believers" I Timothy 4:12

PP03

$

32.00

All Christian young people are leaders and will continue to be leaders in some capacity for the rest of their lives. We need to train and encourage our children to become young men and young ladies who will lead by being “an example of the
believers, in word, in conversation, in charity, in spirit, in faith, in purity.” 1 Tim. 4:12 Leaders are needed who will “fight the good fight of faith,” who will be “zealous of good works,” and who will be willing to give up all of their own desires
so as to present their bodies “a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God.” 1 Tim. 6:12 Titus 2:14 Rom. 12:1
Christian Leadership is a book for boys and girls that provides a clear examination of leadership qualities as commanded in 1 Timothy 4:12. In a practical way young people are taught how to be leaders through their words, their attitudes,
their behaviors, and their willingness to live in submission to the will of God. It is the goal of Christian Leadership to help parents, teachers, or Sunday school workers to teach their children to become the kind of strong, Godly young people
who could honestly say, “Be ye followers of me, even as I also am of Christ.” 1 Cor. 11:1
Christian Leadership contains twenty-two chapters, is 8½ by 11, 150 pages. A Teacher’s Guide provides background information about each chapter, suggested discussions, learning objectives, suggested memory verses, teaching methods,
answer keys to the exercises and questions at the end of each chapter, and other help for parents & teachers. Christian Leadership is recommended for ages 11-16, but could also be used as a family devotional guide for younger children.
Topics: Christian Leadership, Leading in Willingness to Serve, Leading in Preparing for the Future, Leading in Pure, Sensible, and Honest Speech, Leading in Being Unselfish, Leading in Trusting the Lord, Leading in Speaking About the
Lord, Leading in Setting Goals for the Future, Leading in Prayer, Leading During Transition, Leading in Submission to Authority, Leading in Humility, Leading in Exhorting Others, Leading in Promoting Godly Values, Leading in SelfDiscipline, Leading in Being a Soul-Winner, Leading in Seeking God’s Will for Today, Leading in Taking a Stand, Leading in Being a Godly Friend, Leading in Outward Appearance, Leading in Faithfulness, and Leading in Wisdom. Glue
Binding Workbook. Gary Maldaner. 137 pages

Christian Leadership - Teachers Guide & Answer Key

PP04

$

17.00

The Teacher’s Guide for Christian Leadership provides background information about each chapter, suggested discussion material, learning objectives, suggested memory verses, teaching methods, answer keys to the exercises and
questions at the end of each chapter, and other help for parents & teachers. We consider this an essential part of the course! Spiral Bound. 68 pages.

Christian Life Reader

- Complete Set

K4405

$

146.90

Christian Life Readers contain the finest collection of Christian life stories and lessons available anywhere! If you already have a reading comprehension curriculum that you are using, then you will definitely want these readers for
extracurricular reading for your children just because of the content. Your children will enjoy reading the stories, which are guaranteed to provoke thought, questions, soul-searching, spiritual discussions, or all of the above. These are great
stories about the greatness of our God and real decisions and trials that are faced by those who strive to follow the lead of their Redeemer.
But there’s more... Christian Life readers are a fabulous curriculum tool. They excel at teaching reading comprehension, language skill, vocabulary, elocution, and reference skills. These readers are a reading comprehension program by
themselves without any other materials. They can be integrated with any curriculum, and will definitely be a tremendous addition. Whether you use them as substitution or supplemental courseware, your students will benefit from their
comprehensive, incremental approach coupled with their superb content.
*The Complete Set has all six Christian Life Readers plus the Parent/Teacher Guide.

Christian Life Readers

- First Reader

K4397

$

15.40

K4398

$

25.40

The First Reader begins to teach very basic vocabulary and comprehension skills to the beginning reader. 85 pages.

Christian Life Readers

- Second Reader

The Second Reader advances comprehension of basic thoughts or facts, deals with very basic elocution (punctuation), and begins independent vocabulary skills. A dictionary tool is included with words alphabetized per lesson to ease the
student into lookup skills. Only the definition for the word as used in the lesson is given. 239 pages.
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Christian Life Readers -

Third Reader

K4399

$

26.50

The Third Reader introduces comprehension of a greater amount of data from more complex stories, moves on with elocution (punctuation), steps up a level in vocabulary. A mini dictionary is included containing the words from all the
lessons to expand the student's ability to do alphabetic lookup incrementally. 209 pages.

Christian Life Readers

- Fourth Reader

K4400

$

26.50

In the Fourth Reader comprehension may involve multiple details per answer or some basic deduction. Vocabulary words are more plentiful, and the student now uses a real dictionary. Elocution includes voice inflection to give expression
to dialog. 195 pages.

Christian Life Readers

- Fifth Reader

K4401

$

27.40

In the Fifth Reader the student will be introduced to comprehending physical descriptions used to communicate abstract lessons. The student will encounter rich vocabulary and develop more effective elocution. 245 pages.

Christian Life Readers

- Sixth Reader

K4402

$

27.40

K4403

$

25.40

PP01

$

38.00

The Sixth Reader continues to develop understanding of parallels between the physical and the abstract and exercises evaluation of what is read. It also further strengthens vocabulary and elocution. 231 pages.

Christian Life Readers -

Parent Teacher Guide

The Parent/Teacher Guide contains the answers to the questions in the Christian Life Readers. KOF. 20cmx16.25cm. 135 pages.

Christian Manhood - A Guide for Training Boys to be Spiritually Strong Men

Christian Manhood is a book that has been written for boys—for the purpose of training them to be spiritually strong men. Christian Manhood emphasizes the spiritual while presenting clear, Biblical principles in a practical way. The
pattern set for boys as they study the book is to learn from Scripture, examine their own lives, set goals, and put into practice a “pattern of good works.” Titus 1:7 Christian Manhood recognizes the need of and provides for the spiritual
guidance of a boy growing up in today’s troubled world. Christian Manhood is for use by parents, home schools, Christian schools, churches, mission schools, and children’s homes with boys between the ages of 11 and 14. Christian
Manhood is 8½ x 11" and spiral bound. Gary Maldaner. 259 pages.

PP02

Christian Manhood Teachers - Teachers Guide & Answer Key

$

17.00

Provides learning objectives, background information, discussion material, suggested memory verses, teaching methods, and the answer keys to the many Student Exercises and Questions to Think About sections. We highly recommend
the use of this guide with the Christian Manhood student text. 119 pages, spiral bound.

Christian Stewardship

BB44

$

6.00

K6547

$

18.00

Christian Stewardship; A series of messages looking at what God says about giving.

Claremont Tales

Claremont Tales was one of A.L.O.E's most popular books for children. The Claremonts are a typical family; not perfect, but trying to love the Lord and keep Him first. There are twelve stories focusing on the important choice of life: will we
live the Lord's way or our way? Stories deal with forgiveness, truth, persecution, poverty, obedience, getting along, and more. There is a lot to learn here. Be there as the Claremont children learn these lessons in real-life situations. Truly,
this is one of A.L.O.E's best books. A.L.O.E. (Charlotte Maria Tucker). 200 pages.

Closer Look at the Evidence, A - Daily Devotional on the Incredible Existence of our Creator

- KJV

BB37

$

20.00

The primary purpose of this book is to help people understand what makes Christianity so trustworthy. Many books are available on the scientific evidence for creation, but most are difficult to share due to the technical nature of the
subject matter. This book is written to be enjoyed as a daily devotional, but can also serve as an easy-to-read resource on the physical evidence that our Creator exists.
God’s desire is that the knowledge of what He has done through both the cross and creation is for everyone. We must not keep this knowledge to ourselves. The evidence that He is our Creator is so overwhelming and encouraging that it
desperately needs to be shared in the world today. A Closer Look at the Evidence is designed to be an affordable resource to both reinforce our individual faith and facilitate sharing the reasons for this faith. Consider praying about
how God could use you to utilize the truths found within these pages.
Each page summarizes interesting facts about God and/or creation. The reader is encouraged to find more extensive and detailed information through the sources listed at the bottom of each page.
KJV Edition. Richard & Tina Kleiss. 400 pages

Collector’s Edition: Seven Favourite 19th-Century Children’s Stories

GT15

$

12.00

This is a collection of six favorite children's stories with illustrations reprinted from books originally published in the past century. The stories are for both boys and girls dealing with peer pressure situations, the consequences of sin, the
rewards of hard work, and more. There is a great deal to be learned from these stories. Several illustrations throughout. Ages 8-14. American Tract Society. 167 pages.

Colour & Discover

CP431

$

5.00

RB27-1

$

5.00

Surprises! Discoveries! You love God's wonderful creatures! Best of all, you love to colour! Now you can do it all in the Nature Friend Series - Colour & Discover! 24 pages.

Colour by Number for Little Hands -

Number 1 - Ages 3-5

8-Tone Color Chart on Back Cover. 36 pages.
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Colour by Number for Little Hands - Number 2 -

Ages 4-6

RB27-2

$

5.00

CLP264540

$

7.50

8-Tone Color Chart on Back Cover. 36 pages.

Come Unto Me - Boardbook

These colorful books each illustrate sixteen clear and simple selections from God’s Word that even children can understand and learn. Sturdy board-book construction withstands wear and tear from small hands and the handy size (5” x 5”)
slips easily into Mom’s purse or diaper bag. 16 pages.

Comfort For Troubled Christians

CLP241045

$

2.50

And he shall sit as a refiner and purifier of silver. . . . and purge them as gold and silver . . ." God's children can be joyous and victorious even in the midst of the fire of trial and suffering. An encouraging book for all Christians, this book
explains God's part and purpose in testing and offers a pattern for success to all Christians who are "passing through the fire." J C Brumfield. 64 pages

Compassion - Character Curriculum

K4020

$

12.40

We like very much for people to show compassion to us. When we are hurting, we would like to be comforted. When we need help, we long for people to help us. When we are discouraged, we feel better when someone encourages us.
However, should we always be on the receiving end of compassion? And should any Christian lack compassion? A compassionate person is always ready to offer help and encouragement for the difficulties of others. The opposite of
compassion—seen in a person who always seeks help and encouragement—is actually selfishness. We really have either one or the other. The difference between the two can be found in Philippians 2:3-4 which says, “. . . let each esteem
other better than themselves. Look not every man on his own things, but every man also on the things of others.” That is what learning compassion is all about, learning to look on the difficulties of others rather than simply caring about
our own things.
God displayed His compassion by loving us. “But God commendeth his love toward us, in that, while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us.” —Romans 5:8. Lastly, Jesus lived His life compassionately for us, and then died out of
compassion for us. Is there not room to add some compassion to our lives? 64 pages.

Concise King James Bible Dictionary

WOL02

$

10.00

A concise Bible dictionary designed to fit in a Bible case. It includes an extensive list of King James Bible words that have changed meaning since 1611, plus all of the doctrinal terms and much more. Not only does it define individual Bible
words but also many of the phrases and descriptive statements that are no longer a part of contemporary English usage, such as "superfluity of naughtiness," "at your hand," "taken with the manner," and " in the gate." It is an excellent
Bible dictionary for both new and older Christians. 90 pages.

Contemporary Christian Music: Some Questions Answered & Some Warnings Given

WOL37

$

18.00

This book begins with my own experience of living the rock & roll lifestyle before I was saved and of how the Lord dealt with me about music in the early months of my Christian life. A major section of the book expounds on four reasons
WHY WE ARE OPPOSED TO CONTEMPORARY CHRISTIAN MUSIC AND THE CONTEMPORARY PRAISE MUSIC: It is worldly; it is ecumenical; it is Charismatic; and it weakens the fundamentalist stance of churches. We give
examples of how this is occurring in formerly staunchly fundamentalist churches. Another major section of the book answers 27 QUESTIONS THAT ARE COMMONLY ASKED ON THIS SUBJECT. These are as follows: Should Christians
only use old music? Isn’t music neutral? Does a b flat note have a moral quality? Isn’t the sincerity of the musicians the important thing? Isn’t some of the contemporary Christian music acceptable? What about the miracles that some CCM
artists witness? Why does traditional church music seem dull? Didn’t Luther and the Wesleys use tavern music? Isn’t the issue of music just a matter of taste? Doesn’t the Bible encourage us to use cymbals and stringed and loud sounding
instruments? Why are you opposed to drums? What is wrong with soft rock?
If we assume that Christian music is demonic, why would the devil sing about Jesus Christ and the things of God? Didn’t God create all music? Christians are not supposed to judge, are they? Love is more important than doctrine and
standards of living, isn’t it? Since God looks on the heart, why are you concerned about appearance? Isn’t Christianity all about grace? Shouldn’t we use rock music to reach the youth? Making rules and standards about music and clothing
and such is pharisaical legalism, isn’t it? Don’t 1 Corinthians 6:12 and 10:23 teach that the Christian has liberty? Didn’t Paul say that he was made all things to all men? David danced before the Lord, so why are you against dancing in the
churches? Why do you say that the Pentecostal-Charismatic movement is unscriptural? By preaching against Christian rock aren’t you hurting people and hindering their ministries? What about all of the young people who are being saved
through CCM? The final sections contain TIPS FOR KEEPING CONTEMPORARY MUSIC OUT OF THE CHURCHES and SUGGESTED RESOURCES FOR SACRED MUSIC. David Cloud. 177 pages.

Contenders for the Faith - Handbook for Young Men 7 - 14

K2301

$

32.40

The Contenders for the Faith is a handbook for young men, ages 7 through 14, to equip them to become godly men and competent providers for their future families. The handbook is unquestionably an excellent skill-builder. The boys will
learn how to handle finances, do home maintenance, and develop skills in leadership. Plus, extensive Bible reading, memory work, and Bible study are included to aid them in developing good habits in their own walk with God. Whether
your son is a member of a club or uses it as part of his home education, it is an absolute Christian character-builder! Every young man should have one! 366 pages.

K4221

Contentment - Character Curriculum

$

12.40

For most people contentment is an elusive quality for which they search and search, and many never find it. They think that, if they just had this or that, they would be content. Or if just this certain thing was different, or if they just lived
in the country instead of the city, or if they had just a few friends, or if they could take a vacation once in a while, or . . . They often spend their resources—time and money—looking for the things or situations which will finally bring
contentment to them. However long they search in this manner, contentment will evade them. Why is this so? Because contentment is not something you can buy or hold in your hand. It is not even something that you can seek.
Situations do not bring contentment. Contentment is a state of mind. It is an attitude of the heart. It can be had in any situation. It is a spirit of being at peace with everyone and everything. That is a satisfied spirit. A satisfied spirit is
content. In simple terms, contentment is being happy and satisfied with whatever we have, whatever our situation is, and whatever we are required to do.
God created us and gave us life. Jesus gave His life to pay for our sins, and gives us eternal life in heaven. It is the least we can do to be content with the awesome blessings that He has earned for us and whatever He may ask us to do in
obedience to Him. This is an important study! Do your best! 68 pages.

Counting With Numbers - Preschool A-B-C Series

RSP10013

$

5.90

This workbook teaches the child to identify, write, and know the meaning of numbers 1-10. It teaches number sequence (after, before, and between) and simple math-related words such as more, less, first, and last. 64 pages
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Courage - Character Curriculum

K5651

$

12.40

No one wants to be afraid; no one wants to be fearful, and yet mankind is very fearful! There are many “Fear nots” in God’s Word. Our Father in heaven understands fear, and He wants to help us to have courage. There are many verses
about courage in the Bible too. Without courage, we will do wrong; we will sin; we will yield to temptation; we will be weak; we will stumble; we will be ashamed of ourselves, and God will be ashamed of us too. With courage, we will do
right; we will not sin; we will not yield to temptation; we will be strong; we will walk straight and true; we will have self-respect, and God will be pleased with us. Thus, “To have courage or not to have courage” is the great question for each
of us. Our parents cannot give us courage. Our friends cannot give us courage. God does not give us courage, but God tells us “Wait on the LORD: be of good courage, and he shall Strengthen thine heart: wait, I say, on the LORD.” —Psalm
27:14. God will strengthen us to have the courage to do right.
So, let us examine ourselves in the light of God’s Word, and learn about courage, and how we can become more courageous. 65 pages.

K5735

Crawford, Dan - Biography

$

14.00

"If God sends rain, then rain's my choice". So spoke Dan Crawford, missionary to Africa. In the darkest jungles amidst the most violent nations, with death surrounding him at every turn, Dan Crawford's heart was fixed on his God. He was
content in every situation, never complaining. He truly was one of God's choicest missionaries. Boys would do well to use Dan Crawford as a pattern for a strong, passionate, and godly man who followed in the steps of our Saviour. 83 pages.

Credentials Without College - CD
Crosby, Fanny - Biography

TF1056
K5819

$
$

8.50
11.10

Fanny Crosby was a humble, little woman who was blind, and yet she "saw" spiritually so much more than many of us sighted followers of Christ. Fanny Crosby's testimony for Christ lives on because of her many inspirational hymns, which
we still love and sing today. Fanny lived her life quietly, each day doing a little something for the Lord. The sum total of her "little somethings" added up to a life lived well for the Lord Jesus Christ. May we do as much! 48 pages.

L545

Cruden's Concordance - Complete

$

39.00

Cruden’s concordance is a complete concordance of the Old and New Testaments. Its text is that of the Authorized King James version of 1611. A very useful and helpful work which has been around for over 200 years.
Alexander Cruden. 793 pages - Bonded Leather

D270294

Cruden's Concordance - Pocket Condensed

$

9.00

The pocket Cruden's Condensed Concordance is the most basic tool for Bible scholarship. A practical compendium of many significant Bible words. It is arranged in alphabetical order with over 20,000 references noted.
Alexander Cruden. 283 pages.

Cyril Ashley

K6517

$

18.00

Cyril Ashley is a proud young man who self-righteously loves the Lord, and desires to go to the mission field, but does he truly want to go to serve the Lord and win the lost to Him? Or is he going because he cannot stand his home life and
his brothers and sisters, and feels he is so much better than they are? Is the foreign mission an escape for him when his very own family needs Christ? He desires the foreign field, yet the home field needs him so much. Through the story of
Jonah, God teaches Cyril many, many things. And this story will teach young people many valuable lessons on living the Christlike life at home, and not only teach young people, but people of all ages how to serve the Lord where they are.
A.L.O.E. (Charlotte Maria Tucker). 208 pages.

Daily Devotional Diary

RSP6111

$

5.50

GT02

$

11.50

Contains space for 3 months of notes. 56 pages.

Dairyman's Daughter - Girl's Heritage Series

This is a true story written in 1800 chronicling the life and death of a young girl, detailing her conversion to the Lord Jesus Christ. She lives her life for His glory in small, quiet ways, of being a dutiful daughter to her aged parents. It is
estimated that over two million copies of this book have been printed in the English language alone. Old reprint. Author: Legh Richmond. 105 pages

Darjeeling Disaster, The

WOL18

$

9.00

A challenging missionary story which took place at the turn of the 20th century. A missionary family in India lost six of their seven children in a landslide. The book is written by the godly mother, who recounts the event and its effect on
their lives. They continued serving the Lord on the mission field and established an orphanage as a memorial to their deceased offspring. The children were serious about their walk with the Lord, and the quotations from their diaries are
very stirring. This unique book is particularly challenging in the following areas: (1) The godly, Christ-centered family life; (2) the zeal of the children to follow God’s will; (3) the family’s careful separation from the world; (4) their
sacrificial Christian service and perseverance in the work of Christ in the face of extreme trials; (5) their compassion for the lost. 108 pages.

David's New Ball - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2551

$

5.90

BBM04

$

8.00

All things work out for good, even though David faces the lose of his new ball. Written by: Janet Sensenig. Illustrated by: Virginia Kreider. 24 pages - Softcover

Deeper Christian Life, The - Andrew Murray

This book that delves into the most basic need of the Christian: Fellowship with God! In this book Andrew Murray points out some basic truth from the Word of God that reminds us that we, as Christians, are blessed by being counted a
child of God, a son, an heir; and with this comes all the privileges afforded to such a one. Our inheritance is not to be found here in this physical world, but it can certainly be enjoyed here as we walk in fellowship with our Heavenly Father!
Andrew Murray. 72 pages.
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Determination -

K4060

Character Curriculum

$

12.40

“But Daniel purposed in his heart that he would not defile himself with the portion of the king’s meat, nor with the wine which he drank:” —Daniel 1:8. What a picture of determination! Daniel purposed in his heart to follow a course of
action that would be neither easy nor well looked upon by his earthly masters. He was, after all, a captive and slave with not many choices remaining in his life. He decided that God would not be pleased if he partook of the king’s meat and
drink. He then determined to follow through upon that conviction to the end. Once he decided on keeping himself pure from the king’s meat and drink, he held to it without wavering with a faith that God would carry him through. There
are other passages in the Bible where Daniel exhibited determination, including continuing to pray in his open window when the consequence was to be cast into a den of lions. If we seek to be used of God as Daniel was, we must have
determination to follow God through persecution and dangers also. We must work at developing determination each and every day, or we will not have it when we need it. 68 pages.

CCP058-7

Determine to Have a Christian Home - Booklet

$

5.90

The Lord Jesus Christ is the Foundation and Head of the church, but we cannot have strong churches without strong families. If we turn the coin to the other side, we find that what strengthens the home is a good, Bible-believing church.
The Bible says that the Christian home has several ingredients: peace, thankfulness, and wisdom. If the home does not have these ingredients than it is not a Christian home. These ingredients may seem simple, but they make a world of
difference. Satan is real, and everywhere families are falling apart. I hope these thoughts from God’s Word will strengthen you and your family as you determine to have a Christian home. Clarence Sexton. 26 pages

Devotional Reading Guide, A - Pamphlet

RSP2137

$

0.50

RSP2716

$

7.00

TC07

$

3.50

This 8 page pamphlet has a schedule to help you read the Bible systematically and thereby complete it in one year.

Dictionary of Bible Animals - Bible Stories for Young Readers Series
Did you know that the Bible talks about apes, badgers, ferrets, hornets, kites, and pelicans? It does, along with many, many more animals and little creatures.
Taking each letter of the alphabet, Dictionary of Bible Animals tell about the animals of the Bible. Written for young readers. 45 pages.

Difficulties Of Pride In Our Lives - For The Love of the Family -

Terry Coomer

Pastor Coomer helps us to see how pride has hurt our lives and what we can do to deal with this sin that has harmed many Christian's lives. He also shows us that pride is a root sin and many other sins come off of it. Extremely practical and
a must read for every Christian who wants to be serious about having a real walk with God. Booklet. Terry Coomer. 12 pages

Diligence -

K4021

Character Curriculum

$

12.40

A diligent person is someone who accomplishes promptly and properly each opportunity or task that presents itself. Whatever it takes to do a job or finish a task well—that is what a diligent person will do. He works hard. He pays
attention to all the details. He always does the job completely and properly. He is never slack or lazy. It can always be depended upon that his responsibilities have been cared for in a timely fashion. We all like to have diligent people
surround us because diligent people make this a better world in which to live. We are glad when Dad is diligent about going to work and providing a good home for us. We are delighted when Mom is diligent about making good meals and
keeping our home nice for us. Diligence is what keeps many things in our lives going smoothly.
Diligence is a trait to be sought. The diligent person generally prospers. He who is not generally does not. Proverbs 21:5 says, “The thoughts of the diligent tend only to plenteousness; but of every one that is hasty only to want.” Who
doesn’t like plenteousness? Who doesn’t like to do well? Who wouldn’t like to be known as someone upon whom others can depend? Are you a diligent person? Can others, especially Dad and Mom, depend upon you? If you are not
diligent, consider what that means. Are you someone who cannot be trusted? Are you lazy? Are you often unhappy about what you are missing, only because you were not diligent? Your life does not have to be in such a state. You can be
diligent!
Diligence is an essential trait for a Christian to possess, especially regarding things pertaining to God. In fact, the Bible teaches us to “Keep thy heart with all diligence; for out of it are the issues of life.” —Proverbs 4:23. We pray that you
will be diligent about making this trait a part of your life. 68 pages.

Do it Carefully - Preschool A-B-C Series

RSP10014

$

5.90

This workbook introduces discriminating shapes, letters, and a few words; writing letters and the child's name; and hearing several initial consonant sounds. Instruction for parents and how to use this workbook are found on the last pages
and at the bottom of the work pages. 64 pages

Do You Know The Answer? - A Bible Quiz Book

RSP2378

$

10.00

A Bible quiz is a practical and enjoyable means to help children and youth learn Bible facts. This book may be used in the church, school, or home. A Bible quiz helps to pass time in an interesting and educational way when traveling or when
spending rainy evenings at home. It can be an interesting pastime for the sick or convalescent.
Choose from a variety of methods: (1) answer by turn, (2) see who can answer first, or (3) work in teams.
Some categories have two parts. The first part consists of questions. In the second part, each question has five clues. If no one answers the first clue, continue with the next clues, one at a time. Each clue makes the answer more obvious. If
no one has the answer by the fourth clue, give the fifth clue, a Bible reference that gives the answer. When the reference is given, seeing who can find the reference first may also be considered a speed drill for learning to turn quickly to
references. The first one to find the reference will then read the verse. 143 pages.

Dozen of Them, A - Isabella Alden

K3362
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$

12.00
Page 17

A Dozen of Them is a delightful story about a young boy and his adventures with a dozen Bible verses. He and his older sister are orphans. She is not old enough to obtain work that will support both of them, so he goes to live with a family
on a farm where he is to be a general help. His sister gets him to promise to pick from a list one Bible verse each month to live by for twelve months. And then the adventure begins. Isabella Alden. 64 pages.

Dressing for the Lord - Book - Also available on DVD

WOL06

$

16.00

To our knowledge, this is the most extensive study on the Christian’s dress in print. There was a time, just a few years ago, when a message like the one contained in this book was heard from fundamentalist and independent Baptist pulpits
across the world, but that is no longer the case. All too often, any kind of preaching about clothing has become an oddity, an embarrassment, or a type of “legalism.” The resistance of the rock & roll culture to such preaching is so pervasive
that many pastors have decided to ignore the matter of dress, thus the battle is lost simply because the ground is abandoned. Yet if ever there ever were a time when preachers need to warn their people about clothing issues, it is today.
Modern society is drenched with indecency. A Vogue fashion show would make ancient Corinth blush. To lay a solid Bible foundation for modesty, we give a careful exegesis of about 25 key Bible passages from Genesis to 1 John, and from
these Scriptures we develop Bible principles that can be applied to any nation or culture.
The chapter titles include “The Origin of Clothing, “Clothing Is a Language,” “The Captains of the Fashion Industry,” “Isn’t This Basically the Man’s Problem?” “Bible Guidelines for Clothing,” “A Study on Biblical Modesty,” “Worldliness
and the Christian’s Dress,” “Pants and the Christian Woman,” “Pushing the Edge on Dress Standards,” Questions Answered on the Issue of Christian Dress,” “Testimonies from Christian Women on the Issue of Modest Dress,” “Survey of
Men on the Subject of Women’s Dress,” and “Sources for Ready-made Modest Clothing.”
The section on “QUESTIONS ANSWERED” deals with 36 common challenges, such as “Since God looks on the heart, why be so concerned about appearance?” “Men are going to sin anyway, so what is the big deal?” “Shouldn’t we just teach
the Bible and let the Holy Spirit deal with this issue?” “I believe dress standards just produce pride and hypocrisy”; “As an older woman I don’t think the modesty issue is very significant for me”; “God is the business of changing hearts,
which is more important than dress”; “I am not personally convicted about dressing the way you describe”; “Should women only wear drab sack dresses?” “I wear pants because there are many things I can’t do in a dress”; “In Bible times
both men and women wore robes”; “I only wear feminine pants”; “Preachers that preach against pants are mean-spirited and just want to dictate”; “Wearing dresses is old-fashioned and we should not be weird”; “Those who preach against
pants on women are legalistic”; “Some pants are more modest than some dresses”; “What about the issue of modesty in other cultures?” “What about tattoos and piercings?” “Isn’t the sincerity of the heart the important thing?” David
Cloud. 203 pages.

Driven Into Exile

K6498

$

16.00

This story has it all—drama and excitement, but with a purpose—standing for Christ, or denying Christ—giving all for Him, or keeping all for self—supportive wives, or rebellious wives—willing children, or disobedient children—faithful
friends, or foolish friends. Who might you have been had you lived during the trying times of the Huguenots? This story just might help you to better know your own heart. Would you really decide for Christ—or against Him? What price
would you be willing to pay? Excellent story. A.L.O.E. (Charlotte Maria Tucker). 178 pages.

D585633

Duggars: 20 and Counting, The

$

29.00

Take a close inside look at the supersize Duggar family (18 children plus parents)! Since their first documentary on the Discovery Health Network, viewers have been fascinated with the story of this couple's faith and belief that children are
a blessing from God. Their first book, The Duggars: 20 and Counting, is an inspiring and entertaining collection of stories, photos, recipes, tips, traditions, and practical ideas designed to answer the questions of the curious. Some of the
questions they answer are "Why do you have so many children?", "How do you provide for your family financially?", "How do you handle mealtimes...transportation... laundry...birthdays?", "How are your children so well behaved?", and
"Why do all your children have names that begin with J?". Adopt a few ideas from the Duggars and improve the peace and love inside the walls of your own home. A very interesting look into a truly bleesed family!
Michelle Duggar. 204 pages - Paperback

DB01

Dutch Blitz

$

18.00

Dutch Blitz is a highly interactive, highly energetic, family-friendly card game that will test your skills, smarts and speed. It’s the kind of game that makes your brain work really hard. But because you’re having so much fun, you won’t
even notice. Perfect for families and groups. Dutch Blitz has been a favourite of card players for decades. And it’s more popular today than ever. Give it a try and we think you’ll agree: Dutch Blitz is a vonderful goot game!

GT26

Duties of Parents

$

6.00

A brief summary describing the goals of parents which God holds them to account for. This booklet provokes much further thought than its few pages contain and will help any family re-assess their goals according to Scripture. This tiny
booklet on Christian parenting may well be one of the most challenging and insightful tools you ever read, to train yourselves for the biblical responsibility of child rearing. J.C. Ryle. 42 pages

K4115

Echoing and Re-echoing - Isabella Alden

$

18.00

Faye Huntington co-authored several books with Isabella Alden. Echoing and Re-Echoing seems to be entirely written by Faye, and what an excellent story she wrote! This story picks up on Alfred Reid, Abbe's brother. You first met Abbe
and Alfred in Ester Ried. This is the earnest story of a pastor who deeply longs for a real heart change in his people. Each chapter opens with a Scripture, which the reader sees impressed upon hearts as the chapter unfolds. It is a story about
sowing, growing, maturing, and finally harvesting real fruit for God. This excellent story will be a blessing to all who read it!
KOF Old Reprint. Isabella Alden. 178 Pages.

TEN3006

Elena - Harvey Yoder

$

22.00

Elena, a young Christian girl, grew up in communist Romania and was forced to attend communist schools with their subsequent brainwashing. However, her grandparents' and parents' strong Christian faith and example enabled her to
withstand these strong negative influences in her life. God can work no matter the circumstance! This is a great read, but is recommended for older teens and adults due to some graphic content concerning persecution.Author: Harvey
Yoder. 240 pages plus a photo section.

K6002

Eleven Wonderful Women - Biography

$

11.10

$

55.00

These women are wonderful because they devoted their lives to God and to the service of their fellowman. These are short, informative, and accurate mini-biographies. You will be enriched. E. H. Farrance. 59 pages.

Emerging Church is Coming, The - 3 DVD Set

WOL42
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz
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Encouragement Set - 10 CD's
Ester Ried - Isabella Alden

T21580
K3374

$
$

60.50
18.00

Ester Ried was originally published in 1870. It was one of Mrs. Alden's earliest books and became her most popular work. It is the story of a young woman (18) who claims to be a Christian, but shows a lack of love, patience, and concern for
her younger siblings. The work load at home is heavy. She often complains, and is irritable most of the time. The story is about her spiritual awakening to the Lord, and what it means to be a servant with a sweet and willing spirit. After
"awakening" she realizes what a different effect she might have had on her younger brothers and sisters had she acted like a real Christian. God expects certain behavior from those who claim His name. This is an excellent story and would
be a great book for older sisters to read! KOF Old Reprint. Isabella Alden. 221 pages.

K4056

Ester Ried "Yet Speaking" - Isabella Alden

$

20.00

This story begins with Flossie Roberts of Four Girls at Chautauqa, having been just married and moving to New York to begin her new life. This story excels in showing the reader how to really live and work for the Master, our Lord Jesus
Christ! It shows the reader countless ways to reach some of the most seemingly unreachable people for Jesus. Also, Flossie is an excellent example of a soft, feminine woman with a gentle, but powerful, Christian walk. Best of all, this is a
true story. Mrs. Alden assures the reader that there really was a Flossie Shipley (albeit her name could have been changed), and she really did accomplish these things in her early days of marriage. KOF Old Reprint. Isabella Alden. 257
pages.

K4243

Ester Ried's Namesake - Isabella Alden

$

20.00

This wonderful story is about the struggles of a girl named Esther (named after Ester Ried). She came from truly godly missionaries, who were dirt poor but loved the Lord and counted everything in life as all joy in service to their King. But
it was not so with Esther; she often found it difficult to be happy and content; she had a quick tongue that was hard to control; she often felt like she was a failure, and could not seem to attain the faith of her parents. It is a story of contrasts
hearts who live and breathe Christ, and those who either struggle to do so, or may simply not be His. Your heart will be challenged as you read this! KOF Old Reprint. Isabella Alden. 250 pages.

Eternal Security - Tract

PPP

Once there has been genuine repentance and faith in Jesus Christ one is eternally secure in Christ. As we cannot become physically “unborn” so the true Christian cannot lose his Salvation. Gary Maldaner. 1 page - Tri-fold

RSP10015

Everywhere We Go - Preschool A-B-C Series

$

5.90

This workbook reviews skills taught in the previous books, such as the 8 colors, shapes, numbers, and letters while encouraging personal responsibility and courtesy. The child will learn about children in different lands and hear some new
consonant sounds. Instruction for parents and how to use this workbook are found on the last pages and at the bottom of the work pages. 64 pages

K3228

Exact Truth, The - Isabella Alden

$

12.00

The Exact Truth is about a young girl who has trouble with her tongue, which often gets her into trouble. Through keeping a journal and studying Scripture, she begins to learn about the ins and outs of telling the truth. If something is not
the exact truth, is it really the truth at all? This story will definitely give the reader reason to consider such things. It also often exposes the subtle motives behind not telling the exact truth. This story will certainly encourage thinking, and
perhaps cause us to examine ourselves to see if the words we speak are The Exact Truth! Old Reprint. Author: Isabella Alden (Pansy). 64 pages

Experiencing The Joy Of Young Womanhood - CD
Explore Your Bible: 199 Bible Topics With References - R.A. Torrey

T21540
D608337

$
$

10.50
4.00

A concordance is a great tool---but unless you know the exact word you're looking for, it might not help you. Here's a companion resource that lets you search the Scriptures by topic from "Access to God" to "Fear, Unholy" to "Zeal."
Featuring nearly 2,500 references on 199 important subjects. This book encourages you to dig deeper into God's Word - and get more from it! R.A. Torrey. 160 pages

GT16

Faithful Boy's Influence, A

$

11.50

$

50.00

This wonderful children's book, about how a young boy initiated respect for God's servant by a good example, will mold your children's character in an important area. Aunt Friendly. 148 pages.

CCP01D

Family Devotional Guide Set

This is a complete set of devotional guides for the great stories of the Bible. There is a Bible story for each day, questions from each story, and a weekly memory verse. There are thirty-one stories in each volume, twelve volumes in all. These
devotional guides will take you through the Bible by its great stories. This method of Bible reading is ideal for families. Your children will look forward to the family time spent together reading the Bible. Take the challenge to read through
the Bible and commit the supplied verses to memory. Dedication to reading God's Word as a family will increase the godliness of the household and thus will strengthen local churches.Also available individually $4.50 each. Volume
I - Genesis 1 - Genesis 39; Volume II - Genesis 40 - Leviticus 16; Volume III - Leviticus 17 - Ruth 1; Volume IV - Ruth 2 - II Samuel 2; Volume V - II Samuel 3 - I Kings 18; Volume VI - I Kings 19 - II Chronicles
26; Volume VII - II Chronicles 27 - Jeremiah 13; Volume VIII - Jeremiah 14 - Luke 2; Volume IX - The Gospel Records; Volume X - The Gospel Records; Volume XI - The Gospel Records - Acts 6; Volume XII Acts 7 - Revelation 22

Family Evangelism - CD
Fathers - The Glory of Children - Booklet

T21527
CCP100-3

BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$
$

10.50
5.90
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Where does a nation find its glory? She finds it in her people. Where do her people find their glory? The Bible says that children find their glory in their fathers. Where do fathers find their glory? They must find their glory in God.
When fathers do not glory in God, the children find no glory in their fathers. As a result, the nation finds no glory in her children. We are a nation with fewer and fewer people finding glory in God, and we can find no glory in our children.
The Bible says that the glory of children is their fathers.
This is a message to fathers. Every father should be a man who follows the Lord Jesus Christ. If you are a father, your heart should be stirred. You should say, “God helping me, I am going to be all I should be and can be for the Lord and for
the good of my children.” Dad, please consider what it could mean to your family if you loved the Lord like you should love Him, if you served Him as you should serve Him. Clarence Sexton. 20 pages

Fathers and Daughters: Raising Polished Cornerstones

GT51

$

24.00

"I love this book! There is life-impacting truth for both fathers and daughters here. Virtually every facet of the father-daughter relationship is covered, from childhood to adulthood. This is a desperately needed and well-balanced book." -Dr. S.M. Davis, Pastor, Park Meadows Baptist Church. Authors: David Barrett & Elysse Barrett 192 pages

Father's Name, A - Booklet

CCP187-4

$

5.90

TG3013E

$

5.50

BB07

$

14.00

A most treasured gift a father can give his children is a name of honor. Travel with me as we visit the following Bible families and discover the meanings which their father's actions gave to their names.
Tim Cruse. 32 pages.

Favourite Animals from the Bible - Boardbook
Your toddler will enjoy the colourful pictures of this board book. Perfect for taking to church. 16 pages.

Fear of God

An excellent study on the true fear of God and its blessed effects upon the believer. A book that will change the way you think of God and give you a better understanding of the believer's duty toward an Almighty God.

Feed My Sheep - A Practical Guide to Daily Family Bible Time - 2 CD's
Finding the Answers - Preschool A-B-C Series

T22000
RSP10016

$
$

20.50
5.90

This workbook develops thinking skills through hearing rhyming words, identifying sequence, making comparisons and associations, and understanding sentences and short stories. Instructions are found at the botton of each page and in
the back of the book. 64 pages

First Impressions of God - Girl's Heritage Series

GT04

$

10.00

A story about a little girl and how she first learns about God. Little children certainly can come to the Saviour, but they need to understand their sinfulness before they can heartily repent of their selfish ways. This story will help in making
these concepts more plain to a child. Author: Anne Wells. 106 pages.

Five Vows Every Christian Should Make and Keep - A.W. Tozer

BB03

$

2.00

Within this brief booklet the author admonishes the reader in the matter of “spiritual improvement—the gaining of new power, new life, new joy and new personal revival within your heart—you will do well to make certain vows and
proceed to keep them”. Every Christian should read this book! 8 pages.

Flowers, Flowers, Flowers - "God's Creation"

- Colouring Book

RSP2952

$

3.50

Simple drawing that even young children can color with appropriate poetry to match. Use as a teaching tool about each kind of flower. Additional information in the back of the book makes this a valuable teaching tool as well as a coloring
book.
Who made pretty lilies grow? God made all the flowers, we know.
Black-eyed Susans, we can see, Wave bright petals cheerily.
Bleeding hearts hang in a row. Watch the pink hearts grow and grow. etc.... 32 pages.

Follow & Find

CP458

$

5.00

OP07

$

9.00

Get a pencil and follow the numbers in each picture very carefully. When you're done you've drawn your own animal or bird. If you want, you can colour the picture you've drawn. 24 pages.

For Girls Only - A Loving Appeal for Modesty in an Immodest World

The book includes quotations from different Christian young men. The author clearly explains purity, modest clothing, and beauty. She offers challenges such as “Dare to be an Esther”, “God’s army”, and “Clothing communicates
something about the person who wears it.” Sheila Stewart Doom. 63 pages.

For Love Of The Bible - The Battle For The KJV and the Received Text From 1800 to Present
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

WOL46

$

35.00
Page 20

This book traces the history of the defense of the KJV and the Received Text from 1800 to present. The book includes hundreds of testimonies and biographies; sketches of churches, schools, and organizations that have defended the KJV; a
digest of reviews and condensations of major books and articles written in defense of the KJV in the past 200 years; excerpts from rare books on this subject which are no longer available; a comprehensive overview of the varied arguments
in favor of the KJV. For Love of the Bible also gives a history of the modern English versions, beginning with the English Revised of 1881. Also included is a history of textual criticism, revealing that most of the textual scholars from the
19th-century on were rationalists who denied the infallible inspiration of Scripture. The 46-page annotated bibliography is the most extensive in print on the subject, to our knowledge. A detailed index is also included. The author spent
several thousand dollars researching the book and has written several hundred letters in this connection, communicating with men from around the world who stand for the KJV today.
Michael Maynard, author of A History of the Debate over 1 John 5:7,8, wrote: “For Love of the Bible is a masterpiece. It ought to be in every academic, public, and special library in the world.” 4th edition, March 2006, 5X8, soft cover.
David Cloud. 518 pages.

Foreign Languages
* Chinese (Mandarin)
* French
* German
* Haitian (Creole)
* Romanian
* Russian
* Spanish
* Tarahumara
* Ukranian

Forgiveness - Character Curriculum

K4423

$

12.40

Forgiveness is one of the most important and desirable of character traits to possess. It is so important that Jesus mentioned it in the Lord’s Prayer. “For if ye forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Father will also forgive you: but if
ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither will your Father forgive your trespasses.” —Matthew 6:14-15.
On another occasion Jesus again mentioned it to his disciples. “And when ye stand praying, forgive, if ye have ought against any: that your Father also which is in heaven may forgive you your trespasses. But if ye do not forgive, neither will
your Father which is in heaven forgive your trespasses.” —Mark 11:25-26.
These verses are pretty plain. If we want our heavenly Father to forgive us our sins, it is essential that we forgive others. Sometimes we are angry when others harm us, or say mean things to us or about us. Sometimes we may not want to
forgive, but Jesus says, “We must!” It is not an option, but a “must do.” So, why not begin now to develop the spiritual habit of forgiveness? 68 pages.

Friend in Need, A

K5821

$

12.00

This little volume is an eclectic, yet awesomely instructive, set of stories for a young person of any age, and, I might add for us adults also. A Friend in Need is a story about a young man who goes well out of his way to do that which he does
not need to do for another-or does he? In truth, he may be doing only what God expects of His own. In any case, the young man perseveres in doing good, and, as we all know is true, God does notice, and repayment comes in one of those
unlooked-for ways that God so often uses. The other stories are quite thought-provoking on subjects like the seriousness of ignoring or mocking at "little sins," the devastation that can be caused by "little disobediences," the worthlessness
of our goodness, the mercy in God's affliction, the wages of putting one's self first, and the motives that destroy most of our good works. Enlightening.
A.L.O.E. (Charlotte Maria Tucker). 72 pages.

From Wealth to Faith

CLP263061

$

13.90

Years of prosperity for Christians in Russia are followed by disappointment, heartache, and suffering, first during the revolution and again as World War II sweeps across Europe. Hans and Netta face hardship and separation, but grow
closer to God through their struggles. This is a timely warning for Western Christianity that material wealth is fleeting and uncertain. Real security is in God. Mollie B. Zook. 216 pages

German Titles
* 101 Favourite Stories From the Bible
* Anthony Gets Ready for Church - Little Jewel Book
* Berries, Berries, Berries - Little Jewel Book
* God's Jewels - Little Jewel Book
* Happy Helpers - Little Jewel Book
* The Lost Milk Jar - Little Jewel Book
* This is Mohan - Little Jewel Book
* A Truck and a Tricycle - Little Jewel Book
* The Twins' Picnic - Little Jewel Book
* Two Surprises - Little Jewel Book
More to Come!

Giant Killer, The

K5822
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$

16.00
Page 21

Meet Giant Sloth, Giant Selfishness, Giant Untruth, Giant Hate, and Giant Pride. They are as wily and sneaky as they are huge and strong these giants within. Meet Fides, an honorable knight, whose job it is to slay these giants and others.
He wishes to do so to please his King, with Whom he wishes to go soon to live. Fides is often easily tricked by these giants, as he often underestimates them and their power. He comes uncomfortably close to being destroyed by several. Only
with the sword and shield given him by his King, and with the aid of his friend Conscience, does he narrowly gain the victory. The Giant-Killer is considered one of A.L.O.E.'s finest works, and she intended it to be a teaching device designed
to be read in a family setting in which parents can explain and supplement discussion of its truths. It is allegorical in nature, and is a story within a story in which a mother uses to teach young people about the subtle, yet odious, sins of the
heart. A.L.O.E. (Charlotte Maria Tucker). 135 pages

Glorious History of the King James Bible, The

WOL05

$

16.00

The King James Bible is not merely another translation. Its history is one of the most fascinating chapters of church history and reads almost like a novel. This book traces this glorious heritage, beginning with the Wycliffe Bible of the 14th
century. Every English-speaking believer should know this history; yet, sadly, even in the staunchest Bible-believing churches it is rare to find someone who is informed about the great price that was paid to provide us with an excellent
Bible in our own language. Chapters include the Wycliffe Bible (1380), the Tyndale New Testament (1526), the Coverdale Bible (1535), the Matthew’s Bible (1537), the Great Bible (1539), the Geneva Bible (1557), the Bishops Bible (1568),
and the King James Bible (1611). Under the section on the KJV we look at the spiritual and literary and scholarly climate of that day, the amazing translation process itself, the peerless translators, the nature of the translation, Tyndale’s
influence, and the KJV’s worldwide influence.
We also answer the following questions: Was King James a homosexual? Hasn’t the KJV been revised and updated in thousands of places? Could the KJV be revised again? Is the King James Bible inspired? Isn’t the KJV too antiquated and
difficult to read? The author has studied this history diligently. He has a massive private library of materials on this subject dating back to the 16th century and has researched the subject in many parts of the world, including England,
Wales, the Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland, and Italy. Illustrated. David Cloud. 228 pages

RSP2783

God Controls the Storm - A Little Jewel Book

$

5.90

Iris, a young girl of Guatemala, learns to trust God when her family experiences a tropical rainstorm. Some Spanish vocabulary words in italics are woven into the story. Pronunciation and definition are given in the footnotes.
Iris is a little girl who lives in Guatemala. She is five years old. She lives with her papá, her mamá, and her two little brothers, Esteban and Paquito.
~ Another one of our Favourites! It is beautifully illustrated too! ~ Written by: Carey Bauman. Illustrated by: Peter Balholm. 24 pages - Softcover. Also Available in Spanish

God Knows My Size - Harvey Yoder - Audio Book - 7 CD Set
God Knows My Size - Harvey Yoder - Book - Also available as Audio Book

TEN5001
TEN3001E

$
$

34.00
22.00

$

9.50

Raised in communist Romania, Silvia Tarniceriu struggled to believe in God. But His direct answer to her earnest prayer convinced Silvia that God is real, and that He knows all about her. Not for young children.
Harvey Yoder. 247 pages.

God Made Me Special

CLP264195

A picture book for preschoolers that illustrates the marvelous abilities God has given us. "God made me in a wonderful way. He made my eyes to see the world... tongue... arms... I am special, because God made me!" With stunning pencil
art throughout, this lovely book honours God our Creator. 23 pages.

Godliness is Great Gain - Character Building Collection

GT09

$

10.00

This is a collection of six tales each teaching an important lesson about living the Christian life. The stories cover the importance of being trustworthy, not judging from appearances only, showing kindness without expecting a reward, using
our talent no matter how small for the Lord, the dangers of receiving an inheritance too young, and, lastly, the secret of happiness is in serving the Lord. This is a great book for boys and girls and will bless ages junior through adult. 83
pages.

Godly Stories for Christian Boys Volume 1

K6388

$

14.00

This volume contains four stories, each teaching one of the harder lessons in life: trusting God when life is difficult, trusting God when others have accused you of wrong doing, trusting God when you are timid or fearful, and trusting God
when others have lied about you. The lessons of forgiving and going on in life are needful lessons. Each young man who reads of the struggles that the boys in the stories faced will be strengthened and encouraged to keep doing right and
trusting God to work things out. This is a must read! 101 pages.

Godly Stories for Christian Girls Volume 1

K6381

$

14.00

These are three heart-touching stories that will certainly enrich the lives of Christian girls. The first, Janet's Charge, is about a young girl who thinks she knows just a bit more than her grandmother. She sadly learns a painful mistake, and
struggles with truthfulness concerning the event. The second, Poppy's Holiday, is a heartwarming story about a young girl who just isn't happy unless she is doing for others. Doing for others is a wonderful lesson for all to learn! Minnie's
Missionary Pennies is a joy to read, and to see how our loving God works all things together for good. This collection will soon be a favorite of your girls. 102 pages.

God Planned Life, The - Happiness is Knowing the Will of God and Doing it

BB12

$

2.00

$

6.50

If one belongs to Christ would He not then have a plan for that life? Would our Lord discard a precious soul that He died for? Surely Not! Read within these pages God's plan for His child. His plan for you!

God's Creatures - Colouring Books

PP19

Twenty Original Sketches including the peacock, field mouse, seal, horse, box turtle, mute swan, rabbit, penguin, frog, black bear, horseshoe crab, Eastern green snake, spider, land snail, house cat, eagle, lion, camel, trout, and quetzel.
Each drawing is on an 8 1/2 by 11 page, and is accompanied by a verse from the KJV in large letters. All drawings are original sketches by Sarah Maldaner Majewski. The cover sketch is a sample of those inside the book. All sketches are
realistic.

God's Happy Family - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2261

$

5.90

Poetic verse about family activities. Written by: Edith Witmer. Illustrated by: Edith Burkholder. 24 pages - Softcover

BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz
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God's Jewels - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2771

$

5.90

CLP264125

$

5.00

This book lists endearing things that babies do to help us see the blessings of these gifts from God.
Babies are God's gifts from heaven, They fill our hearts with love: Each one is dear—and special too, Made by our God above.
They laugh, They cry, And they smile at you. They crawl, And they walk, And they sit up too.
Written by: Mary M. Landis. Illustrated by: Jessica Krahn. 24 pages - Softcover Also Available in German

God's Miracle - A Seed

"Look! here's a tiny grain of corn; Inside is God's surprise." Illustrated verses help children marvel at God's wisdom in creating seeds that germinate, and grow to produce food and more seeds. First in a series of God's miracles.
33 pages.

BBL04

God's Promise About Children

$

6.00

Raising a child in today’s world is a serious responsibility. Dr. Bruce Lackey brings to bear some practical advice through the Word of God which will be beneficial to any parent concerned about their child’s future and their walk with the
Lord. 24 pages.

RSP10031

Going on Eagerly - Preschool G-H-I Series

$

5.90

This is the first book in the new Preschool G-H-I Series that is being developed. This series will extend the present Preschool A-B-C Series . When completed, it will provide six more books to help build a good scholastic foundation for the
preschool child. This new series uses a specific geographical region as a theme for each book, giving the added advantage of teaching geographical awareness by association, along with an awareness of God as the Creator.
Building a good foundation for our children's education is important. But still more important is building a solid foundation for their spiritual welfare. These books are designed to help in preparing the child for a good education from a
Scriptural perspective. However, it is still the parents' responsibility to guide the child in the way of truth.
Going On Eagerly, with a polar theme, gives a basic introduction to the series. Exercises include using eight colors, working with four basic shapes, writing and counting with numbers 0 through 10, identifying sequence, drawing
missing parts and simple pictures. 64 pages

Golden Deeds - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2552

$

5.90

SG61

$

12.00

James learns how to do golden deeds. Written by: Pauline Ressler. Illustrated by: Barbara Schlabach. 24 pages - Softcover

Golden Hours - Heart Hymns of the Christian Life

Elizabeth Prentiss of Stepping Heavenward fame wrote this collection of poems centering on the Lord Jesus Christ, loving Him more and the Christ-centered walk. Excellent, thought-provoking poems will bless you and focus your
thoughts on the Lord! 135 pages.

Golden Hours with the Bible -

CLP210360

Tract

$

0.10

If you are hungry at heart , read the Bread Chapter. If your feet are slipping , read the Rock Chapter. If you find yourself getting cross , read the Charity Chapter . Have you many defeats at the hands of Satan? Read the Victory
Chapter . Do you lack faith ? Read Hebrews 11 . Make up your own chapter names. Don't stop until you have named every chapter in the Bible. You will find this a most interesting and profitable means of Bible study. Feed on God's Word
like the Patriarch Job, who said, "I have esteemed the words of His mouth more than my necessary food" (Job 23:12).
This tract contains many special passages for special needs and Inspires love for the Bible! As the Tract is small in size you can easily keep it with your Bible!

The Bible contains : the mind of God, the state of man, the way of salvation, the doom of sinners, and the happiness of believers. Its doctrines are holy, its precept are binding, its histories are true, and its decisions are unchangeable.Read it to be wise,
believe it to be safe, and practice it to be holy. It contains light to direct you, food to support you, and comfort to cheer you. It is the travellers map, the pilgrims staff, the pilots compass, the soldiers sword, and the Christian's character. Here Paradise is
restored, Heaven opened, and the gates of hell disclosed. CHRIST is its Grand Subject, our good its design, and the glory of God its end. It should fill the memory, rule the heart, and guide the feet.Read it slowly, frequently, and prayerfully. It is a mine of
wealth, a paradise of glory, and a river of pleasure. It is given you in life, will be opened in the Judgement, and will be remembered forever. It involves the highest responsibility, rewards the greatest labour, and condemns all who triffle with its holy contents.
2 Timothy 3:16

K5798

Good for Evil & Other Stories

$

13.00

This collection is written much after the example set by Jesus' parables. Throughout its pages, it tends in nearly every story to state a clear, easily understandable example of something physical, something understood by everyone. It then
presents a parallel situation that occurs just as often in the spiritual realm, and the spiritual duty or dangers, which are much more important that any physical ones. It then shows how these weighty issues are so often ignored to great
harm, when like physical issues, of even minor consequence, would not be. In some stories, it showcases how doing right spiritually, though it might not be expected, also profits the flesh. It is a thoughtful little treatise on walking in the
flesh versus walking in the Spirit. 76 pages.

GT06

Grace Raymond - Girl's Heritage Series

$

8.50

This is a wonderful story of three sisters, and particularly Grace Raymond, a young girl with a strong temper who feels quite righteous in her own eyes. Under the careful tutelage of her Christian teacher, she is at last convinced of her sinful
nature and her need to repent. After she truly comes to Christ, she learns to bring her temper to Him also. This is an excellent book to teach children what sin and repentance actually are. There are nuggets of wisdom tucked throughout the
book. Grace's parents are not believers, and so, the story also teaches how to live in a godly manner within a non-Christian home. 71 pages.

GT20

Great Truths For Little Children
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$

11.50
Page 23

30 short stories, dealing with most of the greatest truths which children need to know, but in short talks and simple language for the young. Great for reading aloud with children 3-6 years of age, and for children 6-10 years old to read
themselves. Persuasive character-building themes presented in highly interesting stories. 96 pages.

Greater Call, A - Harvey Yoder

TEN3014

$

24.00

Born into a poor family in famine-racked China, young Wei was left to die. But God had a different plan. Wei would one day answer a greater call. The cost would be enormous, but to Wei, Jesus Christ was worth any sacrifice. Paperback.
Harvey Yoder. 195 pages.

Greeting Cards - Individual - Prices Vary from $1.20-$2.00 each
Guest Book - Available in Hunter Green, Midnight Blue, Khaki, Burgundy

V120
CP97

$
$

1.20
17.00

WOLC

$

4.50

This Guest Book is just right for your coffee table or as a thoughtful gift. Holds over 1000 entries, 9 ½” x 7 ½”, Spiral Bound. 60 pages.

Handmade Greeting Cards - Assorted - Handmade by Nepalis

Some of the Nepali Christian ladies make very needed income at home by making BEAUTIFUL CROSS-STITCHED GREETING CARDS. The cross stitches are done on readily available burlap, which gives a unique touch and beauty to an
otherwise ordinary material. The cards in which the cross stitches are encased are made entirely of local handmade paper. There is at least a half a day of work in each card.
These come in a variety of different styles and colours: God Bless you, Happy Birthday, Thank You, Rejoice in the LORD, Have a Good Day, Trust, Praying for You, I Love You, Teapot - No Writing, Teacup - No Writing. Each comes with a
Handmade Envelope.

Happy Helpers - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2553

$

5.90

RSP2554

$

5.90

RSP2930

$

6.00

"Many hands make light work" is the lesson taught. Written by: Ruth Ann Streicher. Illustrated by: Loraine Yoder. 24 pages - Softcover. Also Available in German

Happy Seasons - A Little Jewel Book
Join Kevin, David and Rose for a trip through their seasonal activities.
Sweet springtime brings us happy days, When we pick flowers for bouquets. It's time to plant the garden patch, And time for fluffy chicks to hatch.
~ Another old Favourite with beautiful illustrations! ~ Written & Illustrated by: Michelle Beidler. 24 pages - Softcover

Happy Times With God's Creation - Colouring Book

108 illustrations to color. Action-packed, true-to-life drawings arranged to coincide with God's Marvelous Works, Book Two. Descriptions are given of the animals or plants illustrated, plus a detailed explanation of the colors to use.
Recommended for fourth grade and up. 117 pages.

K5825

Havergal, Frances R - Biography

$

14.00

Frances Havergal was a single woman who loved the Lord and filled her life with service for the Lord Jesus Christ. She wrote poems, songs, books and tracts. She supported missions. Wherever she was, she spoke a word and witnessed for
God. Winning others to Jesus was her constant desire and prayer. She was an encouragement to her family and a blessing to all who knew her. Author: Esther E. Enock. 104 pages.

CP126

Healthy Choices Cookbook

$

26.00

No sugar. No white flour. No artificial anything.
The cookbook for people who want wholesome, nutritious food, from the kitchens of Keepers at Home readers.
Are you looking for a common sense approach to a healthier lifestyle? We, with contributions from the Keepers at Home readers, compiled Healthy Choices Cookbook to help you provide nutritious food for your family and friends. The
recipes in Healthy Choices are sugar-free, use no white flour and don't ask for artificial ingredients. In the long run, no one maintains vibrant, growing health on radiated, fumigated, pasteurized, homogenized, chemical-laden, and
nutritionally dead food. Living cells require living foods.
While its sometimes hard to decide the exact place where dead food stops and healthful food starts, and certain foods "don't agree" with some people as they do with others, Healthy Choices with its 1,093 recipes offers a wide range of
traditional and modern recipes that help you protect, maintain and encourage the good health God gives you and your loved ones. Take the first step toward better health—start with healthy food choices.

RSP10032

Hearing and Helping - Preschool G-H-I Series

$

5.90

Hearing and Helping, with a rain forest theme, includes practice in hearing initial consonant sounds and rhyming words; understanding words in sentence context, as well as following instructions. Exercises also include examples of
families and children helping others. 64 pages

Hedge Fence, A

K3283

$

11.10

A Hedge Fence is an outstanding book for children. Frank, the boy in the story, has been wishing he had a hedge to keep him from doing wrong. An older friend begins sending Scripture verses to Frank each month as a "hedge fence"
against temptations of sin. Frank, at first, cannot see how the verses could help him, but he quickly learns that Scripture is a very ready help in time of need. Frank also has a wonderful relationship with his father and mother, which would
bring joy to the heart of any parent. Although this book is written for children, teens and adults will be blessed by reading about these wonderful hedges. They just might prove helpful to many of us too! 51 pages.

RSP2272

Helping Mother - A Little Jewel Book

$

5.90

Poetry about the things a child can do for Mother. ~ Another book that is often chosen! ~ Written by: Mary M. Landis. Illustrated by: Michelle Beidler. 32 pages - Softcover

BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz
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Her Mother's Bible - Isabella Alden

K2191

$

13.00

This is one of Mrs. Alden's finest works. It is the story of a grandmother's Bible handed down to her daughter, whose young son reads a portion of it each night. He finds verses which have been highlighted by his grandmother, and ponders
what they mean. He takes a verse for a day or sometimes a week, and God, ever so faithfully, teaches this young boy what the verse means, and how it should be applied in his daily life. This would make an excellent family read-aloud, but
would be perfect for any young boy! Isabella Alden. 77 pages.

BB31

Heroes of Faith on Pioneer Trails

$

16.00

Short biographical challenging look at 10 missionaries lives. Dr. Eugene Myers Harrison lived a life dedicated to the propagation of the gospel to the ends of the earth, having spent time as a missionary to the people of Burma. As a
distinguished scholar, teacher, pastor and crusader for evangelical Christian missions, Dr. Harrison has handled the stories of the selected missionaries with great insight, providing unique understanding and the central ideal and
Scriptural text which governed each of these choice servants of Christ.
Be challenged and encouraged in your own service to the LORD as you follow the lives of David Brainerd, William Carey, Henry Martyn, Robert Morrison, Adoniram Judson, John Williams, Robert Moffat, David Livingstone, Hudson
Taylor and John G. Paton. Dr. Harrison uses a favourite text of Scripture for each missionary as the central theme of their lives, their calling and ministry.
There are many biographies and accounts already in print which go into greater detail in dealing with the lives of each of these great men, but none which will bring out the very heart of each of them in such clarity and feeling in such a
short account. You will feel as though you have glimpsed their very hearts in just a short period of time. Don’t think of this work as duplication of facts already known, but rather an extension of their stories as seen through the spiritual
insight of Dr. Harrison. After reading the accounts of the trials and tribulations of these men and how they faced it with their faith in their God and His promises, you just may be challenged to follow in their footsteps and see your own faith
increased. Eugene Myers Harrison. 196 pages

High Cost of Holistic Healing - Concise Examination of Alternative Medicine Practises & Related Issues

TEN4098

$

12.00

In this concise guide to alternative medicine, you will find a wealth of information on questionable practices, some of which are nothing less than the works of darkness. Drawing from years of experience as a medical doctor and as a
Mennonite bishop, Dr. Byler delivers a passionate and compelling examination of practices long performed by the plain people and points out the spiritual dangers that accompany them.
Dr. Nolan Byler. 58 pages

History of the English Bible - DVD
Hive of Busy Bees, A

WOL11
RSP122753

$
$

28.00
7.90

When Mother got sick and is unexpectedly hospitalized, Don and Joyce went to stay with Grandpa and Grandma on the farm for a few weeks. Joyce gets a bee sting, and Don falls into the watering trough, but most of their adventures are
pleasant. And every night Grandma helps them over their homesickness by telling them a "Bee" story - bedtime stories that teach lessons on obedience, honesty, kindness, and contentment. (This book is revised from the original edition.)
Effie M. Williams. 77 Pages.

Holiest of All - Softcover

BBM05

- Andrew Murray

$

24.00

“The great complaint of all who have the care of souls is the lack of whole-heartedness, of stedfastness, of perseverance and progress in the Christian life. Many, of whom one cannot but hope that they are true Christians, come to a
standstill, and do not advance beyond the rudiments of Christian life and practice. The teaching of this Epistle is the divine answer to these questions. ” Holiest of All - A Devotional Study of the Epistle to the Hebrews is a thoughtful, in
depth look at the epistle to the Hebrews by Andrew Murray. 410 pages

Holy Spirit, The - R.A. Torrey

BB30

$

15.90

T21120

$

14.50

Who He is and what He does and how to know Him in all the fullness of His gracious and glorious ministry.

Home Schooling With a Meek and Quiet Spirit - Book

A desire of a homeschooling mother’s heart is to have a meek and quiet spirit instead of discouragement, fear, and anger. She can cope with the myriad of daily difficulties and decisions that a homeschooling lifestyle brings with it, as long
as she is having the right responses to them. Let her be fearful, worried, anxious, frustrated, irritated, or angry and a mum soon realizes she is undermining all she wants to accomplish by homeschooling.
Because Teri Maxwell, a mother of eight, has walked the homeschooling path since 1985, she knows first-hand the struggle for a meek and quiet spirit. The memories from her early homeschooling years of often being worried and angry
rather than having a meek and quiet spirit are not what she would like them to be. Author: Teri Maxwell. 123 pages. Workshop CD and Study Guide available also.

Home Schooling With a Meek and Quiet Spirit - Study Guide

T24020

$

4.50

This Study Guide provides supplemental study questions to complement the book Homeschooling With a Meek and Quiet Spirit. Each chapter also includes a page for writing answers to the study questions plus journaling personal insights
and thoughts. Booklet. Teri Maxwell. 21 pages

Home Schooling With a Meek and Quiet Spirit - Workshop CD

T21505

$

10.50

$

12.40

We also have a “Meek and Quiet” Workshop CD that Teri gives at conferences that you may order with the Home Schooling With a Meek and Quiet Spirit book. We are unable to sell this CD separately. Teri Maxwell

K6382

Honesty - Character Curriculum
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

Page 25

When asked what "honesty" means, many people would reply that it means "truthfulness." While it is true that truthfulness is a very large part of honesty, and that the two are very similar, they do have some differences. Truthfulness is an
issue whenever we speak to another. Honesty, however, is involved in everything that we do, whether alone or with others. A person can be truthful in his speech, and yet hide certain things. These things, if known by others, might make a
difference in how the person is trusted. Hiding things would not be truly honest. When people decide to trust us, they must be given all the details that might affect their decision. A person's level of honesty becomes a part of that person's
reputation. "Provide things honest in the sight of all men." Men cannot see all that we do, but they watch the result of our actions more closely than we think. God's wants us to be honest! 68 pages.

House Church Movement, The

WOL50

$

18.00

This book examines all aspects of the house church movement, including Frank Viola’s Organic Church and the Integrated Church. It is also called simple church, open church, integrated church, micro church, and organic church. There is
nothing unscriptural about a church that simply meets in a house, but the house church movement is not merely about churches meeting in houses. We document a three-fold agenda of a large segment of the house church movement: (1)
An agenda to remove Christians from pastoral protection, (2) an agenda to create the one-world church, (3) an agenda to build the kingdom of God. Many of the house churches are associated with the leaders of the charismatic latter rain
apostolic revival movement. They expect the return of Christ to be preceded by a miracle-driven revival that will surpass even that of the first century. This is called dominionist or kingdom now theology. Chapter titles include “The Many
Faces of the House Church Movement,” “Motivations for the House Church Movement,” “The Challenge of the House Church Movement,” “The Agenda of the
House Church Movement,” “The Heretical Jungle of the House Church Movement,” “Scripture Misused by the House Church Movement,” “The Legalism of the House Church Movement,” “Frank Viola and the Organic Church,” “The
Integrated Church and Vision Forum.” The book looks at the house church movement both in regard to its dangers as well as its challenges. 286 pages.

How Little Bessie Kept The Wolf From The Door

K4024

$

14.00

This is the endearing story of two, poor, sweet, little sisters who come to the Lord and learn to trust in Him. Bessie overhears her father speak of "keeping the wolf away from the door," and, not knowing any better, understands it to mean a
literal wolf. These little girls pray much about this, and the reader will discover just how God can keep any type of wolf from the door of those who belong to Him.
KOF Old Reprint. Mrs. Coates. 87 pages.

How to Bring Them to Christ - R.A. Torrey - "He that winneth souls is wise." Proverbs 11:30

D81766

$

18.00

Most Christians intensely desire to bring others to the Lord, but somehow find themselves overwhelmed with fear, uncertainty, and rejection. Author R.A. Torrey, who won thousands to the Lord, takes you step-by-step through receiving
the power to witness and dealing with indifferent and skeptical people. Torrey's personal examples and practical soul-winning principles will give you the confidence you need. R.A. Torrey. 112 pages

How To Deal With Bitterness - For the Love of the Family -

TC08

Terry Coomer

$

3.50

Many Christian families are not serving God today because they have at one time been hurt in some way and they become bitter. The tragedy to their lives, their children's lives, and to the church is great. Pastor Coomer shows us the cycle
many people go through and the Biblical answer to deal with bitterness in our lives. Extremely practical and greatly needed by families who are hurting. Booklet. Terry Coomer. 8 pages

How to Deal With Hurt - For the Love of the Family -

TC04

Terry Coomer

$

5.50

Many Christian families are not serving God today because they have at one time been hurt. The tragedy to their lives, their children's lives, and to the church is great. In an exposition of Psalm 37 Pastor Coomer shows us the flesh cycle that
many Christians live in when they are hurt and the spiritual cycle that God wants us to live in. Extremely practical and greatly needed by families who are hurting.
Booklet. Terry Coomer. 28 pages

How to Have a Daily Time with God - For the Love of the Family -

Terry Coomer

TC03

$

4.50

A practical step by step approach to having a personal, passionate, intimate relationship with God. Pastor Coomer shows you how to get the most out of your Bible reading, what books to read and how to have a daily journal of your insights
with God. Extremely practical and easy to follow. Gives you the scriptural reason for having a daily time with God. Booklet. Terry Coomer.

How To Have A Real Relationship With God - For the Love of the Family -

Terry Coomer

TC06

$

5.00

Pastor Terry Coomer takes us step by step on how to have a real, intimate, personal, and passionate relationship with God. Many Christians are living their life in unrighteousness or self righteousness (self power) rather than righteousness
and do not understand why they are unhappy, defeated, and discouraged. In fact, many are literally crying, devastated and destroyed. They fail to see how the devil works in their life and the devastating affect this has on their marriage,
home, relationships, and children. This is a must read to understand why many Christians fail and the disasters that take place within their lives. How To Have A Real Relationship With God will give you principles that will change your life.
Booklet. Terry Coomer. 20 pages

How to Live The Victorious Christian Life

BB04

$

10.00

In our frail human flesh we are powerless against the onslaught of Satan and his darts, and are unworthy to call ourselves children of God However, in Christ, our All-sufficient Saviour, we are found both worthy and victorious. Our
confidence can only be placed in Christ, and we are to live in faith—faith in His worthiness and His Victorious life lived out in us!
Written by an Unknown Christian, but obviously one who knew the Saviour well, and was known by Him. 114 Pages.

How To Start And Run A Successful Business - CD
How to Study the Bible - R.A. Torrey

T21525
LP14
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$
$

10.50
9.00
Page 26

This book was written in response to a perceived need for a manual on Bible Study. Mr. Torrey had been receiving a constant inflow of letters asking how to study the Bible. This book was written in answer to those letters. 190x 130mm.
Hardcover. Printed in the Philippines. R. A. Torrey. 121 pages.

Humanistic Education in the Homeschool? - A Warning to Christian Parents

PP21

$

2.00

A Warning to Parents - Many years ago, secular humanism invaded the public schools, causing many Christian parents to remove their children and educate them in Christian day schools. Satan is no less diligent in his promotion of secular
humanism in the homeschool. Booklet. Gary Maldaner. 12 pages.

BBM03

Humility - Andrew Murray

$

8.00

“There are three great motives that urge Christians to humility. It becomes me as a creature, as a sinner, as a saint.” Follow along as Andrew Murray turns the reader’s eyes to the Lord Jesus Christ for the perfect example of humility. In
Christ the reader will learn “that meekness and lowliness of heart are the chief mark by which they who follow the meek and lowly Lamb of God are to be known”. Andrew Murray. 68 pages.

Hymns Every Child Should Know - CD
Hymns of Faith - CD
I Don't Have To Wait Until I'm Grown Up - CD
I Have A Soul - Girl's Heritage Series

H02
RB50202
MR01
GT03

$
$
$
$

18.00
27.00
19.00
10.00

This is a collection of six stories designed to impress upon children how important it is to obey their parents, to strive to keep God's commandments, and to be ever mindful of their eternity. The stories include the true account of two men
trapped at sea in a dense fog, the unpleasant results of a disobedient boy, the practical lessons to be learned from God's creation, and the touching stories of children who were prepared to meet death, though it came at an early age. Some
consider thoughts of death too sad and depressing, yet Christians from years past seemed to have been more concerned about preparedness. This book will make one think much more seriously about eternity. American Tract Society. 76
pages.

I Saw the Welsh Revival - David Matthews

LCBP600

$

14.00

An eye witness account of the strangely wonderful visitation of God’s Spirit at the dawn of the 20th century in the country of Wales (1904-05). The revival was accompanied by the salvation of thousands of souls and a deep stirring among
God’s people. The revival spirit burst from the churches, to the fields, across the Celtic borders and around the world. Its impact was universal and life changing. David Matthews. 154 pages

PP20

In Defense of the Science Textbook - Booklet

$

2.00

Why use a textbook? How do I teach a subject that I don’t understand? Experiments, nature journals, and projects are of value, but alone will fail to develop factual and conceptual understanding of God’s creation. Science is one of the most
important subjects, and is foundational for a clear understanding of God's power and ability. Booklet. Gary Maldaner. 16 pages.

In Search of Home - Harvey Yoder

TEN3017

$

24.00

No one had ever understood Zumrat. Not even her own mother. Now her marriage was failing and her heart was in turmoil. To make matters worse, her friend was trying to convince her that the answer to her problems could be found only
in the Christian God, Jesus.
But Zumrat was a Muslim. If she accepted this Christian God, her family would disown her. Her husband would despise her. She might even be killed as an infidel. Besides, how could a man who had lived some 2,000 years ago help her,
here and now?
Still... what if this Christian God could give her the peace she longed for?
Follow the true story of one Muslim family's miraculous conversion, perseverance under persecution, and arduous journey in search of a place to call home. Harvey Yoder. 235 Pages.

In Spirit and in Truth

NEW!

VCP01

$

20.00

A Doctrinal Study of the Biblical Foundations of the Modern Charismatic Movement
Why another book about the Charismatic movement? With the phenomenal growth of this movement in the 20th century, there has been a distinct lack of material that actually searches the scriptures on this topic. Most books, both for and
against Charismaticism, begin with their arguments and then appeal to the Bible for support.
In Spirit and In Truth is a workbook that examines over 800 relevant scriptures regarding virtually every aspect of the modern Charismatic movement, in a simple, easy-to-read and study format. Comment by the author is kept to a
minimum while the reader is required to look up the scriptures to see what God actually says. The workbook-style format makes it impossible to simply brush over cross-references. The result is a thorough, doctrinal investigation of this
topic that will be a blessing to you, regardless of where you currently stand on this issue.
Chapter Topics Include: Preparation for Bible Study, Biblical Salvation, What Happened to You at Salvation?, The Ministry of the Holy Spirit - A & B, Signs, Miracles and Wonders, The Gifts of the Holy Spirit, The Gift of Tongues, The Gifts
of Miracles and of Casting Out Devils, The Gifts of Healing, The Ecumenical Movement and The Issue of Authority. Dr. J.G. Williams. 150 pages

In The Beginning… Soup? - Booklet

CK1016

$

1.00

Did life REALLY arise from the primordial soup? Have you been lied to? You were probably taught that life began in the "soup" of the early oceans. Is that really true? Or do teachers cling to this theory by faith because they reject the
concept of a Creator? This powerful little booklet presents the unbiased scientific evidence you need to answer this question, proving that we are the product of a Creator, not a chemical accident.
Thomas F. Heinze. 23 Pages.

In The Footsteps of Bible Translators

WOL19
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$

9.00
Page 27

This book follows in the exciting footsteps of Bible writers and translators across Great Britain and Europe. It is the result of firsthand research into the history of ancient Bibles such as the Waldensian, the Wycliffe, the Tyndale, and the
King James. Look over the author’s shoulder as he examines this history at Trinity College, Dublin, and Cambridge University Library to view two of the seven surviving copies of the ancient Waldensian New Testament; Lollard’s Tower,
where Bible-believing Christians were imprisoned; Lutterworth, where John Wycliffe translated the first English Bible and where his bones were dug up and burned after his death; Little Sodbury Manor, where William Tyndale lived;
Fulham Palace, where Tyndale tried unsuccessfully to get permission from ecclesiastical authorities to translate the English Bible; St. Dunstan’s in the West, where Tyndale preached before he went overseas; St. Paul’s Cross, where Bibles
were burned in England; Smithfield, where Bible believers were burned in England; St. Magnus the Martyr Church, where translator Miles Coverdale is buried; Hampton Court Palace, where King James I approved the translation of a new
English Bible; the Jerusalem Chamber at Westminster Abbey, where portions of the King James Bible were translated;
Oxford and Cambridge Universities, where other portions of the King James Bible were translated and where many memorials to the translators can be found; the British Library, where one can see copies of ancient Bibles such as the
Lindisfarne Gospels, which is the earliest extant portion of Scripture in the English language, a handwritten Wycliffe Bible, one of only three existing original Tyndale New Testaments, and the Sinaiticus Greek Codex; Southwark Cathedral,
where KJV translator Lancelot Andrewes is buried; Guildford, where KJV translator George Abbot is buried; Islip, where KJV translator John Aglionby is buried; St. Peter’s Kirk in Leiden, the Netherlands, where the Pilgrims worshipped
before debarking for America; Bible Museum in Amsterdam, where ancient European Bibles and artifacts pertaining to the history of the Bible are housed; Vilvoorde, Belgium, where William Tyndale was martyred; Erasmus Museum,
Brussels, where Erasmus worked on the third edition of his Greek New Testament; The Gutenberg Museum in Mainz, German, which houses many copies of the ancient Gutenberg Bible as well as fascinating displays pertaining to the
history of writing and printing;
Crime Museum, Rothenburg, Germany, with its massive collection of artifacts about law and crime in Europe dating back to the 12th century, including instruments of torture that were used by Rome; Zurich, where Zwingli led in the
Protestant Reformation and where Baptists were drowned by the Protestants; Piedmont, Italy, where the Waldensians held the New Testament faith in their mountain strongholds and suffered greatly for resisting Rome’s authority; and
Rome, where portions of the New Testament were written and where the false “church” attempted to keep the Bible out of the hands of the common people. This is history that every child of God will appreciate. Illustrated with 94 pictures
taken on location of the places described above. 139 pages.

Inside and Outside - Preschool G-H-I Series

RSP10033

$

5.90

Inside and Outside has a woodlands theme.
Teaching Aims: Practice neatness and carefulness in use and care of books. Follow directions such as coloring, tracing, writing, drawing, counting, matching, cutting, and pasting. Use the eight basic colors and introduce the color pink. Use
the four simple shapes and introduce the diamond shape. Count and write numbers by 1's and 2's to 12, and by 10's to 100. Count and identify numbers by 1's to 25. Practice concepts: left or right; large or small; first or last; same, more or
less; empty or full; longer, shorter, or taller. Introduce the thermometer used to measure temperatures. Consider the changes through the four seasons of the year. Consider outdoor weather as sunny, rainy, windy, cloudy, and snowy. Learn
about woodlands of America, Europe, and Asia. ◦Many animals, birds, and insects live in woodlands. Consider inside and outside of woodland homes. Consider the size, sounds, food, and more of woodland animals. Some animals hibernate
and some migrate. 64 pages

Into Their Hands at Any Cost - Harvey Yoder

TEN3023

$

24.00

Into Their Hands tells the stories of Bible smugglers and their ingenious ways to transport Bibles into Romania and the former Soviet Union. The book traces the eastward journey of Bibles until they are delivered into the hands of eager
Christians, anxious to claim God's Word.
From Chapter 1
...There was the camping stove, streaked with smoke. The cooking utensils, the coffee pot, and the box with their food were all inspected. Then the official went to the side door.
One part of Irene did not want to watch, yet she could not keep her eyes away as the officer reached for the boxes under the mattress. Oh, no, was that a box of Bibles? Would they be turned back? Would the officer get angry at them for
trying to take Bibles into Romania? Could he read Russian and know they were destined for the Soviet Union? Like startled sparrows, Irene's thoughts dashed through her mind.
The official tugged the top of the box open, revealing nothing but clothes inside! Irene almost gasped. She was certain they had put Bibles into that box. What was happening?
The officer skipped the next box and reached for the third in line. By this time her head was spinning. If the first was clothes, and she had thought that one had Bibles, then what was in this one? It would have to have Bibles, right?...
Harvey Yoder. 194 pages.

Invisibles

CP385

$

5.00

RHB

$

0.20

Invisibles is hours of fun for children finding small hidden objects in the big picture. When they're done, the pictures can be coloured! 32 pages

Is TV Really So Bad? - Tract

At the very heart and centre of our modern entertainment spirit stands TELEVISION. Our society has become TELE-HOLIC. On a night when wives do not leave home, 95 out of 100 will spend it watching TV and 85% of their husbands will
do likewise. Among teenagers, 80% will follow their parents' example, and 75% of children will also spend their evening drinking in the sin shown on TV.A television owner usually becomes addicted to TV with respect to (A) TIME, (B) SIN,
and (C) CONTROL.(A) TIME. The average TV viewer spends 5½ hours per day watching TV.... ~ A very well worded Tract that we would all do well to take heed of. ~ Joel Beeke

Israel: Past, Present and Future - 5 DVD Set
Israel: Past, Present and Future - Book - DVD also available

WOL33
WOL32

$
$

55.00
18.00

Frederick the Great once asked his chaplain if he could explain in only one word how he knew the Bible and his religion were true. The chaplain thought for a minute and answered “Israel.” The great king could not refute him because the
nation of Israel - and the land that bears their name - does provide ironclad evidence that the Bible is true.
It is vitally important, therefore, that we keep our eye on this all important piece of land and these people that God has set apart for Himself.
This package covers all of the major facets pertaining to Israel in a professional, technologically cutting edge way: geography, culture, archaeology, history, current events, and prophecy.
The material is based on 37 years of intensive Bible study plus firsthand research in Israel and in major museums in other parts of the world.

BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz
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The material answers the following questions:
What evidence do we have that the Bible is true? Does archaeology support the Bible? Do the Dead Sea Scrolls have any significance to the Bible believer? How does the current state of Israel fit into Bible prophecy? How should Biblebelieving Christians act toward Israel today? What motivated U.S. President Harry Truman to recognize Israel in 1948? How does the Church of the Holy Sepulcher fulfill Bible prophecy? How has Israel won five major wars against great
odds? What preparations are being made for building the Third Jewish Temple? How will the Third Temple be built on a place currently occupied by Islamic mosques? Will Israel be driven into the sea as the Muslims have vowed? Why
does Israel bow so often to international pressure? Why are her leaders willing to give up her most holy Temple Mount? What type of Messiah is Israel looking for? When will the Rapture occur? What is Daniel’s Seventieth Week? What
will the Antichrist be look and what will happen during his reign? What will happen to the Muslim nations when Jesus returns? What is the Battle of Armageddon? When will the Battle of Gog and Magog occur? What will the world be like
when Jesus reigns?

Israel: Past, Present and Future - Powerpoint Presentation

WOL34

$

55.00

CCP130-0

$

25.90

$

8.00

Almost 400 slides in five separate presentations.

Issues Of Life Answered from the Bible

The issues of life must be answered from the Bible. This book will provide solid answers from God’s Word on issues ranging from what God says about going to war to our personal accountability to God. 256 pages.

Jeremy's Garden

TEN3031

Excellent pencil drawings throughout the book make it appealing to young eyes. Valerie and Charity Miller are sisters living in rural Honesdale, Pennsylvania. Their love of gardening and a desire to get children interested in gardening
inspired them to write and illustrate Jeremy's Garden. Valerie and Charity Miller. 40 pages.

Jesus my Shepherd - Boardbook

CLP264535

$

7.50

These colorful books each illustrate sixteen clear and simple selections from God’s Word that even children can understand and learn. Sturdy board-book construction withstands wear and tear from small hands and the handy size (5” x 5”)
slips easily into Mom’s purse or diaper bag. 16 pages.

Job Pad

PP14

$

How about a Job Pad for you or your children? There is a space for their name and 7 lines to write the jobs, each accompanied by a box to check when the job is completed. 2 Thess 3:10 b is at the bottom of the page.
Approx 65 pages

Jody's Big Day

3.00
5 1/2 x 8 1/2
″.

K2193

$

8.50

D73868X

$

35.00

A delightful story of a young girl who is surprised by a wonderful present for her birthday and learns a valuable lesson about sharing at the same time. Beginning reader. 35 pages.

Josephus - Complete Works

Josephus's writings on ancient Jewish thought, background, and history are now more accessible than ever! The entire text is set in easy-to-read type, and the Loeb referencing system is added to help you locate passages mentioned in other
reference works. Also includes expanded indexes, Arabic numbers, and the text and notes of Whiston's 4-volume study on Josephus. 926 pages, hardcover.

Journibles : 17:18 Series

- Hardback and Paperback

These nice, durably bound volumes (and paperback) are great for reflecting on selected Books of the Bible, and will allow you to leave a legacy for your children and generations to come.
Why the 17:18 series? In Deuteronomy 17, Moses is leaving final instructions concerning the future of Israel. As a prophet of God, Moses foretells of when Israel will place a king over the nation (v. 14). In verse 18, the king is commanded to
not simply acquire a copy of the law (the entire book of Deuteronomy) from the “scroll publishinghouse,” but to hand write his own copy of the law. Thirty-four hundred years later, educators are “discovering” that students that physically
write out their notes by hand have a much greater retention rate than simply hearing or visually reading the information. Apparently, God knew this to be true of the kings of Israel also. From such understanding came the conception of this
series of books.
How to Use These Books: Each book is organized so that you can write out your very own copy of Scripture. You will be writing the Bible text only on the right hand page of the book. This should make for easier writing and also allows
ample space on the left page to write your own notes and comments. From time to time a question or word will be lightly printed on the left page; these questions are to aid in further study, but should not interfere with your own
notes and comments.

Journible
Journible
Journible
Journible
Journible
Journible
Journible

Through 1 Timothy - Hebrews : 17:18 Series - Hardback
Through 1&2 Corinthians : 17:18 Series - Hardback
Through Galatians - Thessalonians : 17:18 Series - Hardback
Through James - Jude : 17:18 Series - Hardback
Through James: 17:18 Series - Paperback
Through Luke: 17:18 Series - Hardback
Through Proverbs: 17:18 Series - Hardback
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

RHB780775
RHB
RHB244218
RHB780782
RHB781406
RHB781383
RHB781390

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
6.00
22.00
20.00
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Journible Through Psalm 119 : 17:18 Series - Paperback
Journible Through Psalms: 17:18 Series - Hardback
Journible Through Romans: 17:18 Series - Hardback
Joy of Obedience - Bible Study

RHB781031
RHB781154
RHB780768
K2160

$
$
$
$

6.00
44.00
20.00
16.40

Have you ever discovered the joy of obedience? Or are you stuck in the misery of self-will, having things your way? Do you go through your days with a song in your heart, radiating cheerfulness and joy, or do you stumble through,
complaining and griping, and have a less than happy existence? If you are tired of the old ways and are ready for a change, a delightful change, which will bring joy to your heart and life, make the Joy of Obedience your next Bible study! You
will be a changed woman, I promise you! This Bible study is perfect for groups, mother-daughters, or a personal study. Begin yours soon! KOF 136 pages.

K1277

Joy of Womanhood - Bible Study

$

16.40

Have you ever wondered where your joy went? Or perhaps you have never felt joy, real joy in who you are and joy in your life? If so, this Bible study will help you discover joy that is lasting. It is a fifty-two week Bible study delving into the
very core issues of womanhood and the essence of joy. It is in a workbook format, so take pen in hand and begin! Perfect for ladies, Bible Studies, lessons for teens, or a mother-daughter study. KOF 115 pages.

WOL38

Judge Not - Is it Legalism to Judge Sin and Error?

$

10.00

This book is a reply to 21 of the most common charges that are brought against a fundamentalist Bible approach to Christianity. These are the challenges that every fundamentalist Bible-believing Christian must learn to deal with, because
there is no part of the world so remote that the believers there will not be confronted with this thinking. This very practical material would make a good series of study for Sunday Schools at the Junior High level or above or for Youth
meetings or Bible Institutes. The sections of the book are as follows: The Bible Says We Should Not Judge; Love is Nonjudgmental and Tolerant; Being Strict about Biblical Issues is Legalism; Fundamentalists Are Pharisees; Jesus Told Us
Not to Forbid Others; Why Don’t You Follow Matthew 18? We Should Heed Gamaliel’s Advice; We Should Leave the Tares until the Harvest; We Should Not Touch the Lord’s Anointed; If We Don’t Stand Together We Will Hang
Separately; The Christian Army Shoots Its Own Wounded; God Does Not Look on the External Appearance; We Will Be in Heaven Together; The Christian Life Should Be Liberty and Fun; We Should Be All Things to All Men;
Denominational Divisions Should Be Erased;
It is Not Possible to Know That Your Doctrine Is Right; Loving Jesus Is All that Is Important; Fundamentalism Is a Belief in the Five Fundamentals; We Should Limit Our Message to Broaden Our Fellowship; We Should Be Balanced. David
Cloud. 108 pages.

GP25155

Judith - Martyred Missionary of Russia

$

9.90

This is a must read book. It is a true story of a young Jewish girl during the Bolshevik revolution who accepts Jesus as her Saviour. Her faith costs her everything—her family, fiance, home, and friends. Her love and service to Jesus is an
encouragement to all of us to love Him more. Ultimately, she died for her Saviour, praying for her murderers until her last breath. 108 x 178mm. N. I. Saloff-Astakhoff. 135 pages

K4216

Judson, Ann & Ramabai, Pandita - Biography

$

16.00

~ Ann Judson left family, home, and prosperity to follow her husband and the Lord Jesus Christ to bring the gospel to the far-off land of Burma. She did this in a time when travel was difficult, there were no furloughs or retirement, and
little or no support. She was a woman of great courage whose walk with the Lord will perhaps inspire others to follow the Lord as well. E. R. Pitman.
~ This is the incredible story of Pandita Ramabai, a woman from India, and how she came to the Lord in a nearly impossible situation in a pagan country. India was an appalling country for women, and the situation was much worse for
widows and young girls. Pandita Ramabai not only found the Lord, but also became a tool in His Hand to bring hundreds to Him for salvation. There is much for all of us to learn from her life. One quote was: "I wish them (the
unconverted) to see the contrast in every thing where love rules." What a motto for all believers to practice! We pray you shall be blessed by reading her biography. Jennie Chappell. 146 pages.

K3381

Julia Ried - Isabella Alden

$

20.00

Here we meet Julia Ried and Dr. Douglas of Ester Ried. Due to their mother's poor health, the family home has broken up, and Julia has become self-supporting against her mother's advice. Her new friend, the mistress of her boarding
house, a "professing" Christian, easily overwhelms the impressionable young girl and gradually starts drawing her away from her more conservative upbringing. As Dr. Douglas tries to point out what is taking place, she becomes prideful
and resentful, and plunges further in the opposite direction. She wastes valuable opportunities to help others and be a testimony for the Lord. At last, after a tragedy, she comes back to the Lord, recommits her life, and begins to attempt to
undo some of the damage she has done. The great value of this book is in showing how foolish young people are when they do not listen to those who are older and wiser, and also makes one aware that not everyone who professes to be a
Christian is a friend. KOF Old Reprint. Isabella Alden. 241 pages.

AEB01

Just a Whisper

$

20.00

"I trust that in these simple lines there will be, comfort for the weary, strength for the weak, admonition for the wayward and warning to the lost. This is my prayer" - Jenny Daniel. Jennifer René Daniel resides in Cape Town, South Africa.
She has served as a missionary over 34 years with her husband, Keith Daniel, who has a widespread ministry as convention speaker in South Africa and internationally as well. Through her writing, the LORD has opened doors for Jenny to
share the challenges we face in life by blending Scripture, poetry and illustrations. Though her poetry has appeared in Christian magazines and collective poetry overseas, it was the many requests from readers around the world and the
sacrifice of dear friends that finally led to the production of this book. Contents include: The Bearer of Your Burdens, He knoweth Best, Is Your Joy Lost?, Trust Me, My Child, Curbing the Tongue is Hard, I Ask for the Best, I Have
Neglected Thy Word… Author: Mrs Jenny Daniel. Beautiful Hardcover - 181 pages

T21125

Just Around The Corner - Volume 1

$

24.50

Just Around the Corner, Volume 1 is a compilation of several years' worth of Steve and Teri Maxwell's monthly Dad's and Mom's Corners. Most of these articles are no longer available to read on our Dad's and Mom's Corner section of the
website. Topics addressed in this almost 400 page book include: anger, depression, child training, submission, homeschooling, husband/wife relationships, leadership, training children, husbands loving their wives, and much more!
Encouragement is Just Around the Corner. Steve & Teri Maxwell. 399 pages

BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz
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Just Around The Corner - Volume 2

T21127

$

24.50

Just Around the Corner: Encouragement and Challenge for Christian Dads and Moms, Volume 2, is a compilation of four more years of Steve and Teri Maxwell's monthly Dad's and Mom's Corners e-mail articles, which they have been
writing since 1990. Most of these articles are no longer available to read on our Dad's and Mom's Corner section of the website. The many topics include anger, prayer, contentment, dads as the leaders of their families, influencing children's
spiritual outcome, parenting, homeschooling, husband/wife relationships, and much more! Encouragement is Just Around the Corner. Steve & Teri Maxwell. 384 pages

Just Four - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2779

$

5.90

$

32.40

Four-year-old Mary Ann wants to go to school like her older sister does, but learns to be content being just four and helping Mother at home. Written by: Mary Joyce Zimmerman. 32 pages - Softcover

K2332

Keepers at Home - Handbook for Young Ladies 7 - 16

The Keepers at Home handbook for young ladies is perfect for girls 7 through 16. The handbook is designed to teach and prepare girls to become godly, competent keepers of the home, Christian wives, and mothers. It includes Bible
reading, Bible memory, extensive skills for practical living, and creative handiwork. Give your daughter the skills she needs to succeed at the calling God has given her. Whether your daughter is a member of a club or uses it as part of her
education, this book combined with a little teaching will prepare her for life. 380 pages.

T21140

Keeping our Children’s Hearts - Our Vital Priority

$

24.50

"The most complete and most balanced book I have read on how to raise children who won't rebel!" Dr. S. M. Davis
Written for parents of young children to teenagers, this book shares the joys and outcomes of our vital priority--keeping our children's hearts. Rebellion and immorality are common among teens even within the Christian community. Does
Scripture offer any path of hope for more than this for our children? What can parents do to direct their children toward godliness rather than worldliness? When does this process begin? What is the cost?
Steve and Teri Maxwell believe the key factors in raising children in the nurture and admonition of the Lord (Ephesians 6:4) are whether or not the parents have their children's hearts and what they are doing with those hearts. Keeping
Our Children's Hearts offers direction and encouragement on this critically important topic. Included in this book is a chapter co-authored by the three adult Maxwell children concerning their thoughts, feelings, experiences, and outcomes
of growing up in a home where their parents wanted to keep their hearts. There are also questions at the end of each chapter, which are thought provoking and helpful.
Steve & Teri Maxwell. 268 pages

Keeping the Kids - How to Keep our Children from Falling Prey to the World

WOL07

$

35.00

This book aims to help parents and churches raise children to be disciples of Jesus Christ and to avoid the pitfalls of the world, the flesh, and the devil. Statistics show that a frightening percentage of children that grow up in Bible-believing
churches drop out when they reach adolescence. They either go full-fledged into the world, or they remain on the periphery of church life, or they join a contemporary church that essentially promises them they can have Christ and the
world, too. We are convinced that this does not have to happen, because God has given promises in His Word about child training, but winning the battle is not easy and requires complete dedication by the parents.
The book is a collaborative effort. It contains testimonies from hundreds of individuals who provided feedback to our questionnaires on this subject, as well as powerful ideas gleaned from interviews with pastors, missionaries, and church
people who have raised godly children.
The book is packed with practical suggestions and deals with an extensive number of issues: Conversion, the husband -wife relationship, the necessity of permeating the home with Christian love, mothers as keepers at home, the father’s
essential role as the spiritual head of the home, child discipline, separation from the pop culture, discipleship of youth, the grandparents’ role in “keeping the kids,” effectual
prayer, and fasting.
The book warns about the destructive power of hypocrisy, neglect, bitterness, carnal criticism, anger, and of fathers provoking their children to wrath.
It describes how parents can win and keep the children’s hearts.
It shows how to have family devotions and how parents can train their children to have a daily Bible reading time.
It emphasizes the importance of raising children in a sound church and lists the characteristics of such a church.
It is not enough to tell children what to do; they must be taught to apply God’s Word to their daily lives, and toward this end the book provides many powerful Bible lessons on practical Christian living, such as biblical principles for testing
entertainment, principles for television and movie viewing, principles for judging clothing fashions, for making wise decisions, and for knowing God’s will.
The book contains pointers for winning children that are already rebellious.
There is an extensive list of recommended resources. David Cloud. 531 pages.

K3236

Kept for The Master's Use - Frances Ridley Havergal

$

14.00

Exceptional! Outstanding! Uplifting! Kept for the Master's Use is a book you will want to read and reread, and keep close to your Bible. Frances Havergal who wrote many hymns, bases this book on the hymn Take My Life and Let It Be,
Consecrated, Lord to Thee. Miss Havergal encourages the reader to take every aspect of life and consecrate it for the Lord's use. Why keep anything for the use self when we can keep it all for His use? This book will challenge you to a higher,
more fully consecrated life for the Master. Frances Ridley Havergal. 109 pages.

Key to the Missionary Problem, The - Andrew Murray

BBM18

$

14.00

"Oh! if we could make this missionary problem a personal one" is the one thought that Andrew Murray has as he writes this book in response to the Missionary Conference held in New York, April 1900. His theme verse is "The love of
Christ constraineth us". The thought is "Oh! if we could make this missionary problem a personal one, if we could fill the hearts of the people with a personal love for the Saviour who died for them, the indifference of Christendom would
disappear, and the kingdom of Christ would appear." Andrew Murray. 156 pages

K4073

Kindness - Character Curriculum
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$

12.40
Page 31

This world would certainly be a dreary place without the kindness of God and kindness of others. The kindness of God toward mankind is shown in countless ways. We have only to look at His handiwork in creation. He has provided for
our every need: fresh air to breathe, water to sustain us, food to satisfy our hunger, sunshine to keep us warm, and so much more. The greatest kindness of God was in allowing Jesus to become the Lamb, to be the perfect sacrifice for our
sins. Mankind received the gift of redemption through the blood that Jesus shed in His kindness toward us. Without this sacrifice we could not go to heaven. We could never have the opportunity to live with Jesus forever.
By now you might have noticed that God has showed His kindness toward man by a great many acts. You see that kindness is not thinking nice thoughts about a person. It is doing nice things for a person. Kindness takes thought, but it
does not become kindness until action follows that thought. We are not kind when we feel kindly. We must be kind. Let’s pray that as we have a wonderfully kind God and a kind Saviour, we will, in their likeness, learn to be kind also. 64
pages.

King James Bible Companion - Over 600 Archaic Words Defined

CK1007

$

1.00

Rather than settling for a corrupt, inferior Bible version, all Christians should learn the meaning of less-familiar King James words. This little book makes it easy. Just slip it in the back of your Bible. When you run across an unfamiliar
word, look it up. David Daniels. 23 Pages.

King James Bibles - Refer to Beginning of Price List
Kingdom Focused Finances for the Family - A Call to Biblical Stewardship in Everyday Life

TEN3028

Varies
$
28.00

Kingdom-Focused Finances for the Family is easy to understand and enjoyable to read; it is Kingdom teaching for a Kingdom-focused people. Author Gary Miller disassembles our view of finances and carefully puts it all back
together in a way that makes sense. With its common sense approach to personal finances and an emphasis on glorifying God, this book is realistic, humorous, and serious about helping us become stewards instead of owners.
An excerpt from Kingdom-Focused Finances: "I began to view the small items in a store in a new way. A bag of potato chips at $1 may not seem too expensive. Surely I can afford a bag of chips! But when I realize buying those chips
every day can cost me several hundred dollars a year, a bag of chips begins to look amazingly overpriced. Suddenly some of my habitual purchases became less attractive, and I began to realize the price displayed in the store was not
the true cost of the item. I wonder how truth in advertising would affect some businesses today. How well would Starbucks sell their mocha latte if the sign said, Have one each day on the way to work and it will cost you only $1,123 a
year?"
A great book with very practical advise which is not often spoken about. Gary Miller. 240 pages. - Also available for Young People - Charting a Course in Your Youth

King's Daughter, and Other Stories for Girls

GT53

$

13.90

This book contains over forty stories and one hundred illustrations from the turn of the century. Every story contains an important lesson designed to build character. These are wonderful stories to be read out loud at family time, or in a
group, or just to have in your library. The book is excellent. Author: JE White. 224 pages

King's Daughter, The - Isabella Alden

K3388

$

18.00

This story deals with a subject we do not often hear about in our generation—temperance. Mrs. Alden skillfully answers every argument that people, especially professing Christians, use to defend their positions on this subject. As there is
nothing new under the sun, the same types of arguments are used today to support every other kind of worldliness, and the answers are as pertinent to these issues as well.
On a more personal level, this story will present a model of love and servanthood from a daughter to her father. Perhaps if we would work as diligently in our own fields of harvest, we would reap more fruit. Also, the great scriptural truth
that, "His ways are not as our ways," is made plain in the circumstances of their lives and may encourage all who read this book to take hope that God is in control and working even when we may not see it. KOF Old Reprint. Isabella Alden.
199 pages.

KJV Bible Promise Book, The

D81059

$

3.00

Whatever your problems, whatever your needs, the answers are in the Bible. This remarkable book includes more than 1,000 promises from Scripture---promises you can count on! The verses are arranged alphabetically by more than 60
topics for quick and easy reference. 176 pages, softcover.

KJV Complete Bible on Audio CD - 62 CD's
KJV Complete Bible on DVD - 1 DVD
KJV Complete Bible on MP3 - 6 CD's
Knights Maidens and Dragons - Booklet - CD available also

D37593
D556292
D75957
TF1039

$
$
$
$

125.00
25.00
32.00
7.00

This is additional material to the Knights Maidens & Dragons message on CD and DVD. This booklet addresses the subject from a different direction. The Knights Maidens and Dragons message is a list of 7 safeguards in the area of
courtship. But some young people seem uninterested or blind to those safeguards. They need a stronger warning about danger and they need to survey more thoroughly some concepts surrounding marriage, love, and relationships. Then
there are other young people who have already made many mistakes and who are looking for hope and healing. This supplement addresses these two needs. Harold Mally. 52 pages.

Knights Maidens and Dragons - CD
Knowledge of the Holy, The - A.W. Tozer

TF1040
D7310
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$
$

8.50
14.00
Page 32

What is the nature of God? How can we recapture a real sense of God's majesty and truly live in the Spirit. Tozer's The Knowledge of the Holy, a modern classic of Christian testimony and devotion, addresses these and other vital questions,
showing us how we can rejuvenate our prayer life, meditate more reverently, understand God more deeply, and experience God's presence in our daily lives.
Informative and inspiring, The Knowledge of the Holy illuminates God's attributes---from wisdom, to grace, to mercy---and shows through prayerful and insightful discussion, how we can more fully recognize and appreciate each of these
divine aspects. This book will be treasured by anyone committed to the Christian faith. It bears eloquent witness to God's majesty and shows us new ways to experience and understand the wonder and power of God's spirit in our daily lives.
A.W. Tozer. 120 pages

Lake of the Woods - A.L.O.E.

K6494

$

18.00

Lake of the Woods is nestled deep in the northern wilderness in Rupert's Land (Canada). This is the fascinating story of an English brother and sister left to fend for themselves in this wilderness. They had learned the faith of their father,
but upon his decease, they must learn to live this faith. The found much opportunity to take Romans 12 for their guide during the next year. They will face danger, fear, unjust treatment, and more! This is an exciting story which
strengthens the faith of the reader while it teaches so many excellent truths. You won't want to miss this one. A.L.O.E. (Charlotte Maria Tucker). 220 pages.

Las Flores de Noe/Noah's Flowers - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2801.1

$

5.90

Written in both Spanish and English, this story teaches patience, persevance and sharing. To grow his zinnias, Noah has to work hard, deal with a stubborn pig, and keep out the chickens. Finally, Noah is rewarded with flowers to share
with others. ~ We are enjoying reading this book in English and Spanish! ~ Written by: Carey Bauman. Illustrated by: Lynette Millar. 24 pages - Softcover

Last of the Giants, The

L620

$

15.00

Three great men preaching to the loggers of Northern Minnesota and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan around the 1900’s to the 1920’s. They were rough, tough, men of faith known as the “Apostles of the Pine”. They will inspire the child
of God to get out of his comfort zone to reach sinners with the glorious Gospel of Christ. Author Harry Rimmer. 284 pages

Learn and Colour Series -

RSP2926

Set of 4 Colouring Book

$

11.90

$
$

8.50
35.00

These Colouring Books are designed to encourage children to memorise the books of the Bible and short Bible passages. The text for them to memorise is typed with open letters so that they can be coloured. These
165 x 216mm books also have simple outline drawings for the children to colour. Designed basically for Grades 1-3.
Included in this set are: Books of the Bible, The Beatitudes, The LORD's Prayer & The Ten Commandments. 16-20 pages each.

Learning From Dad - CD
Learning From Dad - Folder, includes CD - CD also available separately

TF1023
TF1020

This is NOT a home school curriculum. This is a notebook to help EVERY dad to lead and train his family. Men use tools. This notebook is a tool for family training. Just as pastors and elders and teachers equip the church, so fathers must
equip their families. Dads don’t have much time to teach but every dad must spend some time teaching. Therefore, since time is limited, dads should teach the most important things – Biblical concepts of life which become building blocks
of convictions and family commitments. The Learning From Dad Notebook is simple but comprehensive. It is brief but doesn’t compromise depth. It is concise but includes many useful ideas and thought provokers as it focuses on concepts
and the Christian life.

Learning My Numbers - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2800

$

5.90

$

7.00

A little poem for each of the numbers from 1-12. The book encourages children to consider the many blessings God gives us. Written by: Linda Null. Illustrated by: Donna Weaver. 32 pages - Softcover

Learning Numbers With Bible Facts 1 - 12

CLP334100

This instructional activity book for beginners uses familiar and unfamiliar Bible facts to teach numbers 1-12. It will increase children's awareness of amounts and recognition of corresponding numerals. More importantly, it teaches them to
listen and pay attention to number concepts in Bible stories. Children will enjoy drawing the number of stones David selected as he prepared to face Goliath, or circling a numeral showing how often God called Samuel. They will also enjoy
coloring the accompanying pictures. 56 pages.

Learning Our Letters - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2580

$

5.90

K3550

$

18.00

An interesting rhyme with each letter makes the alphabet fun. Poetic.
A is for a little ark; 'Twas baby Moses' boat. His mother gently tucked him in, And Miriam watched it float.
Rosene L. Burkholder. Illustrated by: Martha Shertzer Zuhns. 32 pages - Softcover

Least Said Soonest Mended - Agnes Giberne

What a title! What a story! Some of the advice given by the wise mother to her daughter who loved to talk is: ". . . the main part of the good and evil that we do in our lives is done with the tongue." "Mind you, it's "least said, soonest
mended," in the long run." "What's said can never be unsaid." The dangers of too much talk are clearly pointed out, and the dire consequences which follow such talk are clearly shown in the lives of the characters, in particular, the main
character, a sweet girl named Kitty. Idle words, passing compliments, and sometimes too much admiration and praise spoken by others may also be a source of trouble in a young person's life as it was in this story. "Least said, soonest
mended" is a profound phrase you will not want to forget! We made a plaque to hang up as a constant reminder to say less rather than more. Great story! Great lessons! 193 pages.

Lessons in Practical Christianity - For Children

- Volume 1

BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

K6527

$

14.50
Page 33

In Practical Christianity, Lessons for Young People , you will find that all the lessons pertain to a young person’s daily walk. It contains twenty lessons to teach children. After all, Jesus brought us eternal life that we might live it. He talked
and walked without sin; He obeyed God in all things, and His love was perfect toward God and man. He came as a servant and lived a perfect life. The apostle Peter, in his epistle, admonished us to walk in His steps. "For even hereunto were
ye called: because Christ also suffered for us, leaving us an example, that ye should follow his steps." —1 Peter 2:21.
These lessons are designed to help Christian young people follow the Lord's example in all that they think, speak, or do. In each lesson there are one or more Scriptures, a short story followed by pertinent questions to make a practical
application, and a conclusion to help point them to a more Christlike life in their own lives. We pray that these lessons will encourage them to ever follow the Lord more closely.

Let My Life Be a Light - CD
Let My Life Be a Light - Songbook

TF1093
TF1179

$
$

16.50
18.00

If you have been enjoying the Let My Life Be a Light CD, you can now have the companion Songbook containing the piano accompaniment, guitar chords, words, and melody line for each of the songs on the CD, with vocal harmony
added to several of the songs.
*Five additional songs have also been included in the songbook that are not on the CD. *CD AVAVILABLE*

Let My Life Be a Light - Songbook & CD Combo

TF1182

$

32.00

CLP334070

$

14.50

Now you can enjoy both the Songbook and CD for a better price!

Let's Do Something Book 1 - Educational Crafts and Activities for Juniors & Intermediates

Book 1 of 2. Dozens of illustrated instructions for fun, educational activities, and crafts. A longtime teacher developed these activities to encourage creativity and stimulate interest in a variety of subjects. The projects call for common,
readily available materials. For junior and intermediate. Lie-flat spiral binding. 112 pages.

Let's Do Something Book 2 - More Educational Crafts and Activities for Juniors & Intermediates

CLP334071

$

14.50

Book 2 of 2. Projects include: Cloth Decoupage, Stained Glass Windows, Making a Cornhusk Doll, Whirly Bottles, A Garden to Give Away, How to Press Flowers, Pictures with Pressed Flowers, Creating a Cookie Cutter as well as many
others Educational Activities, Crafts and Projects! Lie-flat spiral binding. 96 pages.

Let's Weigh the Evidence - Which Bible is the Real WORD of GOD?

CK184

$

11.00

In simple layman's language, Barry Burton explains the basic issues in the Bible version controversy...and makes it easy to understand why the King James is the only Bible you can trust. Let's Weigh the Evidence is a great book to give
to someone who has questions about the Bible Version Debate.
Introduction, Chapter 1 - Faith, Chapter 2 - Doubt and Confusion, Chapter 3 - Doctrines (Differences), Chapter 4 - The Living Bible Compared, Chapter 5 - Omissions, Chapter 6 - Where Did Our King James Bible Come From?, Chapter 7 Logic, Chapter 8 - Copyrights, Chapter 9 - Danger, Chapter 10 - It Takes Guts to Stand, Chapter 11 - If You Are a Preacher, Conclusion, References. Barry Burton. 96 pages.

Life And Works Of Spurgeon

BBS01

$

34.00

C. H. SPURGEON was the most well known and heard preacher in London by the time he was twenty-one. Although he had no formal theological training, he still arose to great heights of success in the service of his LORD. Spurgeon spoke
to thousands each Sunday in the Metropolitan Tabernacle, in his own brand and style of preaching, as well as founding churches, Sunday schools, orphanages and a Pastor's College. In his literary accomplishments he edited a monthly
church magazine and was a great supporter and promoter of literature distribution. This volume has endeavoured to portray the life and works of C.H. Spurgeon, beginning with an interesting narrative of his life, choice selections from his
sermons and lectures and a large collection of extracts from his most famous writings. Henry Davenport Northrop 307 pages.

Life Changing Sermon Set Audio - 2 CDs
Life of John Newton - ASSU - Hardback

WOL10
D516201

$
$

40.00
30.00

What about the life of an 18th century human trafficker could inspire you? John Newton found himself the captain of a ship transporting slaves from Africa to England. On each journey, he mercilessly subjected hundreds to inhumane
conditions only to be sold if they survived. But in a life-threatening storm, he cried out to God for help. Saved from imminent death, Newton soon realized he had also been saved from himself. Twenty years into his journey of knowing the
grace and mercy of God, Newton penned Amazing Grace, an unforgettable hymn of redemption.
The Life of John Newton will inspire every man, woman, and child. Newton’s spiritual transformation highlights the unstoppable force of God's love and unlimited grace regardless of one’s own wretched history.
This Christian Classic was originally published in 1831. Each page has been meticulously reproduced. With tattered-edged pages and a vintage cover, Life of John Newton is now an affordable, timeless classic for a new generation interested
in the foundations of our Christian heritage. American Sunday School Union. 144 pages

Lighted Way, The

GT19

$

11.50

$

13.00

"The Lighted Way" is well-named, because it's about our Lord Jesus Christ. It includes nine beautiful stories, each of which shed light on who Jesus is, with exceptional insight.
Includes illustrative stories about these names of Jesus:
Christ our Way, Bread of Life, Redeemer, The Light, The Good Shepherd, The Door, Fountain of Life, The True Vine, Our Life....and a final chapter on Christ the Friend of Little Children.
Reprinted from an 1800's American Tract Society edition. Outstanding for family reading, especially to ages 10 and under, but the whole family can deeply enjoy this priceless volume. Cousin Bessie. 82 pages

Little Aggie's Fresh Snowdrops & Little Violet - A.L.O.E.
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

K5834

Page 34

On the surface, Little Aggie's Fresh Snowdrops is a story that follows some beautiful little flowers, snowdrops, through the course of a day. It records how, with their simple beauty, they change the lives they touch. However, the story has a
deeper layer--a layer that accentuates a number of golden Christian traits that come to life in those who encounter the snowdrops throughout the story. While following the snowdrops from person to person, each with his or her own
difficult situation, it is a short expose on how God's own people handle such difficulties, maintain their joy, and find gratefulness to God as He brings them what they need.
Little Violet is a story of how a little girl named Violet finds her life transformed when she learns that God has created her to bring sweetness and goodness into lives, just as He has created the violets in the garden to do so. Witness the
character transformation that takes place when she begins to see every situation as an opportunity sent from her Saviour instead of a coincidence. Heartwarming. A.L.O.E. 81 pages.

Little Amazon

TEN3035

$

10.00

When Franklin’s parents decide to take a family trip to Belize, twelve-year-old Franklin isn’t sure he wants to go. But the trip turns out to be filled with exciting and rewarding discoveries. Most important, Franklin learns about answered
prayer and God’s nearness far away from home. Follow Franklin as he experiences his first jet ride, boats up the Little Amazon River with his family, and hikes with his father through the jungle to tell a man about Jesus. This book is based
on true accounts. Lena Eicher. 80 pages.

Little Baptist

L655

$

5.00

The Little Baptist is a classic and has been out of print since 1848. It is written so that a child or an adult may read it with equal enjoyment and learning. The title implies that it is for a Baptist but it can be equally enjoyed by anyone who
desires to follow the LORD. It gives a clear presentation of Bible baptism and communion.
The Little Baptist has been enjoyed in our home by all who have read it and it often gets quoted! J.M. Martin. 174 pages

Little Contenders for the Faith - Handbook for Young Boys 4 - 6

K5646

$

16.40

The Little Contenders handbook makes a great start for your younger sons to begin developing their biblical boyhood skills. The book has a very simple design so that your boys, ages 4 to 6, can begin to be Contenders! This Christian
handbook includes sections on Godly Boyhood, Basic Skills, and Nature. Boys will learn to begin, work on, and finish projects. It is perfect for them! Order yours today! 78 pages.

Little Daisy and the Swearing Class - Character Building Collection

GT08

$

10.00

This is a favorite! It is just delightful. It is the story of a little orphan girl and her great love and respect for God. By her example and testimony, the other children learn not to take the Lord's name in vain. A good discussion takes place
about the Bible and God, including how even the words spoken lightly, such as mercy, my goodness, etc. are really just Christian swear words.
Part of the Character Building Collection . Filled with rich, Christ-centered content, these reprints from the best of the American Tract Society's children's selections of the 1800's will be valued by any family who desires their children to be
saturated in God's truth, as portrayed in fascinating stories. 95 pages.

GT01

Little Girl's Treasury - Girl's Heritage Series

$

12.00

This collection of short stories was gathered by a little girl during the course of her own reading. She hoped to bless her friends with them. Your little girls will be blessed also. The stories all encourage godly living. Annie Brooks. 156 pages.
The Girl's Heritage Series is a set of stories for girls, all reprints from the 19th century. They are rich and challenging books for ages 8-14. Also very suitable to read aloud with younger children or for family reading!

Little Homes and Big Hearts

K3281

$

16.00

This is the heart-warming story of a couple's first year of marriage. Due to lack of housing opportunities, they must settle in a less than desirable location in the city. They determine to make the best of the situation and be "lights" to their
surrounding neighbors. The couple ministers to all types of folks trying to share the blessed gospel while serving them in common ways. It is very uplifting reading and will perhaps stir the heart of the reader to reach out and minister to
those in his/her own neighborhood. Mary E. Ropes. 134 pages.

Little Keepers at Home - Handbook for Young Girls 4 - 6

K5645

$

16.40

This Little Keepers handbook makes a great start for your little girls to begin learning to be keepers of the home. The book has a very simple design so that your girls, ages 4 to 6, can begin to be little keepers and future Christian
homemakers! The handbook includes sections on Godly Girlhood, Basic Skills, Homemaking, and Nature. Girls will learn to begin, work on, and finish projects. It is perfect for them! Order yours today! 82 pages.

Little Lame Walter - The Young Hero of Faith

GP35205

$

5.90

This true story is set in Russia and begins at the close of Russia’s revolution with the Communist takeover. The loss of freedom even extends to the Christian orphanage where Walter, a lame boy, lives. The Christian staff is replaced with a
communist staff with orders to stamp out the faith of the children. The children, little believers in the Lord Jesus, refuse to give up their faith in Him. They suffer great persecution and some eventually become martyrs for the Lord rather
than sin and deny Him. It is an unforgettable story of courage, love, and faithfulness.
~ We have just finished reading this aloud as a Family - it was a difficult task - as tears were a common occurance reading of what these young believers endured. It is an incredibly sobering book with a godly example for us all. Oh,
that we will stand as strong as they! It is a book that should be in every home. ~ N.I.Saloff-Astakhoff. 64 pages

Little Medicine Carrier - Character Building Collection

GT12

$

10.00

Wonderful story of an eleven-year-old who goes gladly to work to help support his mother and siblings. The story teaches excellent work habits. It definitely is an illustration of the highest character. Highly recommended. 65 pages

Little Pilgrim’s Progress - John Bunyan's Classic Simplified for Young Readers by Helen L Taylor
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

GT52

$

17.00
Page 35

This is the very best simplified edition of The Pilgrim's Progress done with small children in mind. 55 years ago, Helen Taylor took up the labor of love to simplify the vocabulary of Bunyan's classic work, while keeping the storyline intact.
This is by far the best, and most faithful-to-the-original simplified version of Bunyan's classic that we know of. Let your youngest children discover the riches of God's grace along with the rest of the family as they can follow Pilgrim's
journey.
If you're not familiar with the story, it is a gripping adventure and profound allegory of the Christian journey through life. Fresh illustrations for today's children enliven the story of Pilgrim's voyage to the Celestial City. For children 6-12
years of age. Helen L. Taylor. 256 pages.

Little Pillows - Coiled

BB27

$

9.50

Read the little book before you kneel down to say your evening prayers, because I hope what you read will always remind you of something to pray about. And then, when you lie down and shut your eyes, let your heart rest on the “little
pillow” till “He giveth His beloved sleep.” Frances Ridley Havergal. Limited Stock

Little Pillows & Morning Bells - Frances Ridley Havergal

SG248

$

19.00

Little Pillows is a precious little book filled with promises upon which young children can rest their heads as they go to bed each night. Morning Bells is the companion volume written to help children to awaken with Christ each morning.
Here the little ones are challenged to imitate Christ as they seek to live for Him in their daily lives. A wonderful book to read to young children, and for them to read to each other as they grow older.
Frances Ridley Havergal. 103 pages

Livingstone, David - Biography

K5818

$

13.00

This excellent biography reveals the heart of this dedicated servant of our Lord Jesus Christ. His first desire was to reach the natives for the Lord with salvation. Because of constant and aggressive opposition to missionaries by the white
slave traders, he was forced to become an explorer in order to open up a new path for missionaries to come into Africa. His next earnest desire was to stop the horrors of the slave trade. His life was one of loneliness and suffering, but he
never lost sight of his mission as a servant to the Lord. He was faithful to Christ unto the end. You will also enjoy reading about his precious relationship with his dear wife, Mary. Livingstone's life will be an encouragement to you. He was a
man of great character and loved the Lord with his whole heart! J. J. Ellis. 77 pages.

Livingstone, David & Moffat, Robert - Biography

K4097

$

16.00

~You will be blessed to read the life of Robert Moffat . He loved the Lord and served Him well. He left his beloved Scotland for the dark continent of Africa. There he spent his entire life patiently sowing God’s Word in the hearts of the
natives. He lived with the barest of necessities while rearing his family. He endured unspeakable hardships as he took every opportunity to teach the natives. He translated the Bible into their language. He left an enduring ministry which
his son carried on after him. It is a very great blessing to read the account of his departure from this temporal earth to his eternal home in heaven. Oh, may we all learn to love our Saviour and have as deep a relationship with Jesus as
Robert Moffat had!
~This excellent biography of David Livingstone reveals the heart of this dedicated servant of our Lord Jesus Christ. His first desire was to reach the natives for the Lord with salvation. Because of constant and aggressive opposition to
missionaries by the white slave traders, he was forced to become an explorer in order to open up a new path for missionaries to come into Africa. His next earnest desire was to stop the horrors of the slave trade. His life was one of loneliness
and suffering, but he never lost sight of his mission as a servant to the Lord. He was faithful to Christ unto the end. You will also enjoy reading about his precious relationship with his dear wife, Mary. Livingstone’s life will be an
encouragement to you. He was a man of great character and loved the Lord with his whole heart! J. J. Ellis. 145 pages.

Lord Is My Shepherd, The - The Twenty-Third Psalm

CCP249-9

$

25.90

There is no more beautiful piece of literature than the twenty-third Psalm. The very first expression in this psalm, “The LORD is my shepherd,” has calmed troubled hearts for thousands of years. The LORD is my Shepherd. Is He your
Shepherd? This book will bring you to a greater understanding of this wonderful psalm. 184 pages

Lord, Send A Revival

CCP371-2

$

25.90

The greatest need for this hour is for revival. It is our responsibility to evangelize the world. We must take the message of Jesus Christ to every creature. World-evangelism is not a man-made idea; it is not a marketing method someone
came up with to sell religious material. It is the command of Jesus Christ to go “into all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature” (Mark 16:15). But evangelism is not revival.
A revival involves the people of God. Evangelism is God’s people telling lost people about Christ. Revival is a new beginning of obedience to God. Habakkuk declared, “O Lord, revive thy work." Clarence Sexton. 163 pages.

Lord's Prayer, The - Learn and Colour Series -

Colouring Book

RSP2918

$

3.50

This Colouring Book is designed to encourage children to memorise The LORD's Prayer . The text is typed with open letters so they can be coloured. This 165 x 216mm book also has simple outline drawings for the children to colour.
Designed basically for Grades 1-3.
Also Available in this set are: Books of the Bible, The Beatitudes & The Ten Commandments. 16 pages

Lost Milk Jar, The - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2327

$

5.90

D183816

$

31.00

The problem and solution on an errand of bringing home a jar of milk. Writen by: Lucy Conley. Illustrated by: Edith Burkholder. 24 pages - Softcover. Also Available in German

Love That Multiplies, A - Jim Bob & Michelle Duggar

An upclose view of one of America's largest families. In the Duggar family, love most assuredly multiplies. Duggar-style multiplication includes not only more children, but also new adventures, unexpected challenges, ongoing creativity,
and of course, an increasing faith.
This second book from the Duggar's gives us an upclose view of the new life stages of their growing family. With over 70 photos, and a very personal look at this inspirational family, you'll learn how to infuse your own family with faith, fun,
and a purposeful future;and how to have - as Michelle says - "serene chaos" in your home. Jim Bob and Michelle Duggar. 288 pages

BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

Page 36

Loving Your Husband - CD
Mackay, Alexander & Hannington, James - Biography

T21570
K4215

$
$

10.50
16.00

~Alexander Mackay was a highly-skilled young man dedicated to the Lord and His mission field. He was one of the first missionaries to Uganda. He faced the triple issues of slavery, pagan idolatry, and cannibalism. He patiently
labored in this land and ultimately was martyred for his God. He willingly gave his life so that others might hear of the True Life, Jesus Christ. What an example! J. J. Ellis.
~James Hannington longed to be a missionary and follow in the footsteps of Alexander Mackay . He faced hardship after hardship, but his zeal never failed. He wanted to live his life on the mission field and to die for his God.
Ultimately, that is exactly what happened. J. Johnson Leak. 98 pages.

Magnetic Note Pads

RSB

$

4.50

TF1001

$

17.50

Choose from: Dusty Rose paper with Roses, Green paper with Ivy, Lilac paper with Grapes. Each Note Pad has a 70 x 25 mm magnet. Pad size 203 x 76mm

Making Brothers and Sisters Best Friends - Book

Brothers and sisters are among the most important people in life! Yet often they are also the most trouble. Many siblings fight, argue and miss out on the close relationship that God intends. The problem is not just the surface battles but
the underlying attitudes, wrong concepts and offences. Many broken relationships never get fixed. Few enjoy the special life-long treasure that God intended. The emphasis of this book is not merely “getting along” with your brothers and
sisters, but making them your best friends. Every chapter of the book has a section written by Sarah, Stephen, and Grace, giving the book three perspectives and three personalities. It includes many personal stories, lots of humour,
cartoons, practical ideas, and helpful insights. We encourage entire families to read it aloud together. Sarah, Stephen & Grace Mally. 280 pages. *Also in CD, DVD & Colouring Book

Making Brothers and Sisters Best Friends - Book - Spanish

TF1001S

$

17.50

TF1035
TF1089

$
$

8.50
8.00

Same as previous, but written in Spanish.

Making Brothers and Sisters Best Friends - CD
Making Brothers and Sisters Best Friends - Colouring Book

Designed to be used alongside the book Making Brothers and Sisters Best Friends, this colouring book contains activity pages, projects, pictures to colour, and questions to answer. Each page reinforces the lessons from the book,
encouraging children to put into practise the things they are learning! Children can enjoy colouring the pictures while listening to your family read the book aloud together. 64 pages.

Making Brothers and Sisters Best Friends - DVD
Making of a Servant - Booklet

TF1034
PP17

$
$

18.50
3.00

How can we prepare our young people to become servants of Jesus Christ? What must we do to develop a child who is willing to say, “Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?” and whether there is a job to do or a mission field to occupy, he is
the first to say, “Here am I, send me”? Acts 9:6 Isaiah 6:8. Booklet. Gary Maldaner. 16 pages.

K3240

Man of the House, The - Isabella Alden

$

20.00

This is another excellent book by Mrs. Alden. It is about a young man who at a very early age became the man of the house. He had the large responsibility of caring for his mother and younger sister as best he could. It was a responsibility
which he took very seriously and bore to the best of his ability. This book teaches by example how God meets daily needs when we put our faith in Him. It also illustrates the value of the ability to be content when things seem difficult. As a
backdrop to these lessons, the reader is allowed to see some of the inner workings of this young man's heart as he decides that the only right thing to do is to embrace the Saviour. There are other lessons as he struggles with the thought that
he must "show his colors." This story will hold fast the interest of young men and young ladies while moving from one valuable lesson to the next as the story winds on. Isabella Alden. 255 pages.

Manager of His Home - Helping Your Wife Succeed as She Manages Your Home
Managers of Their Chores - A Practical Guide to Children's Chores

- 2 CD's

T21535
T21150

$
$

20.50
50.50

In the same way that Managers of Their Homes helped tens of thousands of moms "get it all done," Managers of Their Chores helps families conquer the chore battle. The book and included ChorePack system have the potential to
revolutionize the way your family accomplishes chores. Whether you are chore challenged or a seasoned chore warrior, you will gain motivation and loads of practical advice on implementing a stress-free chore system.
While this book will not do your chores for you, it is an incredible tool that will allow you to create and maintain a successful chore system for your family. Help prepare your children -- from preschoolers to teens -- for life by teaching them
to do chores. This also comes with 1 ChorePack Kit. The ChorePack Kit includes materials for 4 children. (Additional kits are available.) Steve & Teri Maxwell. 199 pages

Managers of Their Homes - Practical Guide to Daily Scheduling for Christian Homeschool Families

T21100

$

50.50

A homeschool mother's greatest challenge may be "getting it all done." Managers of Their Homes offers solutions! Responses by families who have read Managers of Their Homes and utilized the Scheduling Kit indicate the almost
unbelievable improvements they have realized. Step-by-step instructions and a unique Scheduling Kit make setting up a daily schedule easily achievable for any homeschooling family. Who wouldn't like to accomplish more and have time
left over?
How does one schedule school time? What about schooling with babies and toddlers? Are you struggling with keeping up in areas such as laundry, dishes, or housekeeping? Does it seem like there is no time for you in the day? Are you
missing special time with your children? Do you feel stressed over the busyness of your days or not accomplishing all you want? Are your children doing what you want them to do each day? It doesn't matter whether you have one child or
twelve, this book will help you to plan your daily schedule. Steve & Teri Maxwell. 174 pages
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Managers of Their Schools - A Practical Guide to Homeschooling

T21110

$

36.50

Have you ever wanted to sit down with an experienced homeschooling couple and ask them every question you could think of about homeschooling? Managers of Their Schools: A Practical Guide to Homeschooling is the next best thing.
With eight children and twenty-three years as a homeschooling family, Steve and Teri share their answers to the questions they are frequently asked. This book is filled with practical information regarding how one family homeschools,
what they use, why they do what they do, and how it all works for them. Details of homeschooling in a real-life family are set down, from how they make curricula decisions to whether their children take tests. After spending their first
twelve years searching for a homeschool method that met their Scriptural and educational criteria, they finally began using Christian textbooks and have never wanted to change direction again. In this book, Steve and Teri share the
benefits their family has gained from using textbooks, and they refute the reasons many will say homeschoolers should not use textbooks. Steve & Teri Maxwell. 208 pages

Manual for the Young: Bridges' Practical Exposition of Proverbs 1-9

GT24

$

23.00

This is heavier material than the title sounds, but immensely valuable for family readings nonetheless. It contains the commments of Charles Bridges on the first 9 chapters of the Book of Proverbs. Charles Spurgeon always declared this to
be the best work on Proverbs he had ever read. Parents can read this work aloud with the family, holding the attention of children 12 and up; or, a serious young Bible student in your home, ages 15 and up. Based on the KJV. Charles
Bridges. 106 pages.

CCP066-2

Marriage By Divine Design - Booklet

$

5.90

Ideas so contrary to the Bible have become institutionalized in the thinking of people. This is why it is much more important for those of us who truly claim to be Bible-believing Christians to tell the truth in love and not try to accommodate
the decaying morals and behavior of our present world.
Children are going to be bombarded with what they have been told is the majority opinion, and it will differ from your opinion. We must firmly fix in their minds that the Bible is the inherent Word of God, that it is God’s Word for all time,
and that God’s children, with God’s help, must seek to adhere to the standards of God’s Word.
If you are going to have marriage by divine design, which is at the foundation of all of civilization, then we must realize that God has designed marriage with a pattern. He has made it simple to find and follow that pattern. May God help you
to have a marriage that is by divine design, marriage by His pattern, pure and permanent. Clarence Sexton. 22 pages

TEN4046

Mary Jones and her Bible - Lamplighter Hardcover

$

29.30

This true story takes place in a town in Wales where food and clothing were difficult enough to obtain, but young Mary longs for nothing more extravagant than her own Bible. Her earnest dedication and testimony were substantially
responsible for the founding of the British and Foreign Bible Society in 1804. Mary E. Ropes. 149 pages.

BBM06

Master's Indwelling, The - Andrew Murray

$

10.00

As Christians we have the highest honour God could possibly bestow upon human creatures—close, personal fellowship with His Son Jesus Christ. Within the believer dwells the Person of the Holy Ghost, bringing us into direct contact with
our Saviour, allowing us to daily walk with Him and abide in Him. Follow Andrew Murray as he explores the riches we have in this great relationship. Andrew Murray. 122 pages

K6533

Me? A Home Missionary?

$

11.10

When four girls are faced with the challenge to become home missionaries, meaning missionaries in their own homes, will they accept the challenge? And, what will it mean for each of them? Can they truly live for Christ where they are?
Find out how you, too, can be a home missionary! Nicole Hiebert. 53 pages

Me? A Widow? Compelling Reading for the Grieving and Practical Principles for... Minister(ing) to the Sorrowing

BB25

$

10.00

The Bible says in James 1:27: "Pure religion and undefiled before God and the Father is this, To visit the fatherless and the widows in their affliction..." This book will especially help pastors and the church family understand how to
minister comfort and support to the widow. May the Lord use what you find in these pages to encourage you to enter into this area of service-which in general has been sadly neglected by the church. This book will also help the widow
through her journey of grief and enable her to find acceptance and peace. I trust as I recount how the Lord has enabled me through my own journey of grief, it will bolster your faith, and that the "Suggestions for the Widow" section will give
you new hope for the difficult days ahead. Together may we especially draw comfort from what the Bible says in Matthew 5:4: "Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be comforted." Hazel Mitchell. 83 pages.

Me? Obey Him? - The Obedient Wife & God's Way of Happiness & Blessing in the Home

SLP8551

$

15.00

Homes across America are in serious trouble! Quite often, the root of the problem lies with a confusion of authority. Very often, the guilt lies at our feet, ladies as we seek to take the wheel of authority ourselves and clash with our husbands.
But can't a woman be her own person and still be a good wife? Doesn't she have rights as well? What if the man is truly wrong? Is there a way to biblically confront him? Elizabeth Rice Handford answers all these questions and more in Me?
Obey Him? Packed with Scripture, this book reveals how ladies everywhere are unintentionally hurting themselves, and damaging their own homes! Don't let your marriage be a casualty on the battlefield for your rights! Mrs. Handford's
points are sometimes controversial, but always thoughtful, full of love, and firmly Bible-based. Me? Obey Him? is perfect for personal reading and for small group study among Christian women. It is the ideal gift for newly-weds and aboutto-be-weds, and Christian women of all ages. This book was written by a woman, for women.
Elizabeth Handford. 100 pages

K4223

Meekness - Character Curriculum

$

12.40

In order to possess meekness, as we ponder the definitions, we must realize that it must be found in knowing Jesus Christ, Who is Meekness. Then we will gain some measure of it for ourselves. “Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me;
for I am meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest unto your souls.”—Matthew 11:29. Knowing Jesus, Who is meek and lowly in heart, will bring rest unto our souls. What a lovely truth that is! We, who are so full of unrest, will find
rest in Him.
Have you ever pondered why and how Jesus, the Son of God, the King of kings, Ruler of the universe, could also be lowly in heart? Do you not think He could be proud of His position? Instead, He is the essence of humility, and beckons us
poor sinners to come to Him for rest. We shall learn to be more like Him as we study meekness. 68 pages.
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Micro Bible - Entire Bible on 2" Square Plastic!

RSP6724

$

9.00

BBM14

$

14.00

A micro-reduction of the entire King James Bible - Old and New Testament on one 5 x 5 cm square sheet of plastic. Clearly readable with the aid of a good quality 100x microscope.

Ministry of Intercession, The - Volume I

- Andrew Murray

In The Ministry of Intercession Andrew Murray presents two main truths. One is that “Christ actually meant prayer to be the great power by which His Church should do its work”. Secondly, “that we have far too little conception of the
place that intercession ought to have in the Church and the Christian life”. Intercession is the great work that our Saviour is engaged in, and His children ought to do likewise. Andrew Murray. 212 pages

Modern Bible Version Hall of Shame, The

WOL48

$

35.00

This book documents the apostasy of some of the most influential names in the field of modern textual criticism and modern Bible versions from the past 250 years. There are articles on 110 influential modern textual critics and 40 modern
version translators, including Simon, Bengel, Wettstein, Griesbach, Lachmann, Tregelles, Tischendorf, Westcott, Hort, Schaff, Thayer, Gregory, Briggs, Driver, Brown, Nestle, Liddle, Scott, von Soden, Kittel, Conybeare, Kenyon, Burkitt,
Robinson, Lake, Souter, Clark, Moffatt, Goodspeed, Dodd, Bratcher, Taylor, Colwell, Kilpatrick, Elliott, Phillips, Epp, Nida, Ehrman, Childs, Wikgren, Aland, Martini, Metzger, and Karavidopoulos. There are also reports on some of the key
evangelical popularizers of modern textual criticism, such as Tregelles, Hodge, Warfield, Robertson, Black, and Carson. 7 x 8" Author: David Cloud. 292 pages

PP12

Modern Bibles - The Dark Secret

$

9.50

Has God preserved His Word, or it is “up for grabs” for anyone to revise and publish? Ps. 12:6,7 This book compares the KJV to the NIV (as representing other versions), showing damaging changes and omissions. Also presented are the
ideas behind modern versions and principles of preservation. 64 pages; laminated, paper cover. By Pastor Jack Moormon. 64 pages

K5141

Modesty - Character Curriculum

$

12.40

Modesty is a godly and biblical attitude or state of our hearts which truly directs our behavior. The Bible says, “For as he thinketh in his heart, so is he.” —Proverbs 23:7. This is certainly true. The opposite of modesty is conceit. When one
is conceited one has an overly high opinion of one’s self. In the dictionary the synonyms for conceit include pride, self-glory, self-esteem, self-exaltation, self-importance, and many more. Hmm . . . We can see the picture—SELF is at the
center of every thing that is not modest. In fact, modesty is the only opposite given for conceit.
So, if we act in a proud manner, are a show-off, speak loudly, brag about ourselves or our possessions, wear flashy clothes that draw attention to us, or throw tantrums, or (and you can probably fill in the blank), you can be sure that SELF is
at the center of our hearts, and a modest spirit is nowhere to be found.
Why is a modest spirit important? Because a modest spirit is the spirit of Christ. “Let this mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus: Who, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal with God: But made himself of no
reputation, and took upon him the form of a servant, and was made in the likeness of men.” —Philippians 2:5-7. We pray that this little study will help you to identify what attitude is in your heart, and how you can replace it with the spirit
of modesty. 68 pages.

K5817

Moffat, Robert - Biography

$

11.10

You will be blessed to read the life of Robert Moffat. He loved the Lord and served Him well. He left his beloved Scotland for the dark continent of Africa. There he spent his entire life patiently sowing God's Word in the hearts of the natives.
He lived with the barest of necessities while rearing his family. He endured unspeakable hardships as he took every opportunity to teach the natives. He translated the Bible into their language. He left an enduring ministry which his son
carried on after him. It is a very great blessing to read the account of his departure from this temporal earth to his eternal home in heaven. Oh, may we all learn to love our Saviour and have as deep a relationship with Jesus as Robert Moffat
had! 65 pages

RSP2538

Molly Helps Mother - A Little Jewel Book

$

5.90

God answers Molly's prayer that she may be helpful during Mother's illness.
Molly was six years old. Her little brother Timothy had just turned three. They lived with their father and mother in a little house in the country. One day Mother was very sick. She was so sick that she had to stay in bed, so Grandma
came to spend the day while Father was at work. Molly wanted to help Mother too but she did not know what to do. "Dear God," she prayed, "please show me how I can help Mother."
~ This is one of the first Little Jewel Books we bought and is still one of our Favourites! ~
Written by: Laura Clay. Illustrated by: Joan Clay. 24 pages - Softcover Also available in Spanish

T25009

Moody Family Series - Set of 7 Books

$

91.50

These delightful, fiction children's books are about a Christian homeschool family, the Moodys. You will not find bad examples that your children might inadvertently end up imitating-but rather a godly family working together and serving
the Lord Jesus! Your children could even surprise you with the positive things they begin doing in YOUR own family . . . Watch and see! The Moody Family Series celebrates the adventures of everyday life in a Christian family. Each book
includes black and white illustrations. Sarah Maxwell.

Moody Family Series Book 1 - Summer With The Moodys
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T21170

$

14.50
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Summer with the Moodys is the first book in the Moody Family Series. This book celebrates the adventures of everyday life in a Christian family! Come along with the Moodys as they help a widowed neighbor, start small businesses for the
children, enjoy a family fun night, live normal life, and wrap up the book with two special surprises! Woven throughout the book is the Moodys' love for the Lord and their enjoyment of time together. Children (parents too!) will love Mr.
and Mrs. Moody, Max, Mollie, Mitch, and Maddie—they'll come away challenged and encouraged. Often parents are concerned about negative examples and role models in books their children are reading. One goal in writing the Moody
Series was to eliminate those kinds of examples replacing them with positive, godly ones. Summer with the Moodys grew out of the need we saw for godly, children's reading material. This book was written to encourage Christian families
to a closer walk with Jesus, to a greater intimacy in family relationships, and to a focus on serving and working. Reading comprehension level: ages 7-12. Read aloud comprehension level: ages 4-99.
Sarah Maxwell. 197 pages

Moody Family Series Book 2 -

Autumn With The Moodys

T21180

$

14.50

Autumn with the Moodys is the second book in the Moody Family Series!
Starting where Summer with the Moodys ended, the Moodys begin their new homeschool year. Not only is Mom experiencing morning sickness, but Maple, the eleven-week-old puppy, adds her twist of excitement. Packed into the book,
you'll find the Moodys helping their grandparents move nearby, an emergency trip to the doctor's office, puppy training, birthday excitement, blessing neighbors, homeschooling--and to wrap the book up--a special Thanksgiving surprise!
You will not find bad examples that your children might inadvertently end up imitating--but rather a godly family working together and serving the Lord Jesus! Your children could even surprise you with the positive things they begin
doing in YOUR own family . . . Watch and see! The book is also illustrated with one drawing per chapter. Sarah Maxwell. 189 pages

Moody Family Series Book 3 -

Winter With The Moodys

T21172

$

14.50

Winter with the Moodys begins with midnight excitement. Then, early in December, Miss Carolyn, the midwife, comes to the house to check on Mom and her baby. Throughout the book, friendly but slightly eccentric Mr. Delome pops over
for a few unexpected visits. As Christmas approaches, the Moodys are busy preparing to bless others. Readers may remember Mrs. Bagwell from the two previous books. She invites Mrs. Moody and the children over to visit her one
afternoon. Grandpa's life transformation is woven throughout the story. The heart-stopping conclusion contains a surprise ending that will thrill and delight you. Come join the Moodys for the winter! Sarah Maxwell. 98 pages

Moody Family Series Book 4 -

Spring With The Moodys

T21174

$

14.50

Spring with the Moodys is the fourth book in the Moody Family Series. As the twins' birth nears, the children want to bless Mom, and their surprising idea for how to do that is a huge success. In the midst of waiting for the twins, a petsitting job is unexpectedly given to them and brings its own excitement. There is incredible joy when the Moody twins arrive! Mr. Delome, the neighbor across the street, continues to be part of the Moodys' lives along with other familiar
characters from the first three books. Come join the Moody family for the spring.
A main goal for the Moody Family Series is that these books would be used to encourage families to draw closer to Jesus and to each other. We want to hold up a model for children that would cause them to choose to be loving, helpful, kind,
and considerate—more like Jesus. While the Moody family may seem like a perfect family, they are the picture that Scripture sets before us of a family.
Each of the twenty chapters includes a black and white illustration. Sarah Maxwell. 197 pages

Moody Family Series Book 5 -

Summer Days With The Moodys

T21176

$

14.50

Summer Days with the Moodys, the fifth book in the series, continues to follow the lives of the Moody family whom many across the world have grown to love. Although this family is fictional, the everyday adventures and down-to-earth
situations make them seem real to readers. Will Max, Mollie, Mitch, and Maddie start summer businesses? What about Mr. Delome across the street—what is he like now that he's saved? Will Mr. Gibson (also know as Big Red) be in this
book? Are Grandpa and Grandma going to move next door? Find out the answers in this long-awaited sequel! The book begins with an unexpected twist and a heart-pulling event occurs near the end. Packed in between is helping an elderly
couple, moving the twins into the children's room, testing time at Grandma's, celebrating the 4th of July in Moody style, developing more of a friendship with Mrs. Bagwell, and much more! Sarah Maxwell. 194 pages

Moody Family Series Book 6 -

Autumn Days With The Moodys

T21178

$

14.50

Autumn Days, the sixth book in the Moody Family Series, picks up where Summer Days left off. Now that Mrs. Bagwell is saved, what will she be like? Will the Moodys have a “normal” few months? What will the bank and Mitch have in
common? What excitement will happen to the Moodys in this book? The book starts with an unexpected event, and then guests are scheduled to come. Their visit leaves the Moodys with a surprise challenge. Mr. Gibson’s wife is a key part
of this story line, and a trip to the apple orchard becomes a special family time. Come join the Moodys as they delight in serving the Lord Jesus! 20 illustrations.
Sarah Maxwell. 205 pages.

Moody Family Series Book 7 -

Winter Days With The Moodys

T21182

$

14.50

The seventh book in the series continues to follow the Moody family as they experience life, serve the Lord Jesus, love each other, and work as a team. How do the Moodys deal with a challenging, yet not uncommon, situation? What will the
holiday season hold? How will the Moodys share Jesus with others? What is Maddie's special birthday gift? As is often the case with a Moody book, the story begins with excitement, but the excitement doesn't stop there. A surprising event
happens after a simple excursion to the grocery store. Then, follow the family as they make their Christmas season special. Later the girls and Mom go on a shopping trip, and Mitch pays a visit to the eye doctor. The weekly neighborhood
Bible study continues, and while preparing, Mom encounters the vacuum. Two chances to bless others through I-J-N (In Jesus' Name) are woven into the story line. The book ends with two, well, you'll have to find out! 20 illustrations.
Sarah Maxwell. 213 pages.

More Stories and Poems from Long Ago - CD
Morning Bells

H05
K4220

$
$

12.00
12.00

This is the excellent sequel to Little Pillows, an evening devotional book written especially for children. In Morning Bells, a child is encouraged to begin his day with a "morning bell," a devotional reading of Scripture to encourage his heart
to live for Jesus that day. The bells inspire godly living in the youngest of believers and give practical direction to their footsteps. Frances Ridley Havergal. 64 pages. Limited Stock
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Morning Stars - Names of Christ For His Little Ones - Frances Havergal

SG1009

$

12.00

This book is the sequel to Frances Havergal's wonderful devotional gem for children Little Pillows & Morning Bells . This was the last book she wrote before her death. This book takes little children by the hand and points out to them
in simple, biblical language 31 of the Names of Christ scattered throughout Scripture. Some of the Names included in this little jewel are: SAVIOUR, BRIGHT AND MORNING STAR, FRIEND, BROTHER, REDEEMER, SUBSTITUTE,
SHEPHERD, COMMANDER, ROCK, RIGHTEOUSNESS & PRINCE OF PEACE.
Frances wrote "One thing I want to be quite clear about. No amount of "good little books" will do you any good unless they lead you to love the Book of books. If you really love Jesus you are quite sure to love His word. But one reason
why some of you do not love it half as much as you wish you did, is because you do not know enough of it, and you only read, you don't search; which is what God expressly tells you to do.
A capital piece of advise was given by a man who did a very great deal towards leading people to love and know their Bibles. He said: "When you take your Bibles, you should be always hunting for something!"
~ We love this book as it encourages children to search the Scripture themselves. There is space left for the reader to add the verses after they find them in their Bibles. ~

Mornings With Tozer - Daily Devotional Readings -

D661891S

A.W. Tozer

$

20.00

Most of these 366 devotional readings are gleaned from sermons Tozer preached nearer the time of his death in 1963 and have an intense concern for spiritual intimacy and true worship. This urgency for the reader to follow his or her own
pursuit of God is emphasised through Tozer's personal illustrations, testimonies and prayers. A.W. Tozer. 400 pages

Most Important Key In Rearing Children to Serve the Lord -

Dealing With Anger

For The Love of the Family

TC05

$

5.50

Pastor Coomer takes us step by step on how to deal with ungodly anger in our lives. He also shows us how to rear our children to not have an angry spirit. Many Christian's homes, marriages, and children have been destroyed by ungodly
anger in the home. Many Christians do not realize they have an angry spirit and do not realize the serious problems which result from their ungodly anger. A powerful exposition of the anger passages of the Bible. A must read if you are
serious about wanting your children to grow up and serve God and desire practical help in dealing with the hidden sin of Christianity. Booklet. Terry Coomer. 28 pages

GT54

Mother at Home

$

12.50

Long esteemed as one of the most valued works from the 19th century on the art of mothering and the glory of the work of the mother at home. For any girl who was raised without much discipline and in need of instruction on proper
discipline of her own children, this is a superb guide. Rarely in print and worth obtaining at any price. Christian mothers who want biblical counsel on Christian child rearing will find this book valuable.
The Mother at Home first appeared in 1833 as a book published by the American Tract Society. In enunciates and illustrates certain basic principles of the duty of the mother in raising up her children in the "nurture and admonition of the
Lord." The Mother at Home stresses the great importance of raising up children under the eye of God, always conscious of His presence and submitted to His Word-the Holy Scriptures.
John S.C. Abbot. 140 pages - Limited Stock

CCP076-1

Mother, What Will the Children Say?

$

5.90

$

13.00

God never gave any woman anything greater to do with her life than to be a mother. There is nothing more beautiful and crowning in the life of a woman than motherhood. Clarence Sexton. 20 pages.

K5649

Mother's Gift, A - To Her Little Ones at Home

An excellent devotional book written by a mother to her children. This book makes plain God’s love and His wonderful plan of salvation. This book is meant to be read aloud to small children, and would be excellent for family devotional
time.
~ We have been reading this to our children and the older ones have been benefiting from it too! There are 35 chapters in all ranging from 1-3 pages in length. The length of each “talk” is just right, giving young and old plenty to chew on!
Even though there are only 80 pages in this book, it is well worth its weight in gold. There is great excitement when B hears that A Mother’s Gift is the book to be read! ~ D.W. 80 pages

RSP2357

Mothers Little Helper Cookbook

$

7.50

An unusual little cookbook compiled especially for mothers of preschool children. The recipes are simple with clear, step-by-step instructions given as a mother would give them to her child.
The book is designed with two pages for each recipe: For Mother and For Mother’s Helper. Mother’s page includes the recipe and the procedure for following it. Two headings, Child will need: and For Mother to do: also appear on that page.
Mother will follow the instructions on the For Mother’s Helper to tell her little helper just what to do next.
The book is designed so that Mother can continue with her own work—sewing, ironing, preparing a dish of her own, or whatever—glancing only when necessary at the open book with its numbered directions to tell her child what to do next.
Attractively illustrated with spaces for notes, where a mother can record helpful additions or ideas of her own that she may wish to remember. The book also includes a list of twenty other activities or jobs that small children can do. A book
designed especially for mothers who wish to fill their little children’s time with useful and helpful activities. 48 pages

Mother's Praise, A

CCP294-9

$

5.90

$
$

55.00
6.00

Shining brightly in the night-sky of life you will find generations of faithful women who have loved God and their families with all their hearts. May God help you to be the faithful mother He has called you to be.
Tim Cruse. 40 pages.

Music For Good Or Evil - 4 DVD Set
Must Purity Be Sacrificed on the Altar of Unity? - Booklet
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

WOL39
BB15

Page 41

What will we sacrifice "Purity" or "Unity"? As Christians, two things we would like to see in our churches is ‘Purity’ and ‘Unity’. However, when faced with a choice between the two, which one will we choose? Will we sacrifice purity on the
altar of unity? Bro. Esselink causes us to examine our own response in light of the truth amid this day of increasing error and compromise. Bert Esselink. 25 pages.

My First ABC Book - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2787

$

5.90

RSP2895

$

3.90

These adorable pictures and easy-to-understand poetry will delight your little one as they learn their letters.
A is for apple, So crispy and sweet, Shining so rosy— A summertime treat.
B is for bubbles, That float up so high; Up and away, They will sail to the sky!
C is for cake, With two candles to blow. See how the flames, Brightly flicker and glow?
~ Another Favourite! Beautiful Illustrations! ~ Written & Illustrated by: Jessica Kauenhofen. 24 pages - Softcover

My Little Farm Book

This simple picture book is intended not only as entertainment for small children but also as a teaching tool to help them appreciate the gifts God gives us. The fantasy found in many children’s books is detrimental to the development of
sound character. Our hope is that this book can be used to instil seeds of truth into very young minds. 16 pages

My Little Number and Colour Book

RSP2897

$

3.90

K3948

$

16.00

A lovely little book for young ones! 16 pages

My Mates And I - O.F. Walton

Just as the Lord tested the Israelites in the wilderness to prove them to see if they would obey Him, He tests each one of us. My Mates and I is the story of one lad's testing in the wilderness of his life. He learns the great difference between
reformation and repentance. He learns that good resolutions are useless unless one learns to depend on Jesus for strength and grace. The book is loaded with good advice and spiritual admonitions which will encourage any reader to stay on
the straight and true path. Mrs. O.F. Walton. 124 pages

My Sermon Note Book

BB09

$

5.00

RSP2333

$

5.90

$

5.00

A lined page note book 5.5"x8.5" for taking Sermon notes in, will fit in most Bible cases. 200 pages.

My Thank You Book - A Little Jewel Book

Teaching children to be thankful for the many loving things their parents and others do for them. Written in poetic form. Written by: Mary M. Landis. Illustrated by: Michelle Beidler. 24 pages - Softcover

CP598

Nature Mazes

Help a mother elephant find its baby, a hungry fox find a meal, a zebra a water hole… but watch out! There is danger if you get on the wrong path. All you need is a pencil or crayon and the search for the right path begins!
24 pages.

New Age Tower of Babel - 3 DVD Set
New Life, The - Andrew Murray

WOL15
BBM07

$
$

55.00
14.00

An alarming number of Christians never grow much beyond the infant or child stage of their Christian life. Andrew Murray’s desire with this book was to “briefly and simply set forth” the most important truths for “young converts”. Truly,
this book is a valuable tool for both teacher and student, young or mature believer. Andrew Murray. 206 pages

BBM07C

New Life, The - COILED WORKBOOK - Andrew Murray

$

28.00

This is setup as a workbook, coil bound 8.5″x11″, with the scripture references placed within the books text. It also has questions at the end of each chapter. Will work well as Sunday School lesson book or could even be used as a new
convert workbook. Andrew Murray. 192 pages

K4217

Newton, John - Biography

$

14.00

This biography recounts the story of the man who wrote "Amazing Grace," and what a life it was! God's grace truly was evident. Much of this story is written from Newton's own journals and reveals his heart in a personal way which makes
it just that more interesting for the reader. ASSU. 98 pages

CLP334020

Noah's Ark Colouring Book

$

7.00

Simple text and realistic, easy-to-color pictures bring the Bible story of Noah to life for young children. Provides hours of activity while reinforcing the story of God's promise. Includes cutouts for making a paper stand-up Ark and stand-up
animals. 53 pages

L901

Now That I'm a Christian … What Next?
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$

5.00
Page 42

This simple guide for the newborn Christian will enable you to get off to a right start in your new-found faith: Biblical instructions with Scriptural references to help you make correct decisions in walking with the Lord.
“Do’s” and “Don’t” that will help you from falling back into sin and dishonoring your Saviour. Art Wilson.

K4072

Obedience - Character Curriculum

$

12.40

God wants His children to be obedient. Imagine for a moment having children who do not obey. Exactly what would that be like? An obedient person is one who obeys what he is told to do—not with questions or grumbling, but cheerfully
and promptly. If we obey with a pout or a frown, we are really disobeying in our thoughts and hearts. God wants us to obey happily, and with smiles on our faces. When we obey, it also shows that we love Jesus and we want to serve Him.
“And hereby we do know that we know him, if we keep his commandments.” —1 John 2:3. Every day we have choices and decisions to make. Will we obey God? Or do we prefer our own way? God wants us to obey Him in every thing that
we do. When we are obedient, we please Him. This shows that we love Him, and that we want to serve Him. “If ye love me, keep my commandments.” —John 14:15. When we obey our parents and others in authority over us, it shows that
we love and respect them too.
How do you affect the world around you? Do you offer cheer and trust to those around you by being obedient? Or are you one of those people who has your own way while those around you patiently endure the discomfort of it? Let’s each
decide to change our world. We can start by obeying God in all things and then by making others less uncomfortable—by being obedient. 68 pages.

K4526

Of Loyalty and Lost Vision

$

14.00

Have you ever asked yourself to whom you should be loyal? Is it to leaders? To country? To groups? To man? To church? To God? What happens when there are conflicts? What happens when a leader tells you not to ask questions, but to
obey and trust the leadership? What happens when a woman is married to an ungodly man who asks her to sin for or with him? Is there such a thing as blind obedience or blind loyalty? The answers to these and many more questions will
be answered in Of Loyalty and Lost Vision. Confusion and conflicts will be resolved and the peace that comes from restoring faithfulness and true vision will be restored as you read and study this small book. 90 pages

RB166894

Old Time Rose Stickers

$

3.50

Add a lovely, nostalgic touch to stationery, gift packages, tiles, mirrors, and a host of other flat surfaces with the help of this lovely sticker collection featuring old-fashioned roses. Selected from rare turn-of-the-century archives, 45 fullcolor illustrations display the queen of flowers in all its splendor—as full-blown, lush single blossoms, in dainty bouquets, as nosegays, and more! 45 stickers come in a protective little Book.

K4197

One Commonplace Day - Isabella Alden

$

20.00

One Commonplace Day - If one belongs to the Lord, is there ever a "commonplace day"? This exceptional story deals with many people of all ages and walks of life whose lives are intertwined with the thread of God's working among
them. If you are wondering how to become a more serious Christian worker, this book will give you more than a few ideas. Prayer plus work will yield results in the harvest field. Plus, many additional insights/admonitions are given to
parents to warn them that they can never be too careful and watchful of their children. Excellent story! KOF Old Reprint. Isabella Alden. 258 pages.

K4519

Only Ten Cents - Isabella Alden

$

19.40

Even though Only Ten Cents is about a child, there is something for every age in this poignant, true story. It is the story of a very poor girl in very undesirable circumstances who desperately wants to find out about what it truly means to be
a Christian and have a clean heart. Our family has enjoyed reading this story aloud and we would encourage you to read it too! The fact that it is a true story adds to it! We all can learn from this one!
Isabella Alden. 225 pages.

Our Fathers Have Told Us Volume I - 7 CD Set
Our Fathers Have Told Us Volume II - 6 CD Set
Parables of Jesus, The - Volume I

CCP295-6
CCP296-4
CCP370-0

$
$
$

34.50
34.50
25.90

Nearly one third of the recorded teachings of Jesus Christ are given to us in parables. We must understand the parables of Christ to understand the teaching of Christ. All of His parables are found in the first three Gospel records: the
Gospel according to Matthew, the Gospel according to Mark, and the Gospel according to Luke. Parables are not fables, for parables come from real situations. The word parable means "to cast alongside.” It is a story cast alongside a
spiritual truth to help us understand the spiritual truth. As we study these parables given by the Lord Jesus, we discover the greatest stories ever told. Clarence Sexton. 188 pages

K1276

Parents' Guide

$

18.50

If you desire to make maximum use of the Contenders and Keepers at Home Handbooks and help your children achieve their highest potential, you will find this Guide heplful. The Guide contains pertinent information on each and every
skill in the handbooks, how to teach the skill, ideas for accomplishing the skill, plus a reservoir of creative tips to help you teach and mentor your own children. Each parent and every leader, whether a club is small or large, will find the
Guide helpful. There are ideas for lessons, character training, choosing reading material, and more included. Is your club growing? Learn how to organize and operate a very large club. There are reproducible forms for all club needs
included. This Guide covers it all! Don't be without it! 180 pages. No longer in print - 1 Left

K5128

Patience - Character Curriculum

$

12.40

All of us want people to be patient with us. Patient people are kind, understanding, accepting, merciful, and loving. When we make honest mistakes, they never scold or criticize. When we fail, they never make us feel badly. When we get
out-of-sorts, they seem to understand and overlook our shortcomings. Patient people just seem to know all about us, and love us just the same as if we were perfect.
Since patience is such a wonderful virtue, and we want people to have patience with us, should we not strive to develop patience and be patient with all those around us? And, even more, did you know God’s Word exhorts us many times to
have patience? As we do this study on patience, we will find that there is only one thing that keeps us from acting patiently, and that is our self. So, let us patiently begin this study to learn just how we can develop patience.
69 pages.
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Paton, John G - Biography

K5732

$

11.10

When the long-awaited call of God for John G. Paton to go to the mission field came, he quickly answered, "Here am I, send me." The mission board could find no one who would go to the faraway New Hebrides Islands. Cruelty, oppression,
slavery, immorality, and cannibalism were a few of the things he faced on this field. His perseverance, love, and faithfulness will be an inspiration to all who read the story of his life. Oh, that we all could love and serve our Saviour as this
man did. James T. Allen. 56 pages.

GT05

Patty's Curiosity - Girl's Heritage Series

$

10.00

Also includes the marvelous story The Stranger at Home! Read of two children with some very problematic character flaws and how these bad habits were broken! Charles realized his selfishness through a new friendship with a blind boy
and Patty saw her disobedience and curiosity as sinful after an accident which caused her to consider her past behaviour. ASSU (American Sunday School Union). 93 pages

Peace Treaties - CD
Pencils

TF1090
DPEN001L

$
$

8.50
0.40

$

28.00

We have a selection of different Pencils. Most of them are full length pencils but we also have some short pencils with "O Worship the LORD..." Psalm 96:9 imprinted. These come in Blue, Green, Natural and Red.
The Pencils are 40 cents each or 3 for $1.00! Let us know what you would like when ordering.

WOL49

Pentecostal - Charismatic Movements, The

Quoted from Author David Cloud "I have been examining and re-examining the Pentecostal-Charismatic movements for more than three decades since I was led to Christ by a Pentecostal in 1973 and began to seek God’s will about tonguesspeaking and the miraculous gifts of the early churches. I have built a large library of materials on this subject and have interviewed Pentecostals and Charismatics and attended their churches in many parts of the world. I have also
attended large Charismatic conferences with press credentials. I have approached these studies with an open mind in the sense of having a commitment only to the truth and not to anyone’s tradition. I am a member of an independent
Baptist church but Baptist doctrine and practice is not my authority; the Bible is. Each fresh evaluation of the Pentecostal-Charismatic movement has brought an increased conviction that it is unscriptural and dangerous." 317 pages

Peter's Sailboat - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2776

$

5.90

OP03

$

29.00

Peter thanks God for helping him find his boat. Poetic. ~ Another favourite book in our home! ~ Written by: Ruth Ann Rudolph. Illustrated by: 32 pages - Softcover

Pictures From Proverbs - Set 1

Character analogies from the book of Proverbs. Each of these sets contains 18 cards featuring analogies taken directly from the Book of Proverbs. Topics in Set 1: •Trusting God•Boldness•The Tongue•Encouragement•Selfdiscipline•Dependability•Meddling•Boasting•Arguing•Laziness•Runaways•Flattery•Compromise•Beauty•Foolishness•Good News•Friends•Words.
Colouring Book is also available.

OP04

Pictures From Proverbs - Set 2

$

21.00

Character analogies from the book of Proverbs. Each of these sets contains 18 cards featuring analogies taken directly from the Book of Proverbs. Topics in Set 2: •Quarreling•Backsliding•Pleasant Words•Gossip•Deceiving
•Wealth•Reproof•Lying•Fools•Authority•Morality•Character•Drinking•Riches•A Merry Heart•Oppressing the Poor•Honoring a Fool•The King's Anger. Also available - Colouring Book.

Pictures From Proverbs - Sets 1 & 2

OP034S

$

45.00

OP05

$

6.00

Character analogies from the book of Proverbs. Each of these sets contains 18 cards featuring analogies taken directly from the Book of Proverbs. Also available - Colouring Book.

Pictures From Proverbs - Colouring Book From Sets 1 & 2

Analogies from Proverbs in coloring pictures that teach godly character for our lives. The 36 coloring pictures in the book correspond to the full-color pictures in sets 1 and 2 of the Pictures From Proverbs card sets.

GFP01

Pilgrim Church, The

$

45.00

It ought to be obvious to even the casual observer of history that the real story of the church is not the one recorded in secular history. This classic work by E.H. Broadbent demonstrates that the true heart of this amazing drama is not even
recorded in church history books.
This is the saga of those intrepid believers, "of whom the world was not worthy", who not only were persecuted by civil authorities, but were denounced, defamed, and decimatedby the professing church.
Who were the Waldensians? The Lollards? The Stundists? The Anabaptists? These names were given by their enemies to those who claimed only the name of Christ, and who were prepared to suffer for His cause rather than submit to those
man-made traditions that they believed contradicted the Word of God.
Written in an engaging style, the author will thrill your heart with the stories of unknown heroes of the faith. It will spur you on to greater devotion to the Lord Jesus and a deeper concern for His suffering people in many countries today.
Author: E. H. Broadbent. Forward by Dave Hunt. 468 pages.

TF1095

Pineapple Story - 12 CD Set

$

70.00

In his entertaining style, veteran missionary Otto Koning shares 15 humorous and inspirational messages, beginning with the story of how a pineapple garden taught him the important lesson of surrendering his rights to the Lord. These
lively true stories from his missionary experiences in Irian Jaya are encouraging and motivating for all ages. Perfect for long trips in the car! 12 CD's.
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Places in Palestine - A Search and Find Map Game!

OP02

$

34.00

Places in Palestine is a favourite game in our home. What better way to learn where places are in the Bible? This game encourages you to search the Scriptures by asking a question from either the Old/New Testament or the entire Bible
and after being given the Scripture reference the players make their way to the large Map of Palestine to find the location!
The game includes: A map of Palestine, Set of 60 New Testament Question Cards, Set of 80 Old Testament Question Cards, Where to read the stories that happened at each location, Instructions for the game. There are several ways to play
this game. Try it! You won't be disappointed! (To make our map last longer we have had it Laminated.)

PP07

Polite Moments - Book

$

23.50

POLITE MOMENTS is an illustrated book for young people that encourages old-fashioned, polite behaviour and speech. It has been described as a short and simple book on manners and it is certainly the best one I have seen! Even though
each entry is often only 1-2 paragraphs long, the discussions that come from each lesson are amazing. POLITE MOMENTS gives the manner, the reason why it is needed and scripture to support it. Excellent for family devotions. Topics for
all ages – Year one through high school.
There are five volumes now combined into one book containing: General Topics, Visiting Other Familes, Working For Others, How To Be A Servant, Learn To Do These Things.
Chapter 1 – General Topics – Topics include: Always Be Thankful * Give Your Mother Flowers * Do Not Cause Fear To An Older or Weaker Person * Do Nothing To Draw Attention To Yourself * and fifteen other topics.
Chapter 2 – Visiting Other Families – Topics include: “Can You Come Over to My House?” * Ask– Don’t Inform * “Let’s Play In the Yard” * “You Can Have This!” * “Who’s In Charge Here?” * “Is This All Right With Your Parents?” * and
sixteen other topics.
Chapter 3- Working for Others – Topics include: “What Job Should I Seek?” * “I Can Do All Things” * Don’t Waste Time * “Endure Hardness” * The Froward Master * and seventeen other topics – for all young people who do jobs for other
people.
Chapter 4 – How To Be A Servant – Topics include: “Here Am I, Send Me,” * “I Delight To Do Thy Will,” * “I Seek Not My Own Will,” * “I Do Always Those Things That Please Him,” * “What Things Were Gain to Me,” * and seventeen other
topics.
Chapter 5 – Learn To Do These Things! – Topics include: Learn To Work Quietly * Learn To Sit Still * Learn To Be Content * Learn To Be Pleasant * and seventeen others. Large print text and verse for each illustrated topic.
We are reading through this book as a family and we are all enjoying it and learning alot from it! We highly recommend this book! Gary & Cathy Maldaner. 117 pages.

PP15

Polite Moments Booklets

$

3.00

Individual chapters of the Polite Moments book are available in booklet form. Chapters 2, 3, 4 & 5 available.

Postcards - Variety

30- 50¢ each

Refer to Stationery section at end of Catalogue. Look at current Postcards on website.

Power of the Blood of Jesus, The & Blood of the Cross, The

BBM16

$

18.00

What does the "power of the blood" really mean to the Believer? Andrew Murray came to this question and began to explore what Scripture has to say about the Blood of Christ and found the study to be a great blessing to him and became
the subject of twenty messages preached to his congregation in South Africa. Of this subject Andrew Murray is quoted as saying, "I am deeply convinced that we Christians can never know too much about the truths which the blood
proclaims." 272 pages

Powerful Prayer of a Child, The - A Prayer Guide for K-2 (4 - 8 Year Olds)

OP06

$

10.00

K4535

$

24.90

BB19

$

10.00

Adults often use a prayer list to remind them of their prayer requests. "The Powerful Prayer of a Child" is a picture prayer reminder list for children.

Practice Makes Penmanship - Book 1, 2 & 3
This set contains Practice Makes Penmanship Book One, Two, and Three.
Book 1 Covers lower case letters.
Book 2 Covers upper case letters.
Book 3 Covers words, punctuation, and sentences.

Prayer - D.L. Moody

Prayer in accordance to the Word of God? The author's own words describe this book best: "The following chapters relate especially to Prayer; but in order that our prayers may be for such things as are according to the will of God, they
must be based upon the revelation of His own will to us; for of Him, and through Him, and to him are all things; and it is only by hearing His Word, in which we learn His purposes toward us and towards the world, that we can pray
acceptably, praying in the Holy Ghost, asking those things which are pleasing in His sight." Author: DL Moody.

BB26

Prayer - James H. McConkey

$

10.50

“Prayer” by James H. McConkey is truly a classic. He covers the subject like a master. This book is delighting and refreshing to the mind, heart and soul. Read each page, for in it you will learn why our heavenly Father calls us to Pray. The
Chapters are: Call to Pray; The Certainty of Prayer; The Great Promise; The Sweep of Prayer; The Great Condition; The Practice of Prayer; Prayer and Healing; Prayer and Communion.
There is much material for the Pastor, teacher, and layman in this volume. My Friend, you have before you a treasure chest on prayer. Reap these treasures for they will change your life.
Author: James H. McConkey
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Prayer Life, The - Andrew Murray

L845

$

14.00

“Why is there a lack of spiritual power and a low state of spiritual life in the Church?” Through Andrew Murray’s writings, readers find out how their devotions can be transformed so that they can realize the fullness of God’s love, peace,
and divine power in their life. Lovingly explained, the principles presented here can permanently alter readers’ prayer life. Andrew Murray. 133 pages

Precepts in Practice - A.L.O.E.

K6001

$

14.00

A.L.O.E. simply is unmatched in skill with bringing practical applications to Scriptures. In this gem, we will see a number of Proverbs come to life as temptations are faced, peer pressure mounts, or sinners entice. At the same time, faith is
strengthened, trust is made sure, and peace and rest are found. This is one of her best books! It is life changing! A.L.O.E. (Charlotte Maria Tucker). 120 pages

Preparing Sons - Audio Book
Preparing Sons - Steve Maxwell

T21530
T21130

$
$

30.50
20.50

"What a blessing your book was! I don't believe I have read anything else that deals so thoroughly and properly with the subject as you have." Dr. S. M. Davis
In today's world of two-income families, preparing a son to provide for a single-income family seems an overwhelming task. Christian parents will find it helpful to have a purpose and plan as they raise sons who will one day be responsible
for supporting a family. Steve Maxwell presents the groundwork for preparing your son to be a wage-earning adult. He gives practical suggestions and direction to parents for working with their sons from preschool age all the way through
to adulthood. You will be challenged to evaluate your own life and the example you are setting for your son. As the father of eight children, six of them now wage-earning adults, Steve has
gained valuable experience he openly shares with other parents. Learn these principles from a dad whose 24-year-old homeschooled son has purchased a home debt free and whose second son has done the same. Steve explains how it is
possible for parents, with a willing commitment, to properly prepare their sons to provide for a single-income family. This book has many principles that can be applied to daughters as well!
Steve Maxwell. 192 pages

Preparing Young Ladies for Their Teen Years - CD
Price of a Cocoanut - The Story of O.L. King

TF1046
L690

$
$

8.50
5.00

$

8.00

The wonderful testimony of how God used the obedience of a small boy to make great things happen around the world. One of the greatest missionary messages ever given. The Story of O. L. King. 64 pages.

RSP2362

Princess in Calico

Caught in a home situation of hardship, drudgery, and ugliness, Katura is unexpectedly given the freedom for which her sensitive spirit longs. She blossoms in her new environment and also meets a friend whose influence changes the
entire course of her life.
Katura's choice in a difficult situation, and the events that follow her decision, lead the reader through experiences that stir the heart and challenge the personal, unselfish, commitment of everyone who calls himself a dedicated child of
God.
An absorbing and profitable book for teenage readers. 92 pages

K4518

Prisoners of Hope - Deborah Alcock

$

14.00

True, unforgettable story about the believers in 1548: their lives, their persecution, their love for Christ, their faith in Him, and what it meant to them. Few in our day even know or understand such self-sacrifice and such true faithfulness to
God and His Word. This is one of those stories which will leave an indelible imprint on your heart and perhaps challenge your Christian walk. Deborah Alcock. 97 pages

Probable Sons - Lamplighter

TEN4033

- Hardcover

$

27.60

Probable Sons etches into hearts the importance of forgiveness and reconciliation. This delightful story will keep you smiling as little Milly boldly and innocently exhorts probable sons to return home. (She can't pronounce prodigal. ) Amy
LeFleuvre. 128 Pages.

BBM08

Prophet Priest, The - Andrew Murray

$

8.00

Our Great High Priest is clearly portrayed in this devotional study. As Prophet our Lord is the very Word of God, and as Priest, He is the final Sacrifice, and the final High Priest, opening the way for us to boldly “enter into the holiest by the
blood of Jesus”. Andrew Murray. 58 pages

OP05

Proverbs Colouring Book

$

6.00

$

8.00

Analogies from Proverbs in coloring pictures that teach godly character for our lives. The 36 coloring pictures in the book correspond to the full-color pictures in sets 1 and 2 of the Pictures From Proverbs card sets.

BBL06

Proverbs for the Family - Bruce Lackey

The book of Proverbs is preeminently a book of the family with fifty-four references to it. Because of the many forces which are at work to destroy the family in this age, and because some of the efforts of Christians to strengthen the family
seem to be based primarily on the psychology of the world, it is imperative that we come again to God’s eternal wisdom to learn His plan for the family. Bruce Lackey. 88 pages.

L695

Purified Seven Times - The Miracle of the English Bible

$

12.00

The amazing story of the preservation of God’s Word in light of Psalm 12:6-7. This book gives a brief history of each English translation of the Bible that led us to the AV 1611 and also those men behind its translation. The sincere reader will
be convinced of the preserving power of God for a Book He has magnified above His name! 144 pages

RSP2365

Purity in the Christian Home
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$

3.00
Page 46

Included in this booklet is instruction on the importance of parental teaching and supervision, a discussion of the principles underlying the importance of maintaining purity in the home, a discussion of a number of areas of homelife that
need close supervision and why, and some guidelines for teaching children the facts of life. Paul M. Landis. 29 pages

Purpose Driven or Scripture Driven? Warning About Rick Warren & the Purpose Driven Philosophy

WOL51

$

10.00

This book looks at the influential “seeker sensitive” church growth philosophy that is promoted by Rick Warren of Saddleback Church. It contains a review of Warren’s books The Purpose Driven Life and The Purpose Driven Church and a
firsthand report of a visit to Saddleback Church. It documents Warren’s weak gospel, his social gospel emphasis, his judge not philosophy, his amazing anti-fundamentalist tirades, and Saddleback’s rock music culture. It also documents
Warren’s radical ecumenical relationships, including his positive association with the Roman Catholic Church. David Cloud. 133 pages

Questions & Answers From The Bible - 2,001 Questions to Test Your Scripture Knowledge

D606104

$

12.00

Great for family fun, Sunday schools, youth groups, and individual and group Bible study! Test your knowledge of the Bible in a fun and entertaining way. Hundreds of questions and their answers will challenge your understanding of the
Book of books! 192 pages.

K4528

Reading Readiness

$

19.40

Reading Readiness is designed to teach your child his short vowel sounds, simple consonant sounds, and the concept of blending two letters together. This is the first step in teaching phonetic reading. Reading Readiness is used in
conjunction with the Alphabet Flash Cards. Reading Readiness is a series of exercises by which the student is introduced to, and works with, one letter at a time with simple reviews that are spaced and graduated to be timely and easily
accomplished. Each new flash card is introduced as that new letter is learned. Flash cards are used for practice in making letter sounds an instinctive response. Any mixing of concepts quickly becomes difficult to the new beginner. This
program eliminates many of the needless complexities that students often face. Complete instructions are included. 65 pages

Rearing Spiritual Children to Serve The Saviour - For the Love of the Family - Terry Coomer

TC01

$

20.00

In this spiritual and extremely practical book, Rearing Spiritual Children to Serve The Saviour, Dr. Terry Coomer takes us back to the Bible for training our children to grow up and serve God. This is a must read for every Christian parent
who is serious about their children and family walking with God. This book takes you through all the important steps that are neglected today and will help every parent know how to be successful in rearing spiritual children to grow up and
serve the Saviour.
20 Chapters: Where Are The Fathers? Not Forgetting The Children. The Inconsistent Parent. Why Are We Failing? How Do I Convey A Spiritual Relationship With God To My Children? Proper Discipline Of The Child. Improper
Discipline Of The Child. Getting The Heart Of The Child. Dealing With Ungodly Anger. The Difference Between Character and Integrity. How Do You Measure Your Christian Life? Dealing With Pride. Twenty Two Helpful Thoughts on
Rearing Children For God. How To Have A Real Relationship With God. How To Have A Daily Time With God. How To Deal With Hurt. How To Deal With a Different Hurt. Why Has God Allowed This Hurt? Why Can’t I Change My
Life? What Should I Do Now That I Have Failed? Terry Coomer. 178 pages.

TEN3030

Red, Yellow, Black & White

$

10.00

Children are naturally sympathetic toward those who live in unfortunate circumstances. This book, with its poetic narrative and bright photos, will spark that sympathy and help your children understand that they live in much better
conditions than most children around the world. Dwayne and Lois Stoltzfus. 56 pages.

Redeeming The Time -

A Practical Guide to a Christian Man's Time Management - Book

T21160

$

24.50

Most men today would say that they are under time pressure. In the midst of their busyness, there are key aspects of their daily lives that suffer such as their relationships with the Lord, with their wives, and with their children. They aren't
keeping up with their normal responsibilities. They are tired, stressed, and struggling.
Titus2 ministry founder, engineer, and CEO of two small businesses, Steve Maxwell has much experience in time management. He shares Biblical truths that will allow a man to gain control over the time pressures that he is facing. Steve
discusses practical aspects of time management that put a man on a path to being able to keep up with the various demands on his time.
Over the years, Steve has had many interactions with men who are struggling to keep up with their responsibilities. He even addresses different work situations dads face such as working second shift, being in the military, and having
changing work hours. In this book you will learn how it is possible to go from pressure, chaos, and stress to peace, order, and productivity.Steve Maxwell. 236 pages. Also available as an unabridged Audio Book.

Redeeming the Time - Audio Book Unabridged - 6 CDs
Repentance and Soul Winning

T21565
WOL20

$
$

36.50
14.00

This is an in-depth study on biblical repentance and a timely warning about unscriptural methods of presenting the gospel. The opening chapter, entitled “Fundamental Baptists and Quick Prayerism: A Faulty Method of Evangelism Has
Produced a Change in the Doctrine of Repentance,” traces the change in the doctrine of repentance among fundamental Baptists during the past 50 years. Chapter Two is an extensive study on biblical repentance and includes what
repentance is not, a study of every Bible passage dealing with repentance, repentance defined by preachers of old, illustrations of repentance, and God’s repentance. Chapter Three looks at four “Unscriptural Presentations of Repentance”:
(1) An Easy Prayerism Presentation: Failing to deal plainly with repentance. (2) An Insufficient Presentation: Failing to define the terms of the Gospel so the hearers plainly understand, and failing to contrast the true Gospel with false
gospels. (3) A Positive Presentation: Failing to lay a proper foundation of the holiness of God and the sinfulness of man. (4) A Need-Oriented Presentation: Failing to make a distinction between genuine salvation and mere reformation and
ritual.
Chapter Four is titled “Does Salvation Make a Difference,” demonstrating that profession without a corresponding change of life is not biblical salvation. Chapter Five, “Pentecost vs. Hylescost,” contrasts Jack Hyles evangelistic
methodology with the Bible. Chapter Six answers questions that commonly arise pertaining to this subject, including “Are you preaching lordship salvation?” and “Isn’t your definition of repentance a works salvation?”
David Cloud. 201 pages.

Repentance Is More Than a Change Of Mind - Bruce Lackey

BBL07

$

6.00

In this day and age of “easy-believism” this book puts in clear perspective the principle of repentance. Dr. Bruce Lackey points out very plainly the scriptural definition of repentance as being a change of mind which results in a change of
action, backing up his words with many proofs from the Word of God. Bruce Lackey. 32 pages.

K5842

Respectfulness - Character Curriculum
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$

12.40
Page 47

We all know that we should have respect, but who and what shall we respect? You probably knew that it can be a sin when we do not give proper respect. But it is also a sin when we give respect wrongly. It is prudent to be properly
respectful, and God’s Word says that He blesses it. Just consider Exodus 20:12 which says, “Honour thy father and thy mother: that thy days may be long upon the land which the LORD thy God giveth thee.”
Yet Proverbs 24:23 says, “These things also belong to the wise. It is not good to have respect of persons in judgment.” So, sometimes we are to respect people, and sometimes we are not. What makes the difference? God’s Word does. He
tells us when and how to offer respect, and He will bless us when we give, or do not give respect, as long as we do it properly. Thus, it seems important that we learn how to be respectful, or to handle this thing called respect. Let’s learn
now, shall we? 68 pages.

Reward of Childhood Truth - Character Building Collection

GT10

$

10.00

OP01

$

58.00

Two excellent stories about the importance of telling the truth. These stories bring forth not only the present value of truth-telling, but also the long term consequences. 72 pages

Richest Christian Game, The

We are very excited to be able to offer you something that until now has not been offered to New Zealanders before… The Richest Christian Game!
“Enjoy learning what God says about the purpose and use of money” The RICHEST CHRISTIAN will help you teach your children both how to handle money and how to lay up treasure in heaven.
This game is sure to become one of your Family favourites! This game encouarges ministering to others with your money rather than spending your money for selfish gain.
Do you know God’s instructions for handling money in this life?
Have you stored up any treasures in Heaven? God says, “But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven… For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also” (Matthew 6:20-21).
The Winner is the player with the most Eternal Treasures at the end of the game. (Of course, Every Player Wins… because each one gains knowledge about God’s purpose and use of money.)
Your children are learning math, reading, science, history, etc. Now here is an interesting way for them to learn God’s ways to handle money. They will need these principles all the days of their lives. And your family will enjoy the game!
Ages - Anyone Who Can Read (Ages 8 – Adult)
• Verses on getting money • Verses warning about wasteful losses of money • Verses on dishonest gain of money • Verses on how to use money to minister to others

K1402

Robbie's Light

$

5.90

This is an exceptional story which will impress deeply the scripture "Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works, and glorify your Father which is in heaven." Matt 5:16. It is a boy's struggle in the midst of poverty,
withstanding the taunting of peers and elders, and the pain of loneliness to let his light shine. It will encourage the reader to preserve despite the obstacles one faces. This is well worth reading for anyone.
S. Annie Frost. 44 pages.

D27353

Robinson Crusoe - Daniel Defoe

$

20.00

Robinson Crusoe's adventure takes place on a remote island. Adjusting to the primitive conditions, he learns to make tools, shelters, bread, and clothes. More importantly, he becomes a Christian.
Modern editions tend to leave out Crusoe's long struggle with God and his change as he studies God's Word. As part of the Classics for Young Readers Series, Kathryn Lindskoog faithfully preserves such details. Ages 9-13. Daniel Defoe. 192
pages

WOL47

Rome And The Bible

$

35.00

To our knowledge, this is the first history ever published which details the Roman Catholic Church’s relationship to the Bible from the first millennium to the present. The book could also be titled “The Bible Through the Centuries.” The
author has spent thousands of dollars obtaining rare documents relevant to this history (such as a 1641 edition of Foxe’s unabridged Acts and Monuments) and researched the topic in important theological libraries in Canada, America, and
England, including the British Library. The book covers the Roman Catholic Inquisition from the 11th to the 19th centuries, particularly the role played by the Inquisition to keep translations of the Bible out of the hands of the common
people. It contains the history of ancient separated Christians, including the Waldensians and the Lollards. It gives the history of the English Bible from John Wycliffe to William Tyndale, and the history of the Spanish, German, French,
and Italian Bibles. It contains amazing biographies of royal queens who loved the Bible. It gives the decade-by-decade details of papal condemnations of 19th-century Bible societies and of Roman Catholic persecution in the 19th century.
It describes the 20th-century phenomenon of Rome changing tactics and joining hands with the Bible societies. It documents the similarities between the Latin Vulgate and the modern versions. It answers the question: Has the Roman
Catholic Church changed? The book contains 95 illustrations from rare out-of-print books. Dr. Ian Paisley, Martyrs Memorial Presbyterian Church, Belfast, Northern Ireland, commended us for Rome and the Bible and showed us his copy
in which he had written the following words: “Brother Cloud is not beclouded!” Fourth edition revised and enlarged, September 2001, 175 x 200mm. David Cloud. 331 pages

Rooted in Christ Volume One - A Foundational Discipleship Course

PP10

$

15.00

PP11

$

15.00

GT07

$

10.00

RSP6460

$

2.50

An excellent study for grounding the new believer. Topics are: Eternal Security of the Believer, God’s Book for God’s People, Walking With God, Prayer, The Lordship of Christ, and The Church.
Six week course for Jr. High– Adult. Pastor Horst Trojahn. 103 page workbook.

Rooted in Christ Volume Two - A Foundational Discipleship Course
Topics in Volume 2 are: Worship-The Ultimate Priority, Spiritual Warfare, Life in the Spirit, Spiritual Gifts, A Heart for Evangelism, and Biblical Separation.
Six week course for Jr. High – Adult. Pastor Horst Trojahn. 100 page workbook

Roses And Thorns - Character Building Collection
Many little stories teaching the principles of choosing between right and wrong in life. One can choose the thorns or the roses. 65 pages

Ruler - Golden Rule
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

Page 48

30cm / 12" plastic ruler with "Do unto others as you would have them do unto you." Matthew 7:12 printed on. Colour is green.

Ruler - Straight-Edge with Books of the Bible

D105070

$

1.50

TW01

$

14.00

Clear plastic, all-purpose ruler, etched with Books of the Bible, 6" straight edge on one side and scalloped edge on the other.

Samuel Morris Biography - The Apostle of Simple Faith

HE WAS NOT YOUR "TYPICAL" MISSIONARY----HE WAS AN AFRICAN CALLED TO SERVE IN THE UNITED STATES.
No one would believe the adventures of nineteenth-century missionary Samuel Morris----unless they believe in a God of compassion and grace.
Samuel Morris began life as Kaboo, the son of a tribal chieftain. He was a prince, but he became a pawn----held in torturous limbo until his father could pay ransom to an enemy tribe. When Kaboo's captors became too greedy and no
amount of ivory could rescue him, a death of unbelievable cruelty awaited. And then God intervened. From Kaboo's miraculous escape, to his acceptance of Christ and baptism by missionaries, to his remarkable voyage to America where he
would have an amazing impact on scores of lives, the story of Samuel Morris is an adventure of divine proportions. Not for young children.
Heroes of the Faith Series. W. Terry Whalin. 204 pages. OUT OF PRINT

GUL01

Samuel Morris Biography

$

14.00

HE WAS NOT YOUR "TYPICAL" MISSIONARY----HE WAS AN AFRICAN CALLED TO SERVE IN THE UNITED STATES.
No one would believe the adventures of nineteenth-century missionary Samuel Morris----unless they believe in a God of compassion and grace.
Samuel Morris began life as Kaboo, the son of a tribal chieftain. He was a prince, but he became a pawn----held in torturous limbo until his father could pay ransom to an enemy tribe. When Kaboo's captors became too greedy and no
amount of ivory could rescue him, a death of unbelievable cruelty awaited. And then God intervened. From Kaboo's miraculous escape, to his acceptance of Christ and baptism by missionaries, to his remarkable voyage to America where he
would have an amazing impact on scores of lives, the story of Samuel Morris is an adventure of divine proportions. Not for young children.
Heroes of the Faith Series. W. Terry Whalin. 204 pages. OUT OF PRINT

BBM09

School of Obedience, The - Andrew Murray

$

8.00

The School of Obedience reveals the heart of our Heavenly Father. Obedience is the foremost and foundational requirement of the child of God. With obedience will come the fulfilling of the will of God and the walk with our Father in
accordance to His Word. To quote Andrew Murray, “Let us all pray that God may, by the light of His Spirit, so show His loving and almighty will concerning us, that it may be impossible for us to be disobedient to the heavenly vision.”
Andrew Murray. 84 pages

L879

Scriptural Goal of Teaching God's Word, The

$

9.50

When people OBSERVED TO DO THE BIBLE, a spiritual awakening always followed. When preachers just teach the Word, people slowly settle down in their pews and become nominal believers. The spiritual condition in this country will
continue to degenerate until people begin to “observe to do” God’s Word once again. Our discipleship and Sunday School books could help get people back to “OBSERVING TO DO” God’s Word again and help bring revival. James Wilkins.
91 pages.

$

Scripture Magnet Card - Various

4.00

Magnetic cards imprinted with your choice of 12 different verses from the KJV. These cards make inspiring gifts. The verses are neatly printed in blue lettering on buff parchment like paper. No decorations surround the verses. Each card
has the verse mounted between layers of metal and clear durable plastic. Each about 5.5 X 8 cm with magnet on back. Verses are Numbers 6:24-26, Psalm 23, Psalm 46:1, Psalm 118:24, Psalm 145:18, Proverbs 3:5, Isaiah 26:3, Jeremiah
17:7, John 3:16, Romans 8:28, Philippians 4:7 & James 4:8

BB14

Scripture Memorization

$

6.00

A compilation of 194 verses chosen for their deep spiritual truths in areas such as Salvation, Consequences of Sin, The Word of God, Christian Conduct and many more. A must have for anyone who desires to hide the Word in their hearts.
Compiled by John Mark Charlton.

BBM17

Secret of Fellowship, The - Andrew Murray

$

8.00

Beloved brethren, the more that I think of and pray about the state of religion in this country, and all over the world, the deeper my conviction becomes that the low state of the Spiritual life of Christians is due to the fact that they do not
realize that the aim and objective of conversion is to bring the soul even here on earth to a daily fellowship with the Father in heaven. Andrew Murray. 70 pages

Secret Power or The Secret of Success in Christian Life and Work - D.L. Moody

BB18

$

8.00

Secret Power or The Secret of Success in Christian Life and Work by D. L. Moody. In Moody’s own words “the object of this book is to help others to know the source of true power, that both their zeal and their knowledge may be of
increased service in the Master’s work.” The author saw a lack of power in both testimony and work of Christians in his day—how much more are we in need of the Holy Spirit’s power upon our labours today?
D. L. Moody.

Seeing the Non-Existent - Evolution's Myths and Hoaxes

WOL52

$

40.00

It is designed both as a stand alone title as well as a companion to the new apologetics course AN UNSHAKEABLE FAITH. CONTENTS: Canals on Mars, Charles Darwin and His Granddaddy, Thomas Huxley: Darwin’s Bulldog, Ernst
Haeckel: Darwin’s German Apostle, Icons of Evolution, Icons of Creation, The Ape-men, Predictions, Questions for Evolutionists, Darwinian gods and Darwin’s Social Influence. David Cloud. 608 pages

Selections from Stories for Every Season - Tape
Self Esteem - Satan’s Most Harmful Tool

H08
PP18
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$
$

7.00
6.00
Page 49

Self-esteem is promoted by this world (especially in public schools) and by many Christian groups. How is this affecting our children? This booklet presents a thorough examination of self-esteem – how self-esteem shows itself in children
and adults, how self-esteem is acquired, and how self-esteem harms the cause of Jesus Christ. Includes many practical ideas for use in the home. Gary Maldaner. 50 pages

Seven Royal Laws of Courtship - Practical Advice for Both the Knight in Training & the Princess in Waiting

UG02

$

5.50

Thousands of young people have been touched by the words which are found in this book! Many of these young people, moved by the power of the story and the Spirit of God, have vowed to wait for God’s perfect will in a marriage partner.
This book offers practical advice for both the Knight in Training and the Princess in Waiting. Booklet. Jerry L. Ross. 44 pages

Shaking Hands with Mr. Parkinson - Audio CD and Book - Written & Narrated by Gary Miller
Shaking Hands with Mr. Parkinson - 2 Audio CDs - Written & Narrated by Gary Miller
Shaking Hands with Mr. Parkinson - Book

CLP264567
CLP264566
CLP264565

$
$
$

39.90
27.90
15.90

At first the symptoms were barely perceptible. Then Gary began to notice an occasional tingling numbness, a little slip in coordination, and a slightly dragging foot. It was time to get checked out. Doctor Frere was thorough and asked many
questions. Finally, looking at Gary through his rimless glasses, he stated flatly, “I think you may have Parkinson’s.”
What a shock! Gary and his wife Marie looked into a yawning abyss of dark uncertainties, a prognosis leading from a healthy, active, and productive life to one limited by gradually deteriorating physical and mental faculties. Slowly the
reality sank in. Where does one find strength and solace in such a time?
Gary’s story and testimony is open and honest about personal fears, discouragement, and victories. His candid, first-person portrayal of living with Mr. Parkinson is moving and inspiring. Gary Miller. 135 pages

K2303

Side by Side - Isabella Alden

$

11.10

This book has to be one of the best Mrs. Alden wrote! It is the story of two young girls, one a very wealthy girl, and the other, a very poor girl. One has grown up in Sunday school and church, and one has just begun to come to church. These
girls sit side by side in Sunday school. This is a story of contrasts: rich and poor, educated and uneducated, and, more importantly, a professing girl, and one who has truly come to know the Savior. This gem of a story paints a black and
white picture for children and adults of the difference between saying you are a Christian and actually being a Christian. Excellent! Every child should read this one! Isabella Alden. 59 pages

Simple Facts, The - R.A. Torrey - Tract

CLP210602

$

0.10

CLP334015

$

7.00

Nothing can substitute for the transforming work of Christ in the heart. R. A. Torrey. 3 pages

Simple Life Colouring Book

A coloring book depicting hand tools, farm animals, plants, and other items illustrating hard work and simple living. To add to the international use of this coloring book, picture descriptions are written in English, Spanish, Pennsylvania
German, High German and Low German. 54 pages

Sissy and Tiny Shoes - DVD
Six O'clock in the Evening - Isabella Alden

CK1416
K3949

$
$

8.50
14.00

Six o'clock on Saturday evenings was Grandma's special time with her grandchildren. The grandchildren would bring Grandma several Bible verses from which she would select a verse. She would then share with them how God had used
that particular verse in her life. As always, Mrs. Alden makes the Bible practical for a child's life. Six O'clock in the Evening is a title from the Golden Text Series . Isabella Alden. 82 pages

K4099

Slessor, Mary - Biography

$

14.00

The Missionary Heroine of Calabar-A Story of Mary Slessor. The biography of Mary Slessor will inspire all who read it! She was a woman who loved God, and was busy every minute of every day serving Him. She left Scotland to become a
missionary in Africa-quite an act of faith for a single woman in those days. She ministered morning, noon, and night, quite fearlessly, to the sometimes very savage natives. She became a leader among the African chiefs, often settling their
disputes without them resorting to violence. After her lifetime of service, many members of African tribes had come to a saving knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ, and had become much more civilized in their ways, laying down lifetime
superstitions and customs as they came under the power of the Word of God. You will be amazed at what this one woman accomplished as she was used of God.
Esther E. Enock. 100 pages

TEN3009

Small Price to Pay, A - Harvey Yoder

$

24.00

Living in the Soviet Union under cruel, atheistic communism and growing up during World War II, Mikhail Khorev saw suffering and death. Often homeless and near starvation, he struggled to believe in God's love. He came to realize that
everything we can give to Christ is still . . . a small price to pay. Paperback. Harvey Yoder. 251 pages.

Softly the Silent Night - CD
Song of Songs, The - A Commentary on The Song of Solomon

BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

H03
VCP03

$
$

12.00
25.00

Page 50

Song of Songs is the title the Holy Spirit assigns to the Song of Solomon in its very first verse. Few can deny the poetic beauty and majesty of the Song of Solomon — but what did the Holy Spirit intend for us to understand in this
challenging, but intriguing book?
Song of Songs is a verse by verse commentary for Bible believers. Where many expositions consider the Song of Solomon from only a devotional perspective, Dr. Williams has attempted to uncover the doctrinal teachings of the book, as
well as examining its historical setting and practical applications. Where many have succumbed to the temptation to spiritualize this poetic masterpiece, the author has endeavored to follow a literal approach in Bible interpretation and
allow the Scriptures to speak for themselves.
Song of Songs will not only help you to understand this portion of Scripture better, but Lord willing it will help you to begin to grasp just how much our Saviour loves us and desires us to walk ever closer with Him.
Pastor J.G. Williams. 319 pages

Soul Winner's New Testament

T28500

$

4.80

Helpful notes throughout the Bible, including underlined verses, by Clift Brannon. Starting on page 377, Mr. Brannon presents a chain of Scriptures about salvation (Consider when you give someone a Soul Winner’s New Testament Bible
folding down the pages near 377 and show them the footnotes that will guide them through a chain of Scriptures) 78 x 120 x 17mm - A handy size! Notes by Clift Brannon. 755 pages

Soul, Mind, Body - Lester Roloff

BB13

$

8.00

The soul, mind and body are all connected and rely on one another for the continuance of life.
Brother Roloff has laid out the plan for health in all three of these areas in the correct order. First the matter of the soul is addressed—that is essential. Secondly the mind which, if the soul is right, should be cared for and protected. Once
the soul has been made right and the mind is being maintained on a spiritual diet the housing for it all is addressed. What goes in truly does make a difference! Lester Roloff. 63 pages

Sound Christian Music vs. CCM - DVD
Spanish Titles

WOL13

$

28.00

BBM10

$

16.00

* Spanish Bible - La Santa Biblia
* 101 Favourite Stories from the Bible
* 25 Favourite Stories from the Bible
* Anthony Gets Ready for Church - Little Jewel Book
* God Controls the Storm - Little Jewel Book
* Making Brothers and Sisters Best Friends - Book
* Molly Helps Mother - Little Jewel Book
* Simple Life Colouring Book with 5 Different Languages: English, Spanish, Pennsylvania German, High German and Low German
* This is Mohan - Little Jewel Book
* Twins' Picnic - Little Jewel Book
* When Life Is Over - Book
New Titles being added as they come!

Spirit of Christ, The - Andrew Murray

In this book, The Spirit of Christ, Andrew Murray points out that “The personal fellowship and knowledge of God in the Holy Spirit was to be the fruit of the pardon of sin.” Now the fellowship with God is made possible through the Spirit of
Christ within us as believers. Andrew Murray's book examines the walk of the believer in this world in the light of this glorious truth—His Spirit in us! Andrew Murray. 278 pages

Sports - Friend or Foe - CD
Spurgeon, Mrs. C.H. - Biography

T21550
K713

$
$

10.50
14.00

This informative biography will give you many peeks and insights into the lives of both Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Spurgeon. You will learn many things about a woman's love for her husband, what a Christ-centered marriage is like, and see a
picture of a helpmeet in difficult situations. You will even read about a little story in which God showed His love for Mrs. Spurgeon in a most personal and special way, despite His not removing a daily life of pain and crippling disease. God's
ways are not our ways. Mrs. Spurgeon also had a wonderful ministry of helping others from her sickbed! She is an inspiration to women everywhere. Charles Ray. 92 pages.

Stained Glass Colouring Books

RB16

$

3.50

$

10.00

Just colour and hang near a source of light to produce a striking stained glass effect. 8 full-page designs printed on translucent paper. Available in: Baby Animals, Garden Flowers, Little Birds, Whales, Little Dogs

State of the Churches, The -

A Plea For More Prayer - Andrew Murray

BBM11

Written near the end of the 19th century, Andrew Murray gives a vivid account of the churches of his day. The dwindling power and presence of the Holy Spirit and the lack of zeal on behalf of the membership. Dark days were before the
author, and it seems, as Solomon so aptly wrote, there truly is nothing new under the sun. In our day, as in the author’s, the only hope is for God’s people to take hold upon heaven in prayer and cry out for the Spirit of God to pour out His
blessing in both His power and presence. Andrew Murray. 113 pages

Stationery Paks -

Carlisle Press - Bread of Life, Fruit of the Spirit, Strength and Honour, A Friend Loveth

CP2007S

$

8.50

20 stationery and 20 matching envelopes in resealable Stationery Pak. The perfect solution for enjoyable letter writing. Packaged for gift giving! 4 designs to choose from – Bread of Life, Fruit of the Spirit, Strength and Honour, A Friend
Loveth.

Stationery Tablet - Hourglass, Lavender, Majestic, Lighthouse…
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

RB47-10A

$

8.00
Page 51

Stay in the Castle - Booklet

UG01

$

4.00

Stay in the Castle is a story written by Pastor Jerry Ross about a young lady who finds herself at a crossroads. One road is marked, “My will,” the other, “God’s will.” It is a love story – a story of misplaced love, lost love and genuine love
realized. Best of all, Stay in the Castle is a true story. This little book is a very powerful emotional word picture used to help one girl realize that she needed to “Stay in the Castle” and wait for her knight to come for her. It is a story to girls of
all ages not to “settle” for second best, but to wait for God to bring their knight. Booklet. Jerry L. Ross. 22 pages.

K5729

Stepping Heavenward - Elizabeth Prentiss

$

22.00

Stepping Heavenward is a classic that endures the test of time, and still changes lives each time it is read. It is the story of a young girl and her journey through life. It recounts her struggles, her failures, her victories, her joys as she
trods the pilgrim path to heaven. Have you ever wondered why you may be experiencing failure in your walk instead of victory? Have you wondered where the "joy of the Lord" really was? Have you ever wondered why you could have sweet
devotions with the Lord, and then lose your patience fifteen minutes later? These and many more questions will be answered as you journey heavenward with Mrs. Prentiss's excellent story! This is a treasure of a story, and one to be read
and reread over the years. It contains many life-changing gems for males as well as females, young and old. Get yours now! KOF Old Reprint. Elizabeth Prentiss. 291 pages.~ We also have Golden Hours by Elisabeth Prentiss ~

Stories and Poems from Long Ago - CD
Story of John G. Paton - Biography - Lifeline Philippines

- Hardback

H04
LP06

$
$

12.00
18.00

$

12.00

This edition of the life story of John G. Paton is written for the younger reader. It has been “re-cast” from the autobiography originally published in 1889. James Paton. 452 pages. Limited Stock

K6497

Straight Road, The - A.L.O.E.

Join Wilfred in an exciting and never-to-be-forgotten lesson about taking the straight road of truthfulness and honesty. He learns this lesson when faced with a powerful temptation which involves his entire family. Only he knows a secret,
which, if made public, will wreak disastrous financial havoc on his loved ones. Is it right to suppress truth if others may be harmed? What will Wilfred do? A.L.O.E. 61 pages

K5733

Stranger at Home, The

$

11.10

This is a story about a little girl who lived with her grandmother. After a number of years, she returns home to her family, but finds she is a stranger to them. Her brother and sisters have had the benefit of godly parents, who have educated
and trained them well, while she has been indulged by her doting grandparents. This is a story of her struggle to come to terms with her family, her sin, and her God. Written in 1830, it is a little gem with glimpses into godly family life and
home education. Mary Martha Sherwood. 45 pages

Strategy of Preaching, The

BB45

$

10.00

K4404

$

33.40

A handy guide for sermon preparation. Max Alderman. 158 pages.

Succeeding at Reading

This book is the solution you are looking for to teach phonetic reading! It is also the only phonetic reading tool you will ever need for this purpose. Succeeding at Reading comes with its own self-contained Parent/Teacher Guide explaining
all the phonetic constructs and their sounds, a how-to guide, some effective teaching tips, and some of the "whys" and "wherefores" of phonics. KOF 115 pages

Success or Failure - CD
Surprise For Tommy, A - A Little Jewel Book

T21520
RSP2780

$
$

10.50
5.90

BB11

$

8.00

A story poem of how the family helped cheer Tommy when he was recovering from a broken leg. Written by: Ella Grove. Illustrated by: Keri Martin. 24 pages - Softcover

Surrendered Life, The - James H. McConkey

The Surrendered Life is examined in the light of Scripture by Bro. McConkey. Scripture such as, “Present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God” (Rom. 12:1) will be studied to explain what the Surrendered Life is, why we
must heed His call, how we are to go about it and the blessed results for the child of God. James H. McConkey. 87 pages

K4418

Susanna Wesley - Biography

$

26.00

If you are looking for a true biography of Susanna Wesley, this is it. Most biographies written of her are nothing more than the author's attempt to use Mrs. Wesley to further his/her own agenda. Mr. Dallimore has done an excellent job of
sticking to the facts, placing Mrs. Wesley in the proper setting of her time, and giving the reader a true picture of her. Great biography! Arnold A. Dallimore. 168 pages

T21115

Sweet Journey - A Bible Study

$

20.50

Whether you are struggling with discouragement, anger, fear, loneliness or simply want a closer walk with Jesus, Sweet Journey is a Bible study leading you in the right direction. This book has the potential to dramatically change your
life. Many ladies long for a Titus 2 woman in their lives. Through the words of Sweet Journey , Teri becomes that kind of a mentor. She has an intense desire to see ladies grow spiritually and experience the true joy and victory that comes
from the Sweet Journey . This is a hands-on book that has Bible study questions interspersed throughout the text, allowing space to write your answers. At the end of each chapter, you'll find homework assignments plus Teri's answers.
It's a perfect individual Bible study, mother-to-daughter study, friend-to-friend study, or large-setting group study. We invite you to discover the unmistakable joy that results from what you will learn in this book. You will delight in what
the Lord does in your life as you join Teri on the Sweet Journey! Teri Maxwell. 192 pages.

WOL24

Sword Searcher - Software - Available on Order
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$

85.00
Page 52

SwordSearcher is a powerful Bible study application, featuring numerous resources and unique features - far more than just an electronic concordance. Resources include several commentaries, dictionaries, maps, illustrations, and topical
guides. Features powerful searching and many useful time-saving tools. Supports user-created content. Pop-up verse references allow instant examination of cross-references in resource material. Pop-up Strong’s definitions immediately
show Strong’s Lexicon definitions over King James Bible Strong’s Links. The Topic Guide allows quick indexing of all dictionaries, topic guides, etc, on a particular topic or verse. “Deep Referencing” links all relevant material to verses,
alleviating the need to guess at relevant dictionary or topical entries. SwordSearcher has a host of features and resources for improving your Bible study. It is a Bible concordance and so much more. Over 1 million cross-references
combined. 14 Bible texts, 8 dictionaries and encyclopedias, 14 commentaries, 4 topical Bible guides, 4 other books, and over 360 maps, charts, and illustrations.

Tales Illustrative of the Parables - A.L.O.E.

K6324

$

18.00

This book features a dozen short stories, each one focusing on one of the parables of Jesus. A.L.O.E. weaves a story like no other, and these stories are no exception. This collection will increase your children's awareness of applying the
parables to their daily lives. Or why not read the stories together? They would make a great addition to your family reading night. A.L.O.E. (Charlotte Maria Tucker). 207 pages.

RSP2802

Talking With Hands - A Little Jewel Book

$

5.90

Mae cannot hear, because God made her that way. But she can see, taste, smell, and feel. Mae likes playing with her cousin Beth, but they cannot communicate very well until Beth is taught how to use sign language to talk with Mae. This
touching story includes signs for all the page numbers. ~ Another lovely book! ~ Written by: Mabel Martin. Illustrated by: Ruth Witmer. 24 pages - Softcover

Teenage Years of Jesus Christ, The - The Ultimate Pattern for Teenagers Today

UG03

$

12.00

UG03S

$

8.00

This life-transforming and thought provoking 126 page book introduces the six priorities of the teenage years of Jesus Christ. Jerry L. Ross. 126 pages

Teenage Years of Jesus Christ, The - Study Guide

This Study Guide goes along with the book and contains fill-in-the-blank questions to be answered as the book is read. It also comes with a final test to be taken when the book is completed. Answer keys are included. Jerry L. Ross. 20
pages

Ten Commandments, The - Learn and Colour Series -

Colouring Book

RSP2923

$

3.50

This Colouring Book is designed to encourage children to memorise the The Ten Commandments . The text is typed with open letters so they can be coloured. This 165 x 216mm book also has simple outline drawings for the children to
colour. Designed basically for Grades 1-3.
Also Available in this set are: Books of the Bible, The Beatitudes & The LORD's Prayer. 16 pages

BBL08

Ten Ways to Study your Bible - Bruce Lackey

$

8.00

The gleanings of Dr. Bruce Lackey from his early college years and through many years of pastoring and teaching. This book is the result of much reading, as well as personal study for teaching and preaching. The author has tried and
proven these methods over the years, as well as many other who have employed them. Perhaps they would be beneficial to you as well. Author: Bruce Lackey 78 pages.

D44851
RB47-38A
D36113

Thank You Cards - Floral
Thank You Cards - Small
Then & Now Bible Maps - Pamphlet

$
$
$

5.60
4.00
8.00

Available in Pamphlet form folding up to a convenient 14 x 21.8cm size. Then & Now Bible Maps shows where the Modern-day cities and Countries are shown with red type or red underline if the name is still the same. Where are the
Bible lands today? Where were Iraq and Iran in Bible times? The answers to these questions and countless others are found in the bestselling pamphlet Then & Now Bible Maps . This full-color, fold-out reference tool contains 17 Bible
maps that show ancient cities and countries in black with modern-day boundaries marked in red.
Size: 14 x 21.8cm unfolds to just under 1 meter long. Fits inside most Bible covers. Also available with Spiral Binding.

D50820

Then & Now Bible Maps - Spiral Bound Hardcover

$

40.00

The Then and Now Bible Map Book compares the Middle East during Bible times to the same regions today by using clear plastic overlays . Contains 20 pages of full-color Bible maps and time lines comparing Bible and world history.
Spiral Bound Hardcover Book measuring 28.3 cm x 22cm. Also available in pamphlet form.

TEN3004

They Would Not Be Moved - Harvey Yoder

$

22.00

For young Anya, the red tie (a communist symbol) was so associated with denying God that she saw it as a ticket to hell. Year after year she saw the eighth graders at school receive the red emblem. Each year it struck new terror into her
heart. Short stories about Christians in Romania and the former Soviet Union.
This is a companion book to They Would Not Be Silent. It contains true stories of the courageous and faithful believers in communist Romania and the former Soviet Union. It is sometimes good to read how our brothers and sisters in
Christ live under such painful conditions; it should certainly help us to not be moved when we have the opportunities to stand for the Lord Jesus. Harvey Yoder. 206 pages.

TEN3003

They Would Not Be Silent - Harvey Yoder

$

22.00

This is an outstanding collection of stories of ordinary people enduring persecution for their faith under communistic rule in eastern Europe. The stories take place from 1945 until as late as 1989.This book is especially interesting as the
stories were written from the perspective of being behind the Berlin wall in the former Soviet Union. It did reveal somewhat how communistic governments and parties operate, and also how some people viewed western countries and
longed for their freedom. It also demonstrated how adversity will strengthen our faith and trust in God. There are stories of young teenagers coming to know God, and willing to go to prison and die for their faith in Jesus. This book showed
how everyday people can live for God and take a stand for our faith no matter what our circumstances or occupation. There are some graphic details, so we would recommend it for older teens or adults. Inspirational and spiritually
refreshing! They would not be silent concerning their devotion to the Lord Jesus. Harvey Yoder. 233 pages.
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Things Hard to be Understood: A Handbook of Biblical Difficulties

WOL04

$

35.00

This very practical volume deals with a variety of biblical difficulties. Find the answer to the seeming contradictions in the Bible. Meet the challenge of false teachers who misuse biblical passages to prove their doctrine. Find out the
meaning of difficult passages that are oftentimes overlooked in the Bible commentaries. Be confirmed in your confidence in the inerrancy and perfection of the Scriptures. Learn the meaning of difficult expressions such as “the
unpardonable sin.” One unique feature of this volume is that it contains no criticism of the King James Bible. We don’t believe that it has any errors and we do not believe that any correction of it is necessary to solve the alleged
contradictions and other difficulties. Another thing that sets this volume apart from others on this topic is its practical nature and the fact that it is written from a fundamentalist, Bible-believing Baptist viewpoint.
The objective is to help protect God’s people from the false teachers that abound in these last days. They raise nagging questions and doubts by misusing passages of Scripture to support their specious doctrines. They take Scripture out of
context and otherwise abuse it, and we have dealt with many examples of this. For example, we examine verses misused by Seventh-day Adventists to support their doctrines of soul sleep and annihilation, verses misused by the Roman
Catholic Church to support its doctrines of Mary and the Papacy and purgatory, verses misused by ecumenists and to justify their unscriptural goals (i.e., Mat. 7:1; Mk. 9:38-40; Jn. 13:35; 17:21; Acts 5:38-39; Rom. 14:4; 1 Cor. 4:5; 6:12-13;
Eph. 4:3-6; and Jam. 4:11), verses misused to support infant baptism and baptismal regeneration (i.e., Mk. 16:6-17; Jn. 3:5; Acts 2:38; 22:16; Rom. 6:3-4; 1 Cor. 1:16; Titus 3:5; 1 Pet. 3:21), verses misused to support Calvinism (i.e., Jn. 6:3740; 6:44; Acts 13:46-48; Rom. 8:29; 9:13-33; 11:19-32), and verses misused by those who deny the doctrine of eternal security.
It deals with things such as the blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, cremation, hair coverings, the first shall be last, did Jesus die on Friday, God forbid, God’s repentance, healing in the atonement, judging, the letter of the law, Melchizedek,
self defense, sinless perfectionism, soul sleep, and the Trinity. 4th edition, April 2006. David Cloud. 385 pages

RSP2437

This is Mohan - A Little Jewel Book

$

5.90

CK0001

$

0.20

BB05

$

8.00

A poetic visit with a little boy of India.
THIS IS MOHAN. He was one. Then he was two. Now he is three.
He does not live in Canada; Nor in the U.S.A. He does not live in Mexico, But very far away.
He's in a land called India, Where children run and play; And watch the monkeys frisk around, At closing of the day.
~ I like the way this describes what it is like to be a child in India (or Nepal). The pictures help children to picture so many of the differences in Mohans life and theirs. Another favourite! ~
Written by: Ella Grove Illustrated by: Edith Burkholder. 24 pages - Softcover. Also Available in Spanish and German

This Was Your Life - Chick Tract
Basic Gospel Tract - Everything you have said or done will be played back at judgment. Will your name be in the Book of Life? Comic Tract. 20 pages

Three Fold Secret of The Holy Spirit - James H. McConkey

Do you know the joy of salvation? Of having your sins forgiven? Of a hope in heaven? What about the fullness of joy in being filled with the Holy Spirit, yielding your life to His will and abiding in Him? The author reveals from Scripture
proofs of what the believer can have and enjoy as a spirit-filled believer. James H. McConkey

Three Happy Days - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2438

$

5.90

D09727

$

45.00

Three little poem stories.
SNOW: I looked out the window, And saw a surprise. White snowflakes were falling, From fluffy gray skies!
They piled on the rooftops, And trimmed the bare trees. They covered the grasses, And all the brown leaves.
Written by: Edith Witmer. Illustrated by: Edith Burkholder. 24 pages - Softcover

Three in One Bible Reference Companion

With an A-to-Z listing of every important word in the KJV, here's a complete set of study tools in one easy-to-use volume. The concordance lists words and their uses in biblical context; the topical index traces themes and concepts
throughout Scripture; and the dictionary explains ideas, people, places, objects, customs, and events. Features a Fan-Tab index. 811 pages - Hardcover

K3527

Three People - Isabella Alden

$

20.00

This is an outstanding book for young men! It is an exciting story that showcases the value of honesty, hard work and obedience. It is the story of three boys all born on the same day: one born into poverty, one born into middle class
society, and one born into wealth. The lives of these three boys become intertwined as they grow and mature into young manhood. It portrays each young man's life as he faces the temptations of the world and his character is tested. The
best thing about this book is that one young man is a follower of Christ with a fertile heart. He is prompt, courteous, respectful and honest, and, in due course, is rewarded accordingly. Young men will find this book inspiring as it gives
them a glimpse of the men they can be. Parents, you will be well pleased with this example of manhood. Excellent for boys, but all ages will enjoy this title. As an adult, I couldn't put the book down! KOF Old Reprint.
Isabella Alden. 270 pages.

Thy Faithfulness To All Generations - CD
Tiger and Tom ~ and Other Stories for Boys - 1910 Edition

MR02
GT50

$
$

19.00
13.90

This book, written primarily for boys, contains over forty stories and one hundred illustrations from the turn of the century. These stories are designed to build character and teach moral values. These are wonderful stories to be read out
loud at family time, or in a group, or just to have in your library. A tremendous book! This book contains no stories of animals teaching values. Author: J. C. White. 224 pages.

Tom Watkin's Mistake - Lamplighter

- Hardback

TEN4031

$

27.60

TC02

$

6.00

A brother and sister, enticed by material gain, forfeit their good reputation. A lesson to guard against dishonesty and deception! Emma Leslie. 127 Pages.

Tongues Speaking in the Book of Acts and I Corinthians - For the Love of the Family
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz
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This is an in depth study of all the passages dealing with this subject in Acts and I Corinthians. Easy to read and great to have available to give to people who are confused about this subject. One missionary who read the booklet
commented, "I graduated from Bible College and I have never heard this subject presented in such a Biblical common sense way as Pastor Coomer has presented it. Great material." Booklet. Terry Coomer. 27 pages.

Tozer on Worship and Entertainment - A.W. Tozer

D661033

$

26.00

Selected Excerpts From the Writings and sermons of A.W. Tozer. “We are saved to worship God. All that Christ has done for us in the past and all that He is doing now leads to this one end.” A.W. Tozer had strong convictions about the
subject of worship as well as its corruption by what he referred to as “the Great God Entertainment.”
The excerpts in this book were carefully selected to give you a clear picture of his thoughts on both topics.
Worship: Unacceptable Worship, Spiritual Concentration, The Presence of God, The Power of God, Personal Communion, Adoration and Hymns
Entertainment: Evangelical Heresy, Propaganda, An Outward Shift, Modern Evangelism, Religious Activity and Worldliness
Also included are Tozer’s sermon “The Act and Object of Worship ” in its entirety as well as his controversial essay, “The Menace of the Religious Movie ,” written in the mid 1950s. You might not agree with Tozer but as always he
“draws a line in the sand” and causes the reader to think critically! A. W. Tozer. 209 pages.

Tract Primer, The - First Lessons in Sound Doctrine for Young Children

SG880

$

12.00

This remarkable book packs more into 104 pages than can be imagined. Intended for very young children who are just beginning to read it contains material that will lay a solid foundation in the heart of every child trained by it. It is the
perfect tool for homeschooling moms who want to teach their children sound doctrine as they are teaching them to read. A wonderful little book from the early part of the 19th century.
The American Tract Society. 108 pages

L785

Trail of Blood, The - Booklet

$

3.50

Follow the Christians down through the centuries from the time of Christ to present times. As you read this book you will gain a new appreciation for the church Christ has entrusted us with. Within these pages you will see the beginnings
of many denominations and their affects on history and see the evidence which will reveal the true church which Christ founded. J. M. Carroll. 56 pages.

D262083

Treasured Psalms and Proverbs

$

5.00

"I waited patiently for the LORD; and he inclined unto me, and heard my cry." Psalm 40:1. For nearly three millennia, God's people have found comfort, encouragement, and hope in the Psalms and Proverbs. Now the most loved of those
Scriptures are gathered into this collection of Treasured Psalms and Proverbs. Presented in the beautiful language of the King James Bible, and accompanied by a helpful note of context, each passage is sure to give you a spiritual boost
whatever the circumstances of your day. 159 Pages.

D6224

Treasury of Scripture Knowledge - R.A. Torrey

$

35.00

This classic Bible study help gives you a concordance, chain-reference system, topical Bible, and commentary all in one. Complete with over 500,000 Scripture references and parallel passages, this reference work contains the most
exhaustive listing of biblical cross references available anywhere. Turn to any Bible passage and you will find chapter synopses, key word cross-references, topical references, parallel passages, and illustrative notes that show how the Bible
comments on itself. This resource reveals how Scripture interprets itself on every verse, topic and important word: from biblical promises, doctrines and historical issues to prophecies and their fulfillment, supplies lists of verses that shed
biblical light on the intent of each passage and dates at the top of each page furnish a chronological framework for biblical people, places and events. This is a hardcover reprint edition. 784 pages.

Truck and a Tricycle, A - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2775

$

5.90

D502205S

$

14.00

After a hard lesson, Samuel learns carefulness and consideration for others. ~ For some reason this is one of Samuels favourites! A good book with a good message! ~
Written by: Evelyn Hege. 24 pages - Softcover. Also Available in German

True to Her Faith - A Story of France in the Time of the Hugenots

Suzanne de l'Orme's Huguenot family is under severe persecution as are other Protestants in the nation of France. The 1500s are a difficult time to be alive if you are unwilling to compromise. Sent on an errand by her mother, twelve year
old Suzanne walks into an adventure that she fears she will never walk out of. Kidnapped by the authorities for being the child of a Bible believing family, Suzanne is interrogated and persecuted. If she will only disown her faith and her
people she can be released from her prison and welcomed into the 'freedom' of the Roman Catholic Church. It is soon apparent that Suzanne will not give in and she is taken from the relative safety of the abbey to become a slave for a local
farmer's family. Still refusing to discard her faith, Suzanne's faith strengthens and grows through her struggles. Will this captivity be the end for the young girl or will this adventure end with a new beginning for Suzanne's life?
Recommended for ages 9 to 12. Narrated by Helen G. 224 pages

True Vine, The - Meditations for a Month on John 15:1-16 -

Andrew Murray

BBM12

$

8.00

Follow through, day by day, in The True Vine as Andrew Murray delves into “the mystery of the Vine in the spirit of worship” as revealed in John 15:1-16. For any who truly desire a fruitful Christian life, this book will be an encouragement
and a challenge, as well as reveal the true relationship of the vine and the branch. Andrew Murray. 64 pages

K4224

Truthfulness - Character Curriculum

$

12.40

Truthfulness is being truthful—wholly truthful—full of truth. God, Jesus, the Holy Spirit, and the Bible are Truth. “And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, (and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the
Father,) full of grace and truth.”—John 1:14. “For the law was given by Moses, but grace and truth came by Jesus Christ.”—John 1:17. “Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by
me.”—John 14:6. “Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you into all truth. . .” —John 16:13. “Sanctify them through thy truth: thy word is truth.”—John 17:17. Truth is whole truth—perfect truth. The source of all
truth is God. And, of course, the father of lies is the devil. There is no middle ground. What is not wholly true is a lie. Have you ever thought about it this way before? Everything we learn in books, hear from our teachers, see on the
television, listen to on the radio, and hear from our friends should be examined—first, at face value, then in the light of God’s Word.
We must then examine our own lives—our thoughts, our words, and our actions. We must be very sure that we speak and live the truth, and that there is no lie in us. It is quite a challenge to be truthful in all words and actions. However,
we must also be truthful in our hearts, for God sees our hearts. Let’s study this trait with much carefulness. KOF 68 pages.
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Truths Every Christian Needs To Know

CCP368-7

$

25.90

The Word of God says in II Timothy 2:2, “And the things that thou hast heard of me among many witnesses, the same commit thou to faithful men, who shall be able to teach others also.” Those who know the truth must commit it to others,
and those who receive the truth must “teach others also.” This is the principle to be followed in the work of the Lord. Each chapter of this book will provide truths every Christian needs to know.
Clarence Sexton. 251 pages.

Twins' Picnic, The - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2528

$

5.90

$

11.50

Stanley and Susie have their very own picnic. ~ Beautifully illustrated and another Favourite in our home! ~ Written by: Mary M. Landis. Illustrated by: Michelle Beidler. 24 pages - Softcover.
Also Available in Spanish and German

GT21

Two Bears, The - J.C.Ryle

Many Christian parents wish their children could sit under the weekly ministry of a pastor as faithful to the Word of God as J.C. Ryle. This devout minister was one of the most beloved figures of 19th-century England, and never was there a
clearer or more gifted communicator of the truths of the Bible. Ryle used to bring an occasional sermon just for the little children of his church.
This is a collection of those sermons - delivered with an ease of style, so that the message still can't be missed as your children read them today. Simple, but never shallow, Ryle takes a child by the hand and guides him into deep and great
truths in ways that few adults know how to do today. J.C. Ryle. 128 pages

BBM15

Two Covenants, The - Andrew Murray

$

10.00

What privileges and rights await the child of God who knows the covenant God! Through Christ, we can be recipients of a new covenant that God will honour in His children. Examine with Andrew Murray what awaits the child of God in
this new covenant. Andrew Murray. 144 pages

Two Surprises - A Little Jewel Book

RSP2453

$

5.90

GT13

$

12.00

Emy Lou surprises Mother and Mother surprises Emy Lou! Written by: Lucy Conley. Illustrated by: Edith Burkholder. 24 pages - Softcover. Also Available in Spanish and German

Two Wealthy Farmers

This book is outstanding! We do not, however, recommend it for younger children because at one point a man, overcome with despair from a lifetime of sin, takes his own life. We would recommend it for all older children, though, and
highly recommend it for adults. The book lays bare many of those sneaky sinful attitudes upon which we put a righteous, Christian facade. In fact, this book could be used to draw up a rather comprehensive list of practical objectives to
strive for in rearing godly men and women. This is the story of Mr. Bragwell and Mr. Worthy, one a professing Christian, and one a possessing Christian. The topics of their conversations include keeping the ten commandments as Jesus
taught them in the Sermon on the Mount, Christian business ethics, family living, rearing children, and others. There are jewels of wisdom on every page. Old reprint. Hannah More. 188 pages

BB32

Uncle John Vassar

$

18.00

John E. Vassar, served his Saviour faithfully for almost thirty years traveling as a book seller for the American Tract Society during the mid 1800’s. As he traveled he developed into a powerful personal witness for Christ. Known by many as
“Uncle John” he was a tremendous prayer-warrior and extremely effective in personal evangelism, as well as a great encouragement to the many churches and pastors he visited from coast to coast. Many pastors would ask him to preach for
them, but his pleasant reply was always, “Oh, no! I am not a pastor, but only a shepherd’s dog, ready to run after the lost sheep, and try to bring them home to the Shepherd.”
Allow two well known preachers of the past to give a summary of the man. First, Charles H. Spurgeon had this to say in the Sword & Trowel: “In every special mission he undertook, Uncle John more than justified the designation by which
he was known, ‘The Shepherd’s Dog.’ There was a reflex influence attending his labours. If, as the shepherd’s dog, he went forth and brought home the wandering sheep, the pastors were stirred up to care for them in the fold. If he
endeavoured to raise the churches to a higher spirituality, he left them with a quickened desire, and the fixed resolution to copy an example so Christ-like.”
Billy Sunday, in his message entitled, He That Winneth Souls Is Wise had this to say of the man: “John Vassar was one of the greatest personal workers of the nineteenth century. He never preached a sermon but that he did personal work.
He was a wonder.”This book is a must-read for both pastors and church members. Anyone would be challenged by this man’s faithful life and selfless ministry! Of this man it could truly be said, “. . .he being dead yet speaketh.” Author: T.E.
Vassar. 213 Pages.

Understanding the Bible - Bible Commentary on CD

NS01

$

175.00

Understanding the Bible has one purpose: to help a reader understand the Word of God. Understanding the Bible seeks to accomplish what Nehemiah wrote, "So they read in the book in the law of God distinctly, and gave the sense, and
caused them to understand the reading" (Nehemiah 8:8). Understanding the Bible endeavors to give the sense of any given passage of Scripture and help a reader to understand the reading. David Sorenson.

K4299

Unto The End - Isabella Alden

$

20.00

This is a thought-provoking book for every wife to read, especially for those women who are married to unbelievers, or to those professing-to-believe men who really are not believers. You may think the wife in the story was right in the way
she handled her marriage difficulties, or you may think she was wrong, but I do promise you that you will be inspired to take a look at your own role in your marriage. It is an extraordinary story. KOF Old Reprint. Isabella Alden. 253 pages.

SLP8876

Vest Pocket Companion For Christian Workers

$

3.50

Dr. Torrey has compiled a marvelous collection of Scriptures, under topical headings, to answer every argument put up by any sinner with whom you will deal. Though this book is seventy-five pages in length, it will actually fit nicely into a
shirt pocket for handy use. R A Torrey. 75 pages

BBM20

Waiting on God - Andrew Murray
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$

12.00
Page 56

I HAVE been surprised at nothing more than at the letters, that have come to me from missionaries and others from all parts of the world, devoted men and women, testifying to the need they feel in their work of being helped to a deeper
and a clearer insight into all that Christ could be to them. Let us look to God to reveal Himself among His people in a measure very few have realised. Let us expect great things of our God. At all our conventions and assemblies too little time
is given to waiting on God. Is He not willing to put things right in His own divine way? Has the life of God’s people reached the utmost limit of what God is willing to do for them? Surely not. We want to wait on Him; to put away our
experiences, however blessed they have been; our conceptions of truth, however sound and scriptural we think they seem; our plans, however needful and suitable they appear; and give God time and place to show us what He could do,
what He will do. God has new developments and new resources. He can do new things, unheard of things, hidden things. Let us enlarge our hearts and not limit Him. ‘When Thou camest down, Thou didst terrible things we looked not for;
the mountains flowed down at Thy presence,’ Andrew Murray. 114 pages.

Watchtower's Coming Crisis, The

CK1273

$

10.00

A devastating crisis has the Jehovah's Witness religion facing extinction. Learn how you can use it to share the Gospel with them.
The faith of millions of Jehovah's Witnesses is about to receive a shock.
Chances are that you have never met a real “Jehovah’s Witness.” While those at your door may claim to be one of Jehovah’s Witnesses, their own publications plainly teach otherwise. So, who are the real Jehovah’s Witnesses?
The Watchtower Society teaches that they are members of the 144,000 who will be the only ones going to heaven. Membership in this group began with the early apostles. Over the centuries others have been added but the Watchtower
declared that the number was completed in 1935. Anyone who claims to be one of Jehovah’s’ Witnesses has to be one of the 144,000 and must be very old now. However, the Watchtower Society teaches that these are the only ones who hear
from God and are responsible for Watchtower teaching and leadership.
Because these people are dying, the Watchtower is facing a credibility crisis. So, the Watchtower is quietly manipulating these death figures to keep the Watchtower organization alive! And now, just last year, Watchtower literature quietly
began to try to wiggle out of the 1935 closing date for the 144,000. But this only adds further opportunity for you to show the “JW” who comes to your door that he cannot trust the Watchtower with his precious eternal life.
The Watchtower representative at your door believes he will remain on “Paradise Earth” after the coming Armageddon, since only the original 144,000 have any hope of going to heaven. In fact, they are the only ones allowed to take
communion. He does not believe he can understand Bible truths without the Watchtower. He is dependent on a publication that, one day soon, will be left without writers to reveal God’s truths. Who are those writers? Those who remain of
the original 144,000 and they are dying!
Oddly enough, their founder, Charles Taze Russell, never taught the doctrine of the 144,000. In this book, you will learn the true history of this false Watchtower doctrine. You will be surprised to discover that this doctrine is not just a Bible
issue. It is also a historical issue and a numbers game that the Watchtower Society has had to manipulate throughout the years to keep that organization alive!
With the information and witnessing strategies in this book, you will be able to plant seeds of doubt and undermine the authority of the Watchtower. The Watchtower knows it is essential that this cornerstone doctrine remain alive if it is
going to continue to exist as the spiritual leader for its followers. Time is the enemy of this teaching and they know it. Daniel Rodriguez. 62 pages.

Way Back To God, The - Study of Psalm 51

CCP522-3

$

25.90

The tragic story of King David's sin is recorded for us in the Word of God. This is not recorded in order to place David's sin on public display, but to provide for all time and all people a way back to God. David's heart cry in Psalm 51 is the
sinner's guide back to God. Clarence Sexton. 193 pages

Way Of Life Encyclopedia - CD
Way Of Life Encyclopedia of the Bible & Christianity - 4th Edition
Way Of Life Encyclopedia of the Bible & Christianity - 5th Edition

WOL25
WOL01-4E
WOL01-5E

$
$
$

45.00
48.00
55.00

This lovely hard cover Bible Encyclopedia contains 600 pages (8.5X11) of information, over 6,000 entries, and over 7,000 cross references. Twenty-five years of research have gone into this one-of-a-kind reference tool. It is the only Bible
dictionary/ encyclopedia that is written by a Fundamental Baptist and based strictly upon the King James Bible. It is a complete dictionary of biblical terminology and also features many other areas of research not often covered in Bible
reference volumes. Subjects include Bible versions, Denominations, Cults, Christian Movements, Typology, the Church, Social Issues and Practical Christian Living, Bible Prophecy, and Old English Terminology. The Christian will be
helped and fortified in his faith through this Bible Encyclopedia. This work does not correct the Authorized Version of the Bible, nor does it undermine the fundamental Baptist’s doctrines and practices as many study tools do. Many
preachers have told us that apart from Strong’s Concordance, the Way of Life Bible Encyclopedia is their favorite study tool.
A missionary said that if he could save only one study book out of his library, it would be the Way of Life Encyclopedia . An evangelist in South Dakota wrote: “If I were going to the mission field and could carry only three books, they would
be the Strong’s concordance, a hymnal, and the Way of Life Bible Encyclopedia .” Missionary author Jack Moorman says: “The encyclopedia is excellent. The entries show a "distilled spirituality.’”
Edited by David Cloud. 648 pages. Also available on CD.

K2302

We Twelve Girls - Isabella Alden

$

13.00

We Twelve Girls is a collection of letters written by twelve young ladies. Their Bible teacher had given each of them a little booklet with a Bible verse for each week of the year, and had challenged them to live by those verses during the
coming year. The girls each promised to do so, and decided to write each other during the year and share how God used those verses to teach them a spiritual truth. These excellent letters will inspire desire toward practical Bible living in
the heart of the reader. This is a perfect book for any young lady, and the concepts apply to boys as well. Isabella Alden. 76 pages

Weapon of Prayer, The - E.M. Bounds

BB20

$

10.00

What is the Christian best noted for? Could it be going to church, reading their Bibles or giving? These and other things are good, but if we are not a praying people, we cannot access God's Power to carry out His great commission and our
service for Him. All that we do must be empowered by God and this must be pleaded for in prayer. In the author's words, "All things and everything are dependent on the measure of men's praying. Prayer is the genius and mainspring of
life. We pray as we live; we live as we pray." Prayer should be as much a part of our life as each breath we take. E. M. Bounds.

Weed With An Ill Name - Character Building Collection

GT11

$

10.00

This is an excellent story about two children who have a problem with pride and temper. The story relates sins to weeds which grow in our hearts. If we do not keep our hearts weed free, the good seeds will be choked out. Of course, selfcontrol alone will not conquer sin, but it is God who gives us grace to achieve final victory in these areas. This book is an excellent mirror in which young people can see some of their sins.
American Tract Society. 107 pages.
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CCP075-4

What Does it Mean to Give Your Child to God? - Booklet

$

5.90

Giving a child to God means to desire what the Lord desires for that child. Holding on to children is a difficult thing, but in order to give a child in God, we must take our hands off and turn them loose for God’s will and purpose. This is to
continue all of their lives as we honestly and sincerely believe that God’s will and way is best for our children.
Of course, we feel very possessive of our children. This is a natural instinct that God puts into the heart of a parent. We have a caring, loving feeling that is quite natural and necessary, but we must remember that we are to be rearing them
for someone else. We are rearing them for Christ and for the mates they will meet and marry someday.
They are ours, but they are only ours to rear. They are placed into our care and keeping only for a while, although we continue the parent-child relationship throughout the years. Giving our children to God may begin with a simple act of
dedication, but it must become a continuous act of surrendering them to the will of God all the days of their lives. Clarence Sexton. 20 pages

CCP071-6

What Every Mother Must Teach Her Children

$

18.00

Today, the world encourages the woman to become independent, to free herself from such responsibilities as a husband and children. Any concept of the biblical privilege to keep the home is lost in zeal for personal “freedom.” Such an
attitude has inflicted vast amounts of damage to the spirituality of children.
Dr. Clarence Sexton, in What Every Mother Must Teach Her Children, studies Proverbs 31 to discover the true role for every mother in the lives of her children. The biblical principles learned will encourage mothers to invest their lives in
training their children in the nurture and admonition of the Lord. Dr. Sexton intertwines the principles of the Bible with his own experiences as a child. The biblical truths that each mother can learn will bless the households of those that
practice them. “Let us consider what mothers must teach their children. This mother told her son what he must know one item at a time. God gave me a mother who was keenly interested in the matter of instructing her children. Every
mother desires certain things for her children, but it is the Lord, and only the Lord, who gives clear direction and discernment for a mother concerning where to place the emphasis in the matter of instructing her children. Each mother must seek to follow
“Imagine a mother seated by her son giving these words of wisdom, instructing him and telling him things that he must hear. These are things that a mother must teach her children.” Clarence Sexton. 91 pages

K4525

What is Biblical Courtship?

$

11.10

$

3.50

Have you ever wondered what biblical courtship really was? Well, you just might be surprised! Take a journey through the Scriptures to find out what the answer really is. Jeff Zakula. 46 pages

RSP2953

What Is It? - "God's Creation" - Colouring Book

Each page has a simple drawing that young children can color with a verse of poetry to match. A good teaching tool about many different kinds of plants and animals. A complete list of names for each illustration is found inside the back
cover. Will create interest in the things God has created. 32 pages

WOL43

What Is The Emerging Church?

$

35.00

This is a thorough examination of this movement, which involves a new approach to missions and church life among some “evangelicals” for these present times.
Nothing has made me more conscious of the vicious battle that is raging for the very life and soul of Bible-believing churches than my research into the emergent church. It is frightful, because so many are falling into devil’s trap and so
many more will doubtless fall in the coming days.
Emerging church leaders have the objective of proselytizing our children and grandchildren. In his 2008 book Finding Our Way Again: The Return of the Ancient Practices, Brian McLaren describes his plan to infiltrate churches and
Christian institutions that are currently rejecting the emerging church.
In this book we explore the following: (1) What is the Emerging Church? (2) A Great Blending and Merging (3) The Liberal Emerging Church (4) The Conservative Emerging Church (5) Brian McLaren: The Emerging Church’s Biggest
Mouth (6) Cain the First Emergent Worshipper (7) Charles Spurgeon Exposed the Emerging Church. David Cloud. 485 Pages.

PP08

What Saith the Scripture - New Edition

$

19.00

Lots of practical help and encouragement for any who are involved in the training of children. A helpful gift for new or experienced educators!! Chapters are: 1. Instilling Self-Discipline in Children 2. Boy Wanted 3. Are We Having Fun
Now? 4. Do We Have the Words of God? 5. The Indoctrination of Values 6. Humanistic Education in the Homeschool 7. The Colonel’s Word Will Stand 8. A Father’s Responsibility 9. The Development of Sexual Identity In Boys 10. Where
Do I Draw the Line? 11. The Offense of Creation Science 12. The Making of a Servant 13. Does Music Matter? 14. Is "Just Do Right" Good Instruction for Children? 15. Mrs. Rosemary Vincent 16. In Defense of the Science Textbook 17. Who
Makes the Choice? 18. Thou Shalt Teach Them Diligently to Thy Children 19. Are We Mindful of That Country? 20. The Importance of Outward Appearance 21. For Whom Should I Vote? 22. The World’s Entertainment 23. Eternal Security
24. Is There Reason to Give Up? New & revised by adding many chapters and a color, laminated cover! Gary Maldaner. 164 pages

SALE $5.00

What Saith the Scripture - Old Edition

PP08A

$

10.00

Old edition (the revised edition has more chapters). Chapters include: Instilling Self-Discipline in Children, "Boy Wanted", Are We Having Fun Now?, Do We Have the Words of God?, The Indoctrination of Values, Humanistic Education,
The Making of A Servant, The Colonel's Word Will Stand, In Defense of the Science Textbook, A Warning About Professional Sports, "I Have Learned...", The Church in Retreat, "Man Looketh on the Outward Appearance", Eternal
Security, Thou Shalt Teach Them Diligently..." and Eternal Security. 73/4 x 101/2" Gary Maldaner. 82 pages.

What The Bible Teaches About Drinking Wine - Bruce Lackey

BBL09

$

4.00

A controversial issue handled well using the Word of God to interpret the Word of God. What do the scriptures actually teach about drinking wine? If Christians are to live lives in obedience to God’s Word, then we should know what He
said on this topic. Dr. Bruce Lackey brings the reader through the Word of God and leads him to a Scriptural conclusion. Bruce Lackey

What They Couldn't - Isabella Alden

K5829

$

22.00

Nothing seems to work out for this family. They are always in debt and can't seem to live within their means. The children seem to need more than the parents can give. Irritation and tension and quarrels seem to reign in the family circle.
To add to this, a spinster, hyper-critical aunt has come to live with them. This family does love each other, though they do not seem to know how to show it. They attend church faithfully, but do they really know Christ? To make matters
worse, they seem to have no discernment regarding suitable matches for their daughters. Will these lives be ruined too? Oh, what trials they go through! Can anything be done to help this family? Or must they continue on with their
downward spiral? An earnest Christian attempts to get them to see "what they could." Is it too late? Or can lives be salvaged? You will want to see for yourself. Isabella Alden. 305 pages.
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When Life Is Over - Also Available in Spanish

CK136

$

8.50

Many Christians have witnessed to friends or loved ones, but need a short book that describes God's plan of salvation in more detail than is possible in a small Chick tract. Here is that book. All unsaved people wonder what will happen to
them when their life is over. Here, they will find answers that will lead them straight to the cross. Help a loved one learn about the origins of sin, why we are all sinners in need of a Savior, and why Jesus is the only One. Also explained is the
importance of blood in forgiveness, and why good works and religion can never save. Also contains a loving, compassionate invitation to trust Christ as Savior. Rick Jones. 64 pages.

CP03X

Who am I?

$

8.50

Who Am I? makes learning about animals fun. Each page features an animal, bird, insect, or reptile that tells the child about itself in an engaging style, hoping to give enough clues to reveal its identity. Read aloud to your children and see
who can guess the animal's name first! For children who can read, Who Am I? is an educational activity that is perfect as part of their school day. The correct answer appears on the lower right of each page. 40 pages

CK1261

Why the King James Bible is the Perfect WORD of GOD

$

6.70

The Bible isn’t just God’s ideas. It contains His actual words. The Bible is God’s book. He gave it by inspiration. The words of scripture are God’s words. But not only did God give His words to man, He also promised to preserve them… for
specific reasons. They are shown to us in the Bible. We believe that we have the perfectly preserved words of God in our 1611 King James Bible, also called the “Authorized Version” or KJV.
Today, hundreds of books call themselves Bibles. In this book you will see why they cannot all be the words of God and why only the 1611 KJV is God’s perfectly preserved words in English.
This book is a "fill-in-the-blank" workbook that requires that the student have a King James Bible. Through its five lessons you will learn that the Bible is God-breathed "scripture." You will see that the Bible clearly claims to be more than
just "God's ideas" . . . it is God's actual Words, preserved through the ages for instruction in righteousness. Finally, you see how some modern Bibles actually change God's teachings.
This book is useful in a Sunday School class, particularly with young people. It will build faith in the Scriptures and the God who gave them. Gary Miller. 48 pages.

Why We Use the King James Bible - For the Love of the Family -

Terry Coomer

TC09

$

4.50

Testimonial from Dr. Don Jasmin, Publisher of the Fundamentalist Digest, concerning Why We Use the King James Bible. "In this 16 page booklet, Dr. Coomer has penned a brief, easy readable, simple and excellent treatise that is self
explanatory. Dr. Coomer cites five reasons for exclusive KJB usage: (1) Textual (2) Theological (3) Philosophical (4) Cultural (5) Practical. If you desire to give naive believers some simple, plausible and confirming explanations for
exclusive KJB use, this concise booklet sets forth those reasons! KJB advocates ought to purchase this concise treatise by the wagon load and make them available to their undiscerning friends. Pastors should purchase multiple copies for
distribution to all new members. Get this book in quantity! You won't be disappointed."
On occasion I have been asked why we at Hope Baptist Church use the outdated King James Bible. The issue of the text of the Bible became an issue for me as a Pastor in the early 1980's. As I listened to different
people I became concerned about the desire to literally do away with the King James Bible. Sitting in a preacher's meeting several years ago I heard a leader of a fellowship of Independent-Fundamental Baptist Churches state, "The New
International Version of the Bible is an easier Bible to read. I would suggest that you go home to your churches and encourage your people to use this new Bible!" That particular fellowship followed the advice of that noted leader and today
they are at the liberal end of the New Evangelical movement with churches that no longer have the word Baptist in their church names. Therefore, I decided to study the issue with great care because of the importance it played in my life
and the lives of the people God had called me to minister to. I studied and totally read 36 different books written by authors on both sides of the issue. We wanted to create a booklet for the average person in the pew who wants to have a
basic understanding of the subject. This booklet will be good for Pastors to give to people in their congregation or outside the church to simply explain the issue. Booklet. Terry Coomer. 16 pages.

GT14

Widow’s Son, The

$

10.00

Three short stories, with timely messages on Christian character for young men. The first and primary story, The Widow's Son, tells of a young man leaving a godly mother to learn a trade in the city. He is influenced by evil companions and
turns to sinful living, to the sorrow of his mother. But the Lord brought him close to death and awareness of eternity, sobering and changing his heart. American Tract Society. 99 pages

K4222

Willingness - Character Curriculum

$

12.40

Our lives are always blessed and made a little easier by those dear people who have willing spirits. Young people are a real source of joy to parents, teachers, and others when they have learned how to have a willing spirit. And one of the
personal rewards of a willing spirit is a much more peaceful life that is rich in the love and affection of others. A person with a willing spirit seldom experiences strife and contention. Are we born with willing spirits? Hardly. It is one of
those godly character traits for which we strive. Of course, it probably is not necessary to say that we need to have unwilling spirits when it comes to the temptations of sin. However, where sin is not involved, and we can be of use to others,
we should learn to willingly put ourselves aside, and energetically launch into the task, whatever it may be. 68 pages.

CK1267

Winning The Witnesses

$

11.80

While serving as an Associate Pastor in 1996, Daniel Rodriguez was instrumental in targeting his city’s large Jehovah’s Witness population. Construction of a Kingdom Hall was stopped because the strategies in this book either won
Witnesses to Christ or destroyed their faith in the Watchtower Society. The step-by-step plan in this practical, easy-reading book will help you to reach Jehovah’s Witnesses like you never thought possible.
Daniel Rodriguez. 107 pages.

K5797

Wisdom - Character Curriculum

$

12.40

Many people want wisdom, but think it is a gauge of what we know. But wisdom is more about what we do than what we know. It deals with who we are and with the decisions we make. Acting properly most often brings happiness and
prosperity. If we are unhappy and things are not going well, it is nearly always because we have been acting unwisely.
Taken from the book of Proverbs, here are a few things that wisdom does: “The wise in heart will receive commandments”; “He that refraineth his lips is wise”; “A wise man will hear, and will increase learning”; “The heart of the wise
teacheth his mouth, and addeth learning to his lips.” Wise people are usually happy people because they avoid all the trials and vexations of the soul that come from foolish mistakes. There is a right and wrong decision or action for
everything. Wisdom knows and chooses the right decision.
Can anyone become wise? God’s Word says they can if they want. So, let’s learn how to get wisdom, and how to use it, shall we? 67 pages.

K3945

Wise and Otherwise - Isabella Alden
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$

20.00
Page 59

In this volume we meet again the characters from Ester Reid, Julia Reid, and the King's Daughter. In each book Isabella Alden has a definite lesson to teach, and this one is such an important one--to completely rid one's self of self! When
we are filled with self, we are so positive we are right, our way is so absolutely correct, that we cannot evaluate the valuable input of others. We cannot even know that God is trying to reach us and teach us because we already know.
The pastor of the church in this story does immeasurable harm to his people and to himself when he is blinded by self and pride. After a tragedy he comes to realize, "It is all a blank! . . .I don't know where to turn . . . and yet, I am a
Christian. I surely am a Christian. I cannot have been preaching the gospel for so many years and know nothing about it. Oh, God, have mercy on me! . . . I have no prop to lean on--nothing but blackness." This man was so full of pride and
self, that even as a pastor, he never realized that he did not know God. This book shows how little pride it actually takes to distort our views and thinking. If we are not careful, it is possible we could find ourselves heading down the same
path. KOF Old Reprint. Isabella Alden. 266 pages.

With Christ in the School of Prayer - Volume II

- Andrew Murray

BBM13

$

14.00

Of all the promises connected with the command, ‘ABIDE IN ME’ Jn. 15:4,7, there is none higher, and none that sooner brings the confession, ‘Not as though I had already attained, either were already perfect’ Phil. 3:12, than this: ‘If ye
abide in me...ask what ye will, and it shall be done unto you’ Jn. 15:7. Power with God is the highest attainment of the life of full abiding.” Truly, an enlightening and thought provoking look at this matter of prayer.
Andrew Murray. 220 pages

With the Children on Sundays: Through Eye-Gate and Ear-Gate Into the City of Child-Soul

GT18

$

35.00

A giant volume, which ranks as one of history's greatest Family Worship books ever composed. A limited number of copies are available of this book, which has been out of print many decades and is currently not being printed by anyone.
Filled with many of the most delightful family readings you'll find anywhere, from an author with great skill in presenting Bible truths in a form which grips the eye, holds the mind's attention, and wins the heart of a child for Christ. Many
call this the finest book for family worship they have ever used. First published 1893. You can use these "Sunday" readings any day of the week, of course. This is a large, "oversized" volume, 7" x 10" - a Facsimile Edition of the Original. 52
chapters, packed with photographs + illustrations. Sylvanus Stall. 330 pages

Wonderful Saviour, Redeemer - CD
Word of God on Trial, The

H01
BB35

$
$

18.00
6.00

Can we believe God? Do we really have God's preserved word? Is there an absolute authority upon which our faith can rest? These questions make our study together one of the most explosive issues of our generation.
In the realm of human relationships, a man's name is no better than his word. In the divine realm. God has magnified His Word even above His name. “... For thou hast magnified thy word above all thy name.” (Psalm 138:2). Man may be
as good as his word, but God must have a preserved word which is perfect like His person. We dare not have a Bible which merely contains the Word of God. We must have a Bible which is the Word of God from cover to cover.
Today, God’s Word is on trial. A handful of intelligentsia over the span of one century has altered the traditional Greek text of the churches which was considered by faith perfect for 1800 years. These men have produced three different
revised Greek texts which together have 2,165 Greek words removed, 335 Greek words substituted and 215 Greek words added to the traditional Greek text of the churches. These 3 revised Greek texts have been the basis for most of the 100
or more different translations and paraphrases of the New Testament produced in our generation.

Word Search Puzzles - Angels - Also available in LARGE PRINT for $5.50

CLP334037

$

5.00

CLP334044

$

5.50

112 pages Standard size - 135 x 217mm (Large Print - 177 x 280mm CLP334044)

Word Search Puzzles - Angels -

Large Print

Are you looking for ways to stimulate your children’s interest in the Bible? Do you need something to enrich their learning? Or perhaps you want to brighten the outlook of a shut-in or a lonely senior citizen.
You may find the puzzles in these booklets just what you are looking for. In addition to hidden words, there is a message from God’s word. Some may enjoy the challenge of memorizing selected verses with their references. The
chronological order in which verses are presented simplifies finding them in the Bible.
*We as a family have enjoyed these booklets for the past few years. One thing we like is the fact that the complete verses are in the puzzle rather than just individual words! We are sure you will enjoy these too!
Children and adults alike will enjoy these word search puzzles based on Bible verses. 111 pages.

Word Search Puzzles - Faith

CLP334035

$

4.00

CLP334026

$

3.50

CLP334025

$

3.50

CLP334031

$

5.00

CLP334036

$

17.50

92 pages

Word Search Puzzles - New Testament
71 pages

Word Search Puzzles - Old Testament
67 pages

Word Search Puzzles - Praise
116 pages

Word Search Puzzles - Set of 5

Children and adults alike will enjoy these word search puzzles based on Bible verses. When you buy all five books, you’ll have nearly 400 puzzles—enough to keep your mind occupied with God’s Word for a long time!

CCP043-3

Worship and Serve the LORD as a Family - Booklet
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

$

5.90
Page 60

The light is going out in our nation. The great influence of America is diminishing. If we are not going to lift high the banner of Christ and be an example of godliness for the world, we will have no light to shine.
The only hope we have as a nation is for revival. The Bible says that judgment must begin at the house of God. When true revival comes, it will come through the lives of people who have dedicated themselves to Christ, and who are willing
to pay the price to allow the Lord an opportunity to use them in a great way.
The light that is left is the light found in Bible-preaching churches. The light that is left is in Christian schools which truly seek to honour and glorify the Lord, and there is light left in Christian homes. May God help each of us to determine
to have a Christian home.
Here are some special thoughts that we hope will help as you think about your family. We want to give you some things to consider as you worship and serve the Lord together as a family. Clarence Sexton. 22 pages

Wow! This is Allergy Free - Cookbook

K4239

$

23.50

If you or anyone in your family struggles with allergies, this book is excellent! It explains the importance of rotation and gives easy daily menus (not repeating the same food in a four day period). The delicious recipes and menus can be
adapted for any diet which must be free of wheat, gluten, corn, egg, milk, soy, sugar, yeast, etc. Even if you do not have allergies, this cookbook will inspire you to try many types of flours and foods you would not try otherwise.
206 pages.

*As most of our resources are sourced from the United States, and we are unable to control the Foreign Exchange
Rate, prices are subject to change without notice. Price to be confirmed at time of order.

AUDIO BOOKS / CD / DVD / TAPES
40 Ways To Protect the Heart Of Your Daughter - CD
Advanced Bible Study Series - Digital Edition
Amazing Grace - CD
Amazing Love - CD
Anger - Relationship Poison - CD
Bible Stories and Songs for Children Vol 1 - Tape
Bible Stories and Songs for Children Vol 2 - Tape
Biblical Separation - DVD
Bright Lights Promo DVD
Building a Vision - CD
By Searching - Isobel Kuhn - Audio Book - 2 CDs
Credentials Without College - CD
Dangers in the Christian Bookstore - DVD
David Livingstone - Audio Book - 2 CDs
Does God Care? - Tract CD
Don't Let The Goats Eat The Loquat Trees Vol.1 - Audio Book - 2 CDs
Don't Let The Goats Eat The Loquat Trees Vol.2 - Audio Book - 2 CDs
Dressing for the Lord - DVD
Encouragement Set - 10 CD's
Eric Liddell - Audio Book - 2 CDs
Experiencing The Joy Of Young Womanhood - CD
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

TF
WOL22
TG1003
TG1001
T21590
H06
H07
WOL12
TF1072
T21560
CM04
TF1056
WOL14
CM07
RB01
CM02
CM03
WOL17
T21580
CM13
T21540

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8.50
150.00
20.00
20.00
10.50
7.00
7.00
28.00
6.00
10.50
18.00
8.50
25.00
18.00
1.00
18.00
18.00
28.00
60.50
18.00
10.50
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Every Mother's Example - CD
Family Evangelism - CD
Feed My Sheep - A Practical Guide to Daily Family Bible Time - 2 CD's
God Knows My Size - Harvey Yoder - Audio Book - 7 CD Set
History of the English Bible - DVD
History of the King James Bible - 400th Year Anniversary - DVD
Homeschooling with a Meek and Quiet Spirit - CD
How To Start And Run A Successful Business - CD
How to Study the Bible - 3 DVD Set
Hymns Every Child Should Know - CD
Hymn's of Faith - CD
I Don't Have To Wait Until I'm Grown Up - CD
Israel: Past, Present and Future - 5 DVD Set
Israel: Past, Present and Future - Powerpoint Presentation
Joy To The World - Tract CD
Keeping the Kids - DVD
Keep Me, Lord - Children's CD
KJV Complete Bible on DVD
Knights Maidens and Dragons - CD
Learning From Dad - CD
Let My Life Be a Light - CD
Life Changing Sermon Set Audio - 2 CDs
Line Upon Line - Commentary on CD
Loving Your Husband - CD
Making Brothers and Sisters Best Friends - CD
Making Brothers and Sisters Best Friends - DVD
Manager Of His Home - Helping Your Wife Succeed as She Manages Your Home
More Stories and Poems from Long Ago - CD
Music For Good Or Evil - 4 DVD Set
New Age Tower of Babel - 3 DVD Set
Not I, But Christ - Sacred Instrumental Offertories - CD
Our Fathers Have Told Us Volume I - 7 CD Set
Our Fathers Have Told Us Volume II - 6 CD Set

- 2 CD's

BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

TF1566
T21527
T22000
TEN5001
WOL11
WOL400D
T21505
T21525
WOL16
H02
RB50202
MR01
WOL33
WOL34
RB02
WOL07 D
FBC060901
D556292
TF1040
TF1023
TF1093
WOL10
VCP02
T21570
TF1035
TF1034
T21535
H05
WOL39
WOL15
FBC111201
CCP295-6
CCP296-4

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8.50
10.50
20.50
34.00
28.00
28.00
10.50
10.50
55.00
18.00
27.00
19.00
55.00
55.00
1.00
55.00
26.00
25.00
8.50
8.50
16.50
40.00
50.00
10.50
8.50
18.50
20.50
12.00
55.00
55.00
26.00
34.50
34.50
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Peace Treaties - CD
Pineapple Story - 12 CD Set
Prepare to Die - Tract CD
Preparing Sons - Audio Book
Preparing Young Ladies for Their Teen Years - CD
Raising Pure Daughters - CD
Redeeming the Time - Audio Book Unabridged - 6 CDs
Selections from Stories for Every Season - Tape
Sissy and Tiny Shoes - Tract Animation DVD
Softly the Silent Night - CD
Sound Christian Music vs. CCM - DVD
Sports - Friend or Foe - CD
Stories and Poems from Long Ago - CD
Success or Failure - CD
The Calvinism Debate - DVD
The Emerging Church is Coming - 3 DVD Set
The Haven of Rest - Sacred Piano Offertories - CD
Thy Faithfulness To All Generations - CD
Understanding the Bible - Bible Commentary on CD
Way Of Life Encyclopedia - CD
What a Friend We Have in Jesus - Tract CD
Wonderful Saviour, Redeemer - CD - Limited Stock

TF1090
TF1095
RB03
T21530
TF1046
TF1088
T21565
H08
CK1416
H03
WOL13
T21550
H04
T21520
WOL40
WOL42
FBC051001
MR02
NS01
WOL25
RB04
H01

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8.50
70.00
1.00
30.50
8.50
8.50
36.50
7.00
8.50
12.00
28.00
10.50
12.00
10.50
28.00
55.00
26.00
19.00
175.00
45.00
1.00
18.00

Pastor Robert Bakss - Audio Sermons on MP3 & Lessons on Word Documents
Resources from Lighthouse Baptist Church, Rockhampton, Queensland, Australia
It is the desire of Pastor Robert Bakss to help local churches and pastors by providing sound Bible based teaching materials that may be used
for the glory of God and impact this generation and the next for the cause of Christ.
Limited Stock Available
Behind Enemy Lines - Divine Strategies For Spiritual Warfare - MP3
MM004
$
10.00
Beside Still Waters - Sermon Series on Psalm 23 - MP3
MM005
$
10.00
Living With People - MP3
MM007
$
10.00
MM109
$
10.00
I Met Jesus At The Crossroads - Sermon Series - MP3
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz
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Confident Christianity - MP3
The Golden Rule - MP3
Have You Had Your Vision Checked? - MP3
Walk With God - Through Old Testament History - Word Document
Walk With God - With Poets and Prophets - Word Document
Walk With God - With Kings and Queens - Word Document
Walk With God - With Minor Prophets - Word Document
Be Still and Know - The Person of Christ, Peter & Paul - Word Document
Be Still and Know - The Preaching to the Churches - Word Document
Be Still and Know - The Prison and Pastoral Letters - Word Document
Be Still and Know - The Postcards & Prophesies - Word Document
Lives Jesus Changed - Word Document
Behold The Man - Christ's Anatomy - Word Document
Meditations From the Mountains - Word Document

MM111
MM112
MM122
MM128
MM131
MM132
MM134
MM150
MM151
MM152
MM153
MM86
MM92
MM93

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

STATIONERY / POSTCARDS / MAGNETS / CARDS
Boxed Greeting Cards
Blank Thank You Cards - 10
Greeting Cards - Individual
Job Pads
Memory Cards
Photo & Verse Postcards - Set of 16
Photo & Verse Postcards - Set of 16 - sold individually
Picture Magnet with Verse - Various
Scripture Magnet Card - Various
Pocket Card (10 Commandments, Psalm 23)
Postcards - Variety
Scripture Magnet Strip - Various
Scripture Magnet Strip - Various
"Thank You" Cards - Small
"Thank You" Cards - Small - Individual
Stationery Paks - Carlisle Press
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz

VAR
RSB
VAR
PPP
CLP
RSB
RSB
RSP
RSP
RSP
VAR
D
D
RSB
RSB
CP

Boxed

$
12.00
$
5.00
$1.00 - $2.00 each
PP14
$
3.00
CLP241106
$
5.00
RB36616
$
6.00
RB36616
$
0.40
$
0.50
$
4.00
$
1.50
$
0.40
$
3.00
$
4.00
RB47-38A
$
4.00
RB47-38A
$
0.50
CP2007S
$
8.50
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Decorative Paper
Stationery Tablet (Hourglass, Lavender, Majestic, Lighthouse)

RSB
RSB

CP
CP
RSP
KOF

RB47-10A

$
$

6.00
6.00

CP119
CP126
RSP2357
K4239

$
$
$
$

15.00
26.00
7.50
23.50

CP112
CP204
CP111
CP303
CP114
CP205
CP304
CP109
CP302
CP301
CP403
CP203
CP113
CP115

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50

COOKBOOKS
Gluten-Free Cooking
Healthy Choices Cookbook
Mothers Little Helper Cookbook
Wow! This is Allergy Free

MAGNETIC MEMO PADS
A Friend Loveth - Magnetic Memo Pad
An Apple a Day - Magnetic Memo Pad
Autumn's Bounty - Magnetic Memo Pad
Blackberry Jam - Magnetic Memo Pad
Butter Churn - Magnetic Memo Pad
Butterfly Garden - Magnetic Memo Pad
Dutch Apple Pie - Magnetic Memo Pad
Fall Bouquet - Magnetic Memo Pad
Grandma's Cookies - Magnetic Memo Pad
Homemade Ice-cream - Magnetic Memo Pad
Love Around the World - Magnetic Memo Pad
No Place Like Home - Magnetic Memo Pad
Our Daily Bread - Magnetic Memo Pad
The Fruit of the Spirit - Magnetic Memo Pad

*As most of our resources are sourced from the United States, and we are unable to control the Foreign Exchange
Rate, prices are subject to change without notice. Price to be confirmed at time of order.
*Not all resources are listed on this price list. New titles arriving regularly.

Visit us at:
BibleBelieversBookshop.co.nz
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